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UNIT I EO ·.' WE HE.AD 
2 
WHAT IS READING? 
This book is designed for students who want to improve their read-
ing and are willing to work at it. Anyone 'Who meets these two qualifi-
cations can improve his reading. For example, in Eastern Illinois 
University's 1958 fall quarter reading class, according to pre and en1 
tests, 92 per cent of the students increased their reading rate and 62 
per cent increased their comprehension. Many of these students doubled 
their reading rate in one quarter 1 s work. 
What is reading: Reading is the interpretation of symbols. This 
definition includes all types of symbols such as those given by a rail-
road brakernan or a baseball umpire, as well as facial an:1 other non-oral 
expressions from which one reads meaning. The concern here, however, is 
with the interpretation of the printed symbol. 
How does one interpret the printed symbol? According to Russell,l 
the reading act is comprised of four states: (1) sensation, (2) percep-
tion, (3) comprehension, (4) utilization. 
Sensation occurs when light rays strike the retina of the eye. Some-
thing is seen on the }'.X:l.ge. Although an adult with a background of read-
ing experiences usually is not aware of this stage, it can be a factor in 
causing reading difficulties. Factors such as visual defects can cause 
eye strain, confusion of letters of similar forms, reversals and other 
similar problems which hinder the development of readj_ng skills. It is 
wise, therefore, for the student to have his eyes examined periodically. 
1. David H. Russell, Children Learn to Read, (Chicago: Ginn and 
Company, 1949), pp. 74-82. 
Perception involves the recognition of symbols as such and the 
realization that they have meaning. The reader becomes aware of this 
stage when faced with an unknown word. He knows that the symbol is a 
word and has meaning but he does not comprehend its meaning. 
The mechanical movements of the eye are a part of perception. Have 
you ever watched the eye movements of someone who is reading? If not, 
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take time and watch a classmate's eyes as he reads? Do you see the short 
jerks and stops as the eyes progress across the line and the quick return 
to the next line? The short jerks, reading spans, are the distances be-
tween fixations. Fixations are the points at which words are comprehended. 
The quick return to the next line is a return sweep. At times the eyes 
return and reread some of the words previously read; these return move-
ments are called rer,,ressions. 
Eye movements ar,? an indication of reading ability. The poor reader 
has more reading spans and regressions, and longer fixations per line 
than does the good reader. Eye movements are the result of habit and 
should be considered a symptom rather than a cause of reading difficulties. 
Reading habits established in elementary school, often, are no long-
er adequate for college work. Replacing old habits with new, more effi-
cient ones requires time and practice. Fluctuations in the rate of read-
ing growth are to be expected. Progress is often rapid in the beginning 
because of the strong initial motivation. Periods of no apparent gains, 
plateaus, will occur. Plateaus can be caused by discouragement, loss of 
interest or increased difficulty of reading materials. They can be periods 
in which new learnings are consolidated. Whatever the reason for the 
plateau, persistent practice 'VC.ll tend to result in additional gains. 
Comprehension is the interpretation of symbols in the light of 
past experiences. It is a thinking process rather than a mechanical one. 
The mechanics of eye movements can limit comprehension. For example: A 
poor reader who makes six fixations per line sends six different messages 
to the brain. A good reader who makes three fixations per line sends 
only three messages. The good reader can think more rapidly because he 
has only three messages to blend into coherent thought. The poor reader 
who sends fragments of thoughts to the brain handicaps his thinking and 
causes poor comprehension. Equalizing the speed of reading and the speed 
of comprehension will tend to eliminate the discrepancy between reading 
and thinking. 1 
The final stage of the reading act, utilization, is the act of 
using or applying the meanings gained from reading. Solving problems, 
writing reports, passing tests, writing themes and reading for personal 
enjoyment are some of the ways meanings are utilized. 
Learning to read more efficiently is a continuous process not nee-
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essarily limited to any one period of life. Adults may find it relatively 
eagy to extend reading abilities because of the marked increase in mental 
content which the individual has acquired by experience through the years. 2 
1. Phillip B. Shaw, Effective Reading and Learning, (New ~ork: 
Thomas Y. Crowell Co., 1955) p.29. 
2. Homer L.J. Carter, and Dorothy J. McGinnis, F.i'fective Reading 
for College Students, ( New York: The Dryden Press, 1957), pp. 12-13. 
SUMMARY 
wHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOU K~AD? l 
1. Sensation: Light rays strike the retina of the eye and 
you see something. 
2. Perception: You perceive that the something (symbols) has 
meaning. 
J. Comprehension: You link these symbols to past experiences 
and you understand. 
4. Utiitzation: You are ready to use your understandings. 
EYE MOVEMENTS IN READING. 
A. Watch the eye moYements of a classmate as he reads. Did 
you see these? 
1. Jerky eye movements (reading spans) 
2. Eye stops (fixations) 
J. Eyes returning to words read before (regres~1ions) 
4. Long eye movement .frOlll the end of one line to the 
beginning of the next line (return sweeps) 
B. Eye movements indicate reading ability. 
1. ~re movements of a poor reader. 
reading spans 
I I 
(-) (-) 
Can your eyes kee,e :!:.2 with tour mind? 
-; -; jyes/ ~ '/ -; 7our/ 7a1; fixations 
I I I 
regression regression 
2. The eye movements of a good reader. 
1. TI'aV!a H. Russell, Children Leam to Read, (Chicago: Ginn and 
Company, 1949), P• 75. 
reading span 
I 
( ) 
Can your eyes keep up with your mind? 
I - -; 
fixations 
c. Eye movements }.n rea '.ing are the res 1ilt of ha.bit. 
1. To become efficient in the skill of reading, it is 
necessary to replace old habits with new, more 
efficient ones. 
2. Your aim is to equalize speed of reading and speed 
of comprehension. 
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HOT OOG, BASEBALL FAN'S BSS'T FRIEND, IS 55 
Chicago Tribune 
The lowly hot dog is c;etting ready to observe its 55th anniversa.ry 
as baseball adjunct. 
It was a cold spring day in 1904 in New York's Polo Grounds when a 
program vendor named Harry Stephens sent down to the corner butcher for 
"some sausages and buns." He heated them and they went like, well like 
hot dogs. 
"Get 1emwhile they're hot 11 that day became a part of America's 
sporting 1 a.nguage • 
The "hot dog king" is gone now but his four sons, and their sons, 
still carry on the largest sports catering service in the world. Harry lJi. 
Stephens, Inc., supplies major league ball parks, the New York Colliseum, 
thirty-one horse racing tracks, and three dog tracks. 
Feeding the hungry horde of fans is taken for granted by the 
patrons, but the amount of behind-the-scenes preparation is staggering. 
As example, one of the most imperative needs is adequate storage space. 
In Yenkee stadium, for instance, the Stevens can refrigerate 70,000 
servinr;s of ice-cream, 15,000 casc:s of soft drinks, 10,000 c2ses of beer, 
and 100,000 hot dogs. 
Sport stn:rs cit the vnrious parks quite frequently eat at the 
Stephens employees 1 mess and two of the est knife and fork artists 
were Babe Ruth and Lou Gehrig. But the most epic trencheri:·r;n of ~-hem all 
the Stephens insist, was the late Charlie Rir,;ler, a Nationcl len.;~ue 
ui;19ire. 
Seatinv himself with the help in Brookl:t-n's Ebbets field one day 
before .'\ J:;odger ;_nrr.e, Ri!:;ler consumed: six pi;::;s knuckles, f:;. bucket of 
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sauerkraut, six boiled pots.to,3s, four enrs of corn, a double cheese sand-
wich and five bottles of beer. Then, wipinp: his mouth contentedly, he 
said, 11 Thanks for the snack. I 1 ll have dinner when I get to Mr;nhat tan. 11 
Catering to sports crowds was practically unknown when Harry 
Stephens went to a baseball game in Columbus, Ohio in 1887, imd Stephens 
was irste because the pro~~ram he bou['ht was virtually illegible. From the 
management he bought, f'o r $500 on c re di t, the pro '":ram rights and by the 
next day he.cl sold $700 worth of advertising. Peddling his wares with 
another memorable slora.n, 11 You can 1t tell the players without a prosram, 11 
Stephens launched the celebreted ce.terinp· service firm of today. 
The Stephens 11 boys, 11 Hal, 80; Frank, 78; Bill, 76; and Joe, 70, 
as well as their offspring, have had to become amateur psychologists in 
the matter of movinf foodstuf'fs, some of it perishable. 
Peanuts won't move at a race tr~ick because people are too busy 
with program, pencil, tip sheet, and fip;ures. They go bi.~; at baseball 
games due to the fact that shelling the gobbers provides an emotional 
release. 
During a close ball game sales are poor because tension takes 
people 1 s minds off their stomachs. When the temper2ture goes above 85 it 
ruins ice cream sa.les because peo::;le are too hot even for that, and hot 
dog sales dron off after the seventh innin'.i: because people are getting 
ready to go home to dinner or a bedtime snack. 
The Stephens brothers, who idolized their father, had a terrible 
time soothing their consciences when it became necessary to peddle alcohol 
and the result is that their race track bars close immediately after the 
last race goes off so that people won't sit around drowning their sorrows. 
8 
Sport writers usually wind up, after a big race, in the Stephens 
office for a 11 quickie 11 to end the day's work. There money lays around in 
uncounted heaps but one of' the Stephens boys will laboriously unlock a 
complicated sa.fe to remove a bottle of sctoch and a jug of rye. 
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HOT :OOG, BASEBALL FAN'S BEST FRIE11), IS 55 
Chicago 'I'ribune 
1. The hot dog was born in 
a. 1904 b. 1804 
b. 1898 d. 1914 
2. The hot dog king was 
a. Be.be Ruth b. Harry Stephens 
c. Happy Chendler d. Lou Gehrig 
;. Who was the greatest knife and fork artist? 
a. a Dodger player b. a National league umpire 
c. a Giant mana,o;er d. a Dodger fan 
4. Catering: to sport 1 s crowds began by 
a. selling hot do.r;s b. selling drinks 
c. selling prop;rruns d. none of the above 
5. The eater's service had to become amateur psychologists because 
a. some days peo?le are not hungry 
b. it is hard to collect money at ball Games 
c. some foodstuffs are perishable 
d. all of the above 
6. Peanuts won't sell at a race track because 
a. racing :fans don 1 t like peanuts 
b. they prefer goobers 
c. they aren't allowed at the track 
d. racinz fans are busy with the progrnms 
7. Sales are influenced by 
a. the temperature 
c. the seventh inning stretch 
b. the amount of tension in the same 
d. all of the above 
8. The caterin.r::- service has proved to be 
a. a profitable business b. an unprofits.ble business 
c. more work than its worth d. illegal 
9. 'I'his article was written for the 
a. baseball fans b. the general public 
c. producers of hot dogs d. caterinr: services 
10. The main idea of the article is best expressed by 
a. there is always B place for new ideas 
b. catering services are new in America 
c. hot dogs are not healthy 
d. hot .-.:ogs have become an American institution 
Level ff2 - 660 words 
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THE UNSUNG HERO OF STONE MOUNTAIN 
Hugh Park 
For the past 30 years a tough, saturnine little man named Elias 
Nour has been operating a one-man rescue service for persons trapped on 
the treacherous slopes of Georgia's Stone Mountain, 15 miles from 
Atlanta. In that time the mountain has claimed seven victims. But Nour 
has saved 34 others--perhaps a record for mountain rescues made by one 
man. He has performed this service without pay and--ironically--with 
little thanks. 
What draws thousands of sightseers every year to the great granite 
dome bulging 650 feet above the Piedmont Plateau is the unfinished memo-
rial to the Confederate cause that was carved 40 years ago on the 
northern face of the mountain. From the hi~)lway below, visitors see the 
roughed-in figures of Gen. Robert E. Lee with his 47-foot stone sword, 
his horse Traveler, Jefferson Davis and Stonewall Jackson. When sight-
seers take the old Indian trail up the mountain and, disregarding the 
painted warning lines, attempt to go down to the Memorial from the 
summit, they discover how deceiving Stone Mountain is. 
About 150 feet below the summit the slope becomes so steep that 
the climber realizes he cannot reach his goal. When he tries to walk 
back up the moss-coated granite, he finds himself sliding farther down. 
If he would lie still and call for help he would be safe. But the 
almost uncontrollable impulse to scramble out of his predicament moves 
him inexorably toward the Memorial 1 s 400-foot precipice. 
Elias Nour made his first rescue when he was 1). As a child in 
the town of Stone Mountain at the base of the great rock, he had 
explored the mountain so thoroughly that by the time he entered his 
teens he knew every boulder and crevice. He taught his classmates how 
to hold the rope for him while he maneuvered down the bare dome to the 
Memorial. 
One day a woman rushed to his parents' store with the news that a 
man was in danger on the mountain. Nour grabbed his rope, summoned 
several friends and hurried to the summit. Several hundred feet down, 
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a man lay with his feet braked in a shallow crevice that had stopped his 
slide. 
Quickly oosting the boys who were to hold the lifeline, Nour began 
his descent, bracing himself ag:;i.inst the rope. On reaching the victim, 
he tied the rope around the man's waist, then around his own. At his 
shouted signal the boys above hauled away, and slowly he and the man 
were pulled to safety. 
Nour 1 s rescue techniaue is the same today. Now an air-condition-
ing and refrigerator repairman, he always wears rubber-soled shoes, and 
his ropes always lie ready in a corner of his porch. The moment anyone 
hea.rs that the mountain has trapped another victim, the call goes out 
for Nour. He drops whatever he is doing, enlists helpers at the drug-
store and speeds to the summit. 
Once Nour had to risk using 120 feet of rotten rope to make his 
rescue before night closed in. A Georgia Tech student and his bride had 
mistaken a trail made by rains for a path leading to the Memorial. When 
they discovered that they could not climb back, he told her to remain 
where she was while he searched for a way out. Picnickers heard her 
cries and pulled her to safety. 
When Nour arrived, the student was perched perilously above the 
Memorial. Nour had himself lowered 485 feet--as far as his good rope 
would permit--but he was far short. A power-company truck was on the 
way with more rope, but shadows were already crossing the mountain and 
Nour knew he could not wait. Returning to the summit he attached a 
rotting 120-foot line he had hastily grabbed when summoned to the rescue. 
Then, mumbling a little prayer, he went over the side again. Fortu-
nately the rope held. For this rescue he was awarded a Carnegie Medal. 
In three decades of such exploits Nour has received little in the 
way of thanks from those he has rescued. Usually, out of embarrassment 
or hysteria, they simply want to leave the scene as (~uickly as possible. 
Dogs--and Nour has risked his life to save six of them--are more grste-
ful. 0They want to stay with me forever after," he says ruefully. 
The Georgia legislature recently set up the Stone Mountain 
Memorial Association to buy the mountain from the family that has owned 
it for many years. There are pla.ns to complete the Memorial and to set 
up safety precautions so that Elias Nour will no longer have to rush to 
the rescue of unwary sight-seers. 
Now crippled by arthritis, Nour hopes he c2.n hold out till that 
day comes. "I'm like the iron pins they drove into the mountain for the 
Memorial when I was a boy--they 1 re all rusted now," he says. 11 But it 
still makes me feel good to be able to help. When anyone is trapped up 
there, I have to [1;0 and get him. 11 
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THE UNSUNG HERO OF STONE HOUNTAil.J 
Hugh Park 
1. Stone Mountain is located 
a. 15 miles from Atlanta b. 34 miles from the Piedmont 
c. 20 miles from Georgia Tech c. 47 miles from Jefferson's home 
2. The attraction of Stone mountain is 
a. the rare moss covered granite 
b. a rare species of flowers 
c. the difficulty in climbing the mountain 
d. the unfinished memorial to the Confederate cause 
3. How much does Elias Nour receive for performing his rescue services? 
a. $10 per person b. gratitude from the people he rescues 
c. $10 per group d. none of the above 
4. The mountain is dangerous because of the 
a. moss covered granite b. intense cold 
c. landslides d. all of the above 
5. Elias Nour made his first rescue when he was 
a. on a hiking trip with a friend 
b. on a school picnic 
c. 13 years old 
d. 23 years old 
6. Nour 1s rescue technique is 
a. to be lowered on a rope to the victim 
b. the same as it was in his first rescue 
c. to gather friends to help him 
d. all of the above 
7. Nour earns his living by 
a. rescuing people b. repairman 
8. 
c. salesman 
When Nour rescued 
awarded 
a. $1,000 
c. Distinguished 
d. conducting tours of Stone Mountain 
the Georgia Tech student and his bride he was 
b. Carnegie Medal 
Service Medal d. nothing 
9. The Georgia legislature plans to buy the mountain so that they can 
a. keep people off the mountain b. erect a statue to Nour 
c. finish the Memorial d. start mining operations 
10. The story illustrates the principle of 
a. doing good gives us pleasure 
b. get paid for everything you do 
c. do what people expect of you 
d. there is excitement in rescuing people 
Level #3 - 779 words 
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J.,JMBE:i:i. RECOGHI'l'ION 
3 4 
689 9 :_;[; ()98 589 569 676 8£:6 4:34 434: 343 534 234 435 334 
167 167 761 761 1'76 116 766 980 890 789 980 80£1 vos 880 
987 897 977 978 7S8 987 887 243 342 234 243 253 324 3:32 
696 669 969 696 666 679 977 516 561 615 516 156 765 166 
901 109 910 091 790 900 901 768 678 768 867 578 978 886 
370 357 375 575 753 735 356 467 476 467 674 746 456 437 
567 675 554 568 566 765 561 356 563 365 4b6 746 335 356 
232 232 323 223 322 423 334 110 101 010 110 111 109 901 
879 789 978 564 987 897 87S 951 964 951 785 396 969 959 
196 916 169 796 196 619 199 266 622 266 262 566 867 626 
969 996 699 690 696 669 969 434 443 434 343 344 '354 453 
375 37E 365 735 575 635 7b3 546 457 554 543 735 367 546 
567 675 554 457 456 654 536 ,356 563 365 456 '?46 356 553 
715 175 115 698 517 715 711 901 91() 901 190 091 019 900 
010 101 001 110 010 100 111 313 131 133 139 313 917 113 
765 576 567 657 981 156 765 789 798 789 987 678 876 978 
432 432 234 342 675 916 332 999 990 909 999 099 919 991 
591 179 467 867 619 691 911 579 579 795 864 164 534 .975 
278 727 278 287 572 478 728 198 189 198 981 819 698 9'71 
987 897 519 9-6 978 987 887 311 131 313 113 233 321 311 
456 646 465 744 664 455 466 265 265 562 652 72.s 932 329 
775 575 606 757 775 b74 465 851 815 851 875 457 908 885 
189 198 191 189 891 7S8 897 547 745 574 674 547 698 774 
001 010 100 101 090 099 001 709 970 709 897 460 743 907 
889 988 989 978 567 889 976 156 187 156 651 876 463 856 
356 563 356 376 953 517 564 856 658 685 463 866 856 366 
237 237 732 573 924 327 332 216 126 612 217 216 562 223 
598 895 985 565 575 567 598 307 703 563 370 037 730 307 
934 943 934 349 439 589 893 776 677 776 676 767 876 678 
470 540 047 745 479 538 470 535 335 753 353 553 533 535 
174 174 741 117 476 674 664 661 616 661 166 161 651 116 
236 235 233 238 236 237 732 033 030 003 303 330 333 033 
265 562 265 526 956 765 567 913 193 913 119 911 319 391 
989 898 889 998 897 989 689 657 576 567 766 765 456 657 
354 435 534 354 653 734 436 213 213 321 231 243 134 413 
714 741 714 574 174 473 431 143 431 134 571 897 157 143 
578 875 587 375 907 887 578 867 864 678 567 768 157 766 
134 143 341 134 532 813 349 466 646 466 644 544 666 453 
990 909 190 590 999 908 909 777 877 676 111 776 ~.77 777 
501 510 150 501 051 651 516 376 673 367 763 345 973 367 
675 576 675 575 465 556 673 211 122 121 212 312 211 223 
290 920 029 290 229 219 992 516 165 561 516 654 965 553 
345 4.35 345 534 36Q 432 234 998 898 998 989 798 978 977 
787 878 77S 887 768 787 886 161 616 113 161 715 461 661 
113 131 133 113 313 311 331 678 7i58 678 567 456 345 234 
TD1IE_NO. WRONG __ _ TIME NO.WRONG -- ---
LETTW.R RECOGNITION 
1. 
gtf' f'tg gtt trc gty ytr gy,t 
cvD veb cvb 'bcv rev vbc bgv 
weq qwe wsq awq qwe ewq W'tt<l 
mmn nmm lDll1ft nmm mm mmm n.ln 
asz &sa a~z saz sax sez aza 
101 oil oik lio koi hik loi 
ret ret ert rte etr rgt trr 
vbn 'bvn miv ion cnb vbn \nv 
swe wse ews des scie swe wd.e 
bhn nhi bhn nlth hnb hlm bmk 
tyu y,tu u.yt tyu. hty uhy jyu 
omn onm mon nom mn.o mn1 omn. 
f'gh tgh ght hgt ghj jhg :gf'd 
sei seh sek esi ise seb esh 
xsw wsx xsw swx sxw sex xse 
opl lop olp opl pol lpo oli 
qpj jpq qjp qpj pqj jod jkl 
tct ere ctc r~r Jf 3 tjt rcr 
ede dew Ue ewe eds .. sec ede 
sad sda ads sad dea sid dsi 
jru jut tyu hju jsu rJu jru 
ajf jfa ajf jkf' faj fta hjf 
;rtu tyu uyt 11.li ity try ytu 
eft fct tcf' tfc ejt cft fjt 
gtd f'dg tgj gdt gjf' gfd dft 
pkl lkp plk klp pkl kli kjl 
zas saz zsa zas esz zse aze 
jlllk Dlkj jmk jkm njk jnk mlk 
hu:r yhu hud u'Dh hbu 7gh huy 
nin inn nni Din mim iin aei 
ygv IY'V vgy Jhv hyg ygv vgy 
jiu ld.j iuj iju ju1 jiu joi 
gye yge eg7 gye gje get teg 
f de f'de df e efd def fte ftd 
ieo oie ies esa oei ieo ois 
dst tds sdg gds asd dse dsf 
cvb vcb bve cvn veh dcv evb 
mjk Dkj ijm m:tk m1d. mjk mlk 
gdr rdg red grd gdr drt f'dg 
jkl kjl lkj jik kij jik jkl 
d'bb bdb ddh dbd dbb b'b'b 'b'bh 
hyn yhn nhy hny mh7 jhn ghn 
f ds dsf' sdf fds fwd adf f da 
saz zas zsa saz asz sez zse 
opi oip poi iop pio opi eop 
TIME------NO. WRONG----··-
2. 
uji jiu ujy 1111 uji huj ki• 
jkj kjl lkl jkj ijk lik jhk: 
hjk jhk jkh hilt 1kh jik hjk 
tyu. yut tyu ,-tu uht htu tuh 
anm 1mm 9nm hmn lom malt nm 
ghj jhg hgj hj·g· hjk kjh ghj 
hgf gfh hgf' f'gh hjg gft ttg 
eft tf'c ett fto tct olt tyc 
XCZ XZC ZXC CXZ XZO XCZ OVX 
f'rv rf'v tve err frv trv ygb 
dst f ds dsf' sdf std adt tda 
bhu hbu 8hu uh) hju agh hjlt 
ddh hhd dda ddk idd cldlt dd.h 
asz saz azs asz sza sas aes 
iji jij 111 111 jlj jij kjk 
ert ret ert ter tre erl ier 
xds xds sdx dsx zxd xzd asd 
bh7 7h'b 'bh7 h7D bhj jhk Ddy 
bhn nhb bnh f gh 1'gh hgb hhn 
tgh ght lllf fhg tgj tgh ghj 
. skd hsk skd dtlc hj .f sdk ksd. 
n'bv bnv evb n'bc nlrt· Y'Dn 1'vn 
uyi yui iuy uiy juh uy-j tyu 
bhg ghb bh& gbh hbg btg gf'b 
hgJ hcJ Jhc ghJ Jgh gyh hyg 
xcv vex cxv xvc xcv xzc oxz 
rwq wrq rwq rWT wrp ewq wqr 
ytr ytr try rty yti 7eh tty 
fth htf' f'ht tfh tth thj hjt 
bbh bh8 hh'D hlth 8bh bhj tth 
ncr gnr grn nrg ngr gyr trn 
lij ilj jil lij kil kli jki 
ute uet ute teu try tju ujt 
gty ytg gyh Jyg hJ:r Jk7 ct1 
pkj kpj jkp pkj pik plk kil 
gyj jyg CYJ gj7 7jg ykj JkJ 
xdc eds xsd xcs dxe odx ~· 
h9g ghn. dgh hg'b hbg 'bhg jhb 
edf fde tcd cdf cvf' dee tgd 
lkj kjl lkj jhk kjh hjk lij 
rte tre ets ret tre rte est 
tjf fjt jtf tjf ttj tlj j.fl 
aes sea eas aea aes ase rse 
hla lha hla ahl lah hsk lag 
bru bv rub 'bru rn'b nbu unb 
TIMB------NO. WRONG-------
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UNI'l' II S'l'UDY P:EOELEMS 
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PLAN YOUR TIME 
If3it:m are a typical student, you are probably pressed for time. 
Have you had the uncomfortable experience of going to class unprepared? 
If you have, you know how hard it is to regain lost ground. Planning 
time wisely will help yon kAep abreast of assignments. If you keep an 
hour by hour record of your actbri ties for one week, you may be surprised 
to find that requ.i.red activiti_es take less time than expected, or that a 
large amount of time is devoted to certain activities while others are 
neglected. For example: One boy discovered that he had spent approximate-
ly thirty-five hours in practicing and participating in sports in one week. 
A zirl found that she had had only six hours of leisure time during the 
entire i.veek. 
Recocd your ~.aily activities on the chart found in Appendix A. R.e-
cord class periods, housekeeping duties( shinning shoes, doing the laundry, 
cleaning your room, etc. ) , work hours, leisure time and study periods. 
Record not only when you ::study but also the subject studied as well. 
When the cmart is co:1~p.Leted, t.r;k yourself th'>se questions. (1) How 
many hours do I go to class and study? A rc~gular eight hour day is ree-
l ommended. Use odd hours during the day as study periods rather thz,n tlte 
1~:t€~ dV<:ming hours. (Z) "n·.·· "'.::J."';r i-1011rs do I study for eacll class? Plan, 
at least, one to"two hours of outside study for each hour spent in class. 
T_,aborater;r '!lasses are excepted as they :nay reqdre more or less time, 
depending 1 pon the subject. (3) Do I spefid an unusual amount of Vme on 
one subj'."ct? The desire to le2rn a subject thoroughly may lead you to 
devote so much time to that subject that other~ are neg1r~cted. (4) Do I 
spend an unus'!.Bl amou....~t of time in one activity? If the answer is yes, 
20 
determine the reason why. F.xamine the activity and decide if its value 
warra~ts the amount of time expended. (5) Do I study on weekends? Week-
ends should be kept as free of study as pos::dJ:ile. ~"Ca.mine your schedule 
and try to find additional free time for study during the week. 
No single plan will fit 1weryone because st.vdr=mts cii.ffer in interests, 
abilities and activities. Make a schedule that is suitable for your needs, 
planning "Wi.s 1oly and allotting sufficient time for the important tasks while 
eliminating those things that are tiae consuming and not necessary to your 
well being. 
SlNMARY 
1. Put in an eight hour day. 
2. Use odd hours during the day for study. 
3. Study, at least, one to two hours outside class for each hour in 
class. 
h. Keep your weekends as free of study as possible. 
5. Make a plan that will meet your needs. 
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THE RIDDLE OF GARIBALDI'S ANKLE 
Herbert s. Benjamin, M.D. 
The most suspenseful 87 days in the history of medicine began, 
nearly a hundred years ago, on a battlefield in southern Italy. During 
a skirmish, Giuseppe Garibaldi, his country's great liberator, was 
wounded in the right ankle. 
The whole world loved Garibaldi, The Hero, who had led the Italian 
people's thrilling struggle to free themselves from the tyranny of 
Austria. Thus, when he was carried north to La Spezia on the Ligurian 
coast for treatment, everyone waited tensely for bulletins. 
Before his physicians could decide on any course of treatment, one 
important question had to be answered: was, or was not, a lead bullet 
lodged deep in the wound in Garibaldi's ankle? 
Today, an X-ray would answer that in a few minutes. But there 
were no X-ray machines. 
The combined medical geniuses of the world got to work on the 
problem. From England came the great surgeon Richard Partridge, from 
France renowned Auguste Nelaton, from Russia the famed Nikolai 
Iwanowitsch Pirogov, along with dozens of the near-great. 
Some were there out of admiration for a hero of humanity, others 
out of a sense of professional challenge, some merely to make their name 
or fortune--for great reputations would be won, or lost, according to 
the decision some surgeon might make • 
.And so began the drama of decision. For sometimes as much as six 
hours daily, Garibaldi's ankle would be examined manually. It was 
shaken, prodded and tapped on. The wound was pushed and probed. 
Doctors debated hotly whether or not there was a bullet lodged in the 
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ankle that was now a festering mound of bone and flesh. Valuable time 
went by and no decision was reached. 
Living up to his name for courage, The Hero did not complain dur-
ing this prolonged diagnostic work-out. His patience was heroic. In 
the rest of the world, prayers were said and gifts voted the glorious 
physician who would solve the problem and bring the liberator back from 
the valley of the shadow of death. 
Meanwhile, repeated chemical examainations of the wound's secre-
tions performed by Italy's greatest chemists failed to reveal traces of 
lead. A surgeon slipped deep into the wound a wire which was attached 
to a galvanometer. fut there was not even the smallest deflection to 
signify the presence of metal. 
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Auguste Nelaton returned to Paris and fashioned a special probe 
out of silver and unfired porcelain, which he believed would have a spe-
cial affinity for lead particles. He shipped it to Italy where 
Giuseppe Basile, Garibaldi's military doctor, tenderly inserted it into 
his leader's wound and tenderly removed it. 
Professor Paolo Tassinari, the renowned chemist, tested personally 
what did indeed look like metal particles on the probe. At last the 
riddle was solved. There was a bullet in the wound. 
Repeated tests verified this, and the whole world breathed easier. 
(Nelaton, whose reputation as a surgeon was already legendary, was 
practically deified now.) 
The next step was to actually remove the bullet. But the question 
of how best to open a wound which had festered horribly for three 
months, and been submitted to more tender prodding than any other human 
wound in history, was still unanswered. 
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':.Lis riddle wc.s solved, and 
it cooled and hardened into a cor,0 pressed form. 'l'hen a lonf: "'.:.hi!1 piece 
of' i· '>'Ices cut to fit the fistula in the wound, where it was left over-
As ex:::ianded end 
enlarf,ed the openin'" space. 
Dr. Basile J)repccred to insert e, forceps into the i'reshly created 
openin:';, and hesitated. 'I'hen, in a ,c;allant .cesture of' :professional defer-
ence, he proffered the instrunent--and the honor that went ·..;ith it--to 
Ferdinando Zanetti, his senior and dean of the Italian surr,eons of the 
time. 
In a m2,tter of seconds, Professor Zanetti had extracted the large 
bullet that for so lon~; had lain hard and heavy on the ankle of Giuseppe 
Garibaldi, and, in a syrrrbolic way, on the hearts of his well-wishers 
everywhere. 
Thereafter, the medical greats departed and the wound healed 
steadily. In time, The Hero walked again, and the curtain fell on what 
was probably the tensest drama in the recorded history of medicine and 
surgery--a drama that verf,ed. on being a tragedy, and miE::ht have been a 
comedy, if' the patient 1 s fate had not meant so much to the freedom-
loving peoples of the world. 
THE HIDDLE OF GA~IBAT""T)I'S ANKLE 
Herbert s. Benjamin, M.D. 
1. Giuseppe Garibaldi was 
a. inventor of the X-ray 
c. Austrian dictator 
b. Italy's greatest liberator 
d. surgeon from Russia 
2. The riddle that the doctors had to solve was 
a. should they use X-ray treatments 
b. should they amputate 
c. was there, or was there not a bullet in the ankle 
d. all of the above 
3. The medical geniuses came to work on the problem because of 
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a. admiration for a hero b. a sense of professional challenge 
c. desire for a great reputation d. all of the above 
4. Repeated chemical examinations of the wound 
a. cured the wound b. made the wound worse 
c. showed shell fragments d. showed no traces of lead 
5. The Hero's reaction to the diagnostic examinations was 
a. heroic patience 
b. to send the doctors to a concentration camp 
c. to scream when the doctors came near him. 
d. become irritated and treat the wound himself. 
6. The riddle of the ankle was solved bv 
a. B:irogov b. Partridge 
c. Tassinari d. Ne la ton 
7. They opened the wound to extract the bullet with 
a. cla'llps b. a sponge 
c. lancing d. none of the above 
8. The patient's fate meant so much because 
a. he was a dictator 
b. he fought against tyranny 
c. his recovery was a step forward for medical science 
d. only he knew the secret of X-ray 
9. Today we would solve the riddle by 
a. surgery b. isotopes 
c. X-ray d. flourescope 
10. The purpose in telling the story was 
a. to show that all heroes are courageous when wounded 
b. to show the advancement of medicine 
c. to show how Italy was liberated 
d. to record a drama in medical history 
Level #2 - 820 words 
LETTER RECOGNITION 
dtc tdg dtg gtd tgd gtr dtt 
deq eqd dwq daq qed deq ade 
azs azs saz zas sza aez zse 
rty try yrt rty ry~ rly rdt 
ytu tyu uyt uty yut'ytu vty 
dst tds sdt dsf dat des edt 
oip iop oip pio poi iol loi 
xsw sxw waz xaw zsa xza xsw 
ret ter rte rit etr ret tre 
wsa wsa saw waw wea aew sae 
vtg gtv vgt vtg ght tcg gdf 
edf df e etd est edt f eh f de 
mjh hjm mhj mjh kjm nkj nhj 
111 ill 111 111 111 111 ijl 
hgt htg hgf f gh thg ghj hjh 
tuy tyu tuy uyt yut tny thy 
tib ibt tib tb1 ybi ith tig 
df e def die edi few sed dfe 
itt fti ift fit tif tfi tyf' 
zsx xzs xsz zsx zxs zax xzs 
eht fhe eth etf gte eht hte 
rse swr rse wse ase esa wsa 
bgr gbr rgb bgr rb' brg bgh 
vbn nbv :m.vb bnv bvn. vnb vbn 
hsw hsw swh shw hws wsh ws 
kdu duk ukd kdu dku duk dyk 
grd gdr gde rdg rgd drg dgr 
sae sea ase aes eas eza sae 
kht hkf' kf'h khf f hk f kh htk 
tdg jhg gyh kij jnh trr tdg 
red red trc dct grs aed rxs 
agk kga akg the drf agk jkd 
utx xru wet uf'x f yx txu xur 
jij jj1 jij iij ij1 jlj l1j 
ojb jok bjo ojb oij ilo kji 
gtb btg gtb gdb tgb tbg ygt 
ylh yhl lyh ylh hly hyl lhy 
dgf f gd dgf f gd df g gfd gdf 
rte rte cft ctt ttc ter tet 
edc cde dee edc ecd dee ced 
bhg ghb bhg ght hjg hgb bgh 
nhy hny ynh ndy dhy nhy yhn 
trt trt rtr trg trr rtr rgt 
cdt cfd tdc tds est edf dcf 
shj hjs ghj ytr swe shj jsh 
TIME-------NO. WORNG-------
lt-. 
ikl lki ilk ikj kij ikl kli 
tgf tgt gtt gft ttg ttg tgt 
jkl klj lkj jllt jkl jki kli 
vbe bcv cvb vbe abc vfd cbc 
hgj jhg hjg ghj hgj hgk hgj 
vgn vgb ngb 8hn Tng vgn vng 
ujk juk kju njk ujk juk uij 
mjn jnm mnj :mmj nnj mjn min 
cth tgh hgt htg gth ght r~ 
ijl ilj jli jil lij igj ijl 
nm1 nml nml 1mn nnl mml nmi 
tyh thy tyd yth yht tyh hdy 
bdh hbd bdh dbh dhb bhd hdb 
hjk jhk kjh jkh hkj hlk hjk 
eas sae aew wsa ews eas rae 
mht hmt mth mht mjy htm tmh 
abe aob bax cdf abc abe oba 
uma num umn una au uun uuu 
sdw wds swd dsw sdw adw saz 
qwe weq ewq qwe eqw ewq qsw 
tgb Dgt gbt gtb tgb tbg thb 
ljo olj ljo loj jlo lio lkj 
rty ytr yrt tyr try ryt rty 
dts df s sdf std fds f sd dsf 
swi siw swi iws isw sai wsi 
yut uty yut uyt tyu. tuy ytu 
exs sxo sex xcs xsc csx cxs 
f tr frt f tr rtf rf t trf trr 
bhd bdh hbd hdb dbh bhd dhb 
ecs dez trf hyg bnv ecs ces 
vrc rev vf c vet ghv njh ygv 
nhb bhn bnh nhb nbh ghn jbn 
rdx drx dxr xdr xrd rdx rxd 
mfr mrf mfr frm t"mr nts tta 
yhd dhy yhd dht thf' 7dh tyb 
ive Tei ieT evi eiv ive vie 
uio uoi iou iuo uio oui oui 
wdc cdw wde dew dwc wac caw 
bgt tbg gbt bgt btg tbg gtb 
hsw hsw swh wsh shw hws whs 
xci cix xci ixc exc eix cei 
jda adj jad af j jda kda ygj 
gvb gbv gvb bvg vbg vgb bgv 
bty tby tyb bty ytb ybt byt 
asf sta sat asr fas f sa est 
TIME-------NO.WORNG--------
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RETENTION 
"I read the assign?!'c:nt bi rt I c~n' t. remember any of it". This much 
heard statement usually indicates the need to improve study habits. 
While it is true that sli:;htly mor0 than half is likely to be forgotten 
in the first twenty-four hours, it is not true that nothing can be done 
about it. Effecthr ~+.11iy habits can increase retentive powers. 
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Study to remember, that is, intend to remember. Merely reading a 
textbook does not fix the material in your brair:. This does not mean that 
you must memorize the assigIJ:nent verbatL~. Nonsense syllables can be 
memorized and recited perfectly but mere verbalization does not contribute 
to knowledge. Memorization can be used in speqific cases, when J earning 
a poem, for example, but e~en then the meaning s~ould be understood. It 
is necessary to determine the meanings of concepts and actively think of 
their implications, if the material is to be retained. 
Select material worth remembering. Emphasize main points rather 
than clutter the mind with many unrelated details. To rememher necessary 
details, relate them to the main points. Construct patterns of. information 
by associating main ideas and all of the facts that support them. 
Another technique used to aid retention is to relate study materials 
to dai]J'" living. For example: If you are studying child growth and 
development, relate the growth stages described in the text to the sma.11 
children in your family or in the neighborhood. Try to make information 
personal. 
M.'l'lemonic devises are helpful when specific details must be remembered. 
For example: The beginning letters of the names of the colors of the 
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spectrum can he made into the name Roy G. Biv, (red, orange, yellow, green, 
blue, indigo, violet) • These "string around the finger" devices cannot 
be applied to all types of materials. 'l'h~y are not useful in materials 
that require a high degree of association. ?.IDemonic devices can become 
a hinderance and sh'.'uld be used only as long as needed. 
Retention is increased by intending to remember, selecting material 
worth remembering, construct patterns of information, and relating study 
materials to daily living. 
If you have studied in this manner, an ilJllilediate review after class 
followed by a review one day later will tend to keep the material fresh in 
your mind. Thereafter, it is better to review at frequent intervals rather 
than to depend upon last minute "cramming"• 
SUMMARY 
1. Intend to remember. 
2. Select material worth remembering. 
3. Construct patterns of information. 
4. Relate study materials to daily liVing 
5. Use mnemonic devices in special cases. 
6. Review at frequent intervals. 
THIS BUSINESS OF LIVING 
John E. Crawford 
Clinical psychologists who work in schools or in fe.mily guidance 
centers generally like their jobs very much. The work is warmly chal-
lenging and rewarding in many important ways. I have many friends in 
the profession and none of them has ever expressed great dissatisfaction 
about the work. Nor have they changed to other fields that might offer 
more money. 
Yet at times there are facets to the job that are very annoying, 
though they are quite understandable to psychologists. Many of these 
troubles are gradually clearing up as more people have a better idea of 
the special knowledge and skill the psychologist can offer. What we are 
"up on" we are less apt to be 11 down on. 11 
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Much of the job of the psychologist who works in a school system, 
for example, is the diagnosis and recommendation of helpful treatment for 
children who are referred for examination and study. Sometimes a very 
bright and gifted child is referred at the request of parents who want 
to plan ahead wisely for the beat education for the youngster. You can 
imagine how pleasantly challenging these cases can be. 
One mother of such a child I recall, when I had charge of the 
guidance service in a college, sent me a beautiful box of fine fruit at 
Christmastime as a special gift. The note said she felt she could never 
thank me enough for the big change in the child's behavior at home since 
I had worked with him. Apparently she did not quite see the biggest 
change that had come in her attitudes and reactions toward the little 
boy. She had been most of the problem, but the situation had been easy 
to remedy because she was fairly mature herself in most ways. 
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Another time, when I tried as kindly as possible to tell a mother 
that her first-grader might never be normal mentally, and would be 
happier in a good special class for such children, the poor woman became 
very angry and abusive. 11 We 1re taxpayers and we 1 re going to see that 
our child gets the same schooling other children a.re getting. 11 
There was little I could do but let her talk. At least she felt 
she was protecting her child from danger. But I never was able to get 
her to see the true picture about the little girl. The diagnosis had 
trigrered out all her deeper feelings of bitter resentment about a child 
that might never be norm.al, e.n<l the thought was just too much to bear. 
Several years ago, when I was in private practice, a mother in-
sisted that I see her child and try to help. Almost at first glance at 
the youngster, I realized that much of the problem was simply not 
remedial. The mother said the family doctor had suggested that I exam-
ine the child and tell the family what to do. uwe've tried everything 
we ever heard about. We've been everywhere else,• she said sadly. 
11Please see the child, we will do anything you say 11 She seemed 
sincere enoughtthen. 
I did take time to examine the child carefully, and told the 
mother that all I believed the child needed was to be a grade lower in 
school, and not nagged so much about the matter. A few days later, the 
child 1 s grandmother called to tell me that I was heartless and did not 
care about children's feelings of dispair. Here was a grandmother who 
could not bear the thought that her daughter had born a child who was 
slow in learning. 
Many children are referred for careful psychological examination 
only after all kinds of 11 remedies 11 have been tried. Some of the 
remedies may have complicated the problem very much. 
A high-school principal once asked for help about a senior girl 
who was p;reatly discouraged and cried much of the time. When I began to 
see the whole picture of the case, I wondered why someone had not 
referred the unhappy girl years before, when something could have been 
done to prevent the depths of discouragement this unhappy 18-year-old 
had reached. 
Her second-grade teacher appe.rently had written on the girl 1 s 
permanent record folder, "Not just dull, it's something else." The 
teacher had been right, but she let the matter drop. She should have 
referred the child to the principal, and he should have asked for 
special help. 
The girl was not brilliant, but she was far above the rating that 
had been given to her from her poor performance on the wrong kind of 
intelligence test for such a child. She really was aphasic. 
When she was about twelve, her parents had taken her to a poorly 
trained person who "took her IQ," with little insight into the real 
diagnosis. Several people had tried to tutor the girl, but she had 
gained little by all the hard work. Years too late to help her be the 
happy teen she could have been, her mother and father were beginning to 
understand what the real problem had been all along. 
Early referral for careful diagnosis would often save much heart-
ache a.s well as expense in these cases. 1'he truth always sets us free 
to walk on with courage. But we have to seek the truth with whole-
heartedness if we truly desire to discover its wonderfully renewing and 
redeeminr, power. 
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The psychologist, like the physician, is Qble to bring to li~ht 
the trouble spots, as a. diagnostician. He can say why a child has not 
learned to read well, or get alon,e; better in school. He can often 
suggest good methods to relieve the situation and have n. happier chi.ld--
if' the parents ~ready to face the facts intelliyently. Parents who 
can do this best usually are those who love their children most. 
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THIS BUSINESS OF LIVING 
John E. Crawford 
True or False 
1. ---
2. ---
-'· 
4. ---
__ 5. 
6. ---
__ 1. 
8. ---
--- 9. 
10. ---
None of the author's friends have expressed a great dissatis-
faction about their work. 
A bright and gifted child is an unpleasant task for the 
clinical psychologist. 
From the article one may conclude that parents are sometimes 
to blame for a child's troubles. 
The psychologist told the mother that since they were tax-
payers they had every right to send the child to a public 
school. 
The psychologist gives five cases as examples. 
The author advises the use of other remedies before a careful 
psychological examination, as the latter may be very expensive. 
The second-grade teacher referred the aphasic child to the 
principal but he did not ask for special help for the child. 
Early referral could save much heartache and expense. 
A psychologist can say why a child does not get along well in 
school. 
Parents must face facts and cooperate if a child is to be 
helped. 
Level fl - 1000 words 
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(l) 1. black: keep, ete1·nal, ;:1a~1d, pla::-i.k, tl:-lck 
( 2) 
2. sicnal: symtol, pl':L'ner, ir.dicate, s:tvn::cl, fr·ont 
3. finery: fanc;i, fi:;ier·· 1 , faj_nt, fortune, fail 
4. nervous: nerve, nature, nation, nerifous, nausea 
~. predict: previous, person, 9relate, predict, prover~ 
3. lster: latent, l~ter, latest, lEte, l~ntern 
7. pro&ress: propress, pr·otect, profi·an;, proper, pro1;1ise 
8. mineral: mllitars, mint, misery, mineral, minute 
9. door: hsll, pane, door, roof, doom 
10. robin: l~rk, rctln, eagle, owl, sparrow 
11. ·below: under, deep, bellow, beneath, below 
12. entire: entirely, entitle, entice, entire, entrust 
13. control: consult, control, contrast, context, contract 
14. fence: fend, force, fence faint, first 
15. tense: tent, tend, tense, train, taste 
13. pertain: person, pervert, pert, pertsin, percent 
17. r0 elish: relislc., relate, r·ealist, r·eheat, relent 
lL. >-L~h: low, to~J, bot-com, so::r, >J.ich 
H: .• c",ir,ir: che9t, c!~:ifant, ch~.ir, ci1:sin, clear 
20. 
:21. 
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tl~8. t ! t~~n, t~st, ttere, those, them 
iefect: defer, daf~lc2te, ~eflect, d3fect, def8nse 
v· El,~-_: :.le : 
1~ s.11T._: 
voyage, vscrant, vscant, vanta_e, va~ue 
ba~d, Lank, b~sk, tark, balk 
2.s ~;er•t: accept, c ..~ sor1~, 
'~dd: n1.::·_cJ.e, rn~ .. in, L1sil, 
assert, ascent, ~scend 
m::. id, ~nin:ic 
1J. I L;: ·n:. j'· •. ---
1. v.ic·'..tld: v1ound, wo-~ld, co 1.J.ld, t 1 ou:1:ld, vrnod 
~3. i::11.ru(e: i::ttrc.tst, intend, int1-ude, intere::.:t, inv2:~t 
3. Lest: lelt, te t, [·.-,tst, bend, Lest 
4. a :ent: emery, denent, remedy, ::.;.i:1 1:ont, animal 
;:_ .• outc::;,_::;t: outcast, <1lCJ·::,_/c'' r!Jtlet, 011tsicle, outl:st 
sense: since, sBnsc, E>cnt, ss.int, ss.Jce ,. o. 
7. sat: set, site, sat, sate, sit 
2. tr:::~ns~··ort: tr·~._nsfer·, c2.r1·-.:, ti-:;,_nscress, send., t:1sns 1:::01 .. t 
r,::vr:irt: re::veal, revel, r'.'lvert, rev:owp, re: .el q ~ . 
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excess: exceed, excess, except, excel, exsrt 
st::~rc"f1: sts.\1::-::.c;:i, [..t:;,,rcd, ~;i:.::,.1·cc1, strl,_e, sts.rk 
portal: postal, port~l, p~~tel, ;ortend, p~rts 
ov·1nsr·: DYins, 0 1 .n i_n 1~, 9.wnin~- , owner, own 
vein: ve8t, vein, vane, vent, v~in 
~Gcroase: less, incrcs.se, d3cr·sase, Qio, aece~se 
:>:elpful; ~,el~;f'ul, el:::~·i~·1.~, '.el), :t·:::lpeci, ce 1.ess 
~:-~ission: 1issivo, ::iEs5-8n, rnissle, ~~~esso..e~e, lnlssinc· 
n~,t:'i.Oi1:".l: n:c_tion~·lis1:1, c:~,ot'Lon, n~_tion, nstion:c:l, rL tur"l 
:I!.·_ .. ntl.: 1 11out~·i, :ri'.::urn.;, noult, mound, r:J.ontt_ 
cclor: ~uo, tone, c~ro~a, c lcr, c~st 
in'.H::r::i.t: :inherent, j_n>~erit, en1L::.·:r:.ce, inte1e::ot, interfer':': 
sco0e: scc~2, score, s er3, scrape, sco~e 
ever;r: ever, even, evil, 0v·?r7, er11er:T 
cc1cluc:12: conclusi·~,n, concJ·.ir~e, coll:Lle, c.::mcise, cor1-ccpt 
t_:o t~: t>.·o' ,t, thoru 1 c,;h, t');.pt1, t1'0 1~ourh, tl:orou.:·nly 
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T-IOW TO S11HDY AN ASSIGNMENT 
Inefficient study habits can cause low academic standing. Learning 
to study is a skill which can be developed if there is an awareness of 
the factors which promote good study habits. 
It is essential to choose an enviroment conducive to study. You, 
probably could learn to adjust to a noisy, confused enviroml'mt but it is 
not -'.vise to choose to study under such co:ndi tions. A good study environ-
ment is quiet and has adequate physical features. Find a lamp that does 
not cast a glare and a table and chair that you can call your ovm. Reserve 
them for study. Studying in the same place has a psychological value, 
for by becoming accustomed to studying in one place, you tend to associate 
this place with study. Take advantage of thi_s principle of association.1 
It is often difficult to begin the task of studying. You must put 
other things out of your mind or conflicting interests will make it dif fi-
cult to concentrate. Gather all the necessary materials and get settled 
quickly. Reviewing class and text notes of the previous assignment is an 
effective introduction to study. 
The first step is to preview the organization of the assigned chapt-
ers. Skim the chapter headings and subheadings, read the summary, if there 
is one, and read the first and last paragraphs. ?reviewing not only helps 
determine how broad an area the assignment covers but often increases 
motivation. Certain sections may have raised questions in your mind and 
you wish to r·~ad further to find the answers. 
Read the entire assignment to obtain general comprehension. The sec-
ond reading should be section by section. Make up questions suggested by 
i. Phi!lip B. Shaw, Effective Reading and Learniilg, (New York: 
Thomas Y. Crowell Co., 1955), P• 224. 
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the headings and subheadings and note the answers as you read. 
Notetaking serves to summarize the important points and the related 
facts. Note the key words and phrases but write the main ideas in yo~xr 
o7:n words. 
After a period of intensive study, concentration tends to decrease. 
You become impatient with the task at hand. It is time to seek distract-
ion for a few minutes, get a drink, play a record or walk around the room. 
Powers of concentration will return for awhile but after several periods 
of study the point is reached when taking a physical break does not restore 
you mentally. 
When this happens, it is time to study a different subject. More 
can be accomplished when two or three subjects are studied during a session. 
The level of efficiency decreases rapidly in prolonged study of one subject. 
Intensive study of each assignment may require longer study sessions 
but it will eliminate the long "crammingtt sessions before the test. 
SUMMt\RY 
1. You need a light that does not glare. 
2. You na.ed a comfortable desk and chair. 
J. Reserve a place for intensive study. 
4. Get settled quickly. 
5. Review previous assigment. 
6. Preview the assigrnnent. 
a. Skim the headings and subheadings 
b. Read the summary. 
7. Read the entire assignment for general comprehension. 
8. Read the assignment section by section and take notes. 
9. Take a physical break. 
10. Take a mental break. 
11 DEAR l':R. CONGRESSMAN" 
Erwin van Swol 
Perhaps the biggest individual to whom the ordinary citizen feels 
any personal closeness is his Congressman. So, when he wants inf'orma.-
tion, advice or a favor, it's natural that he turn to the man he helped 
send to Washington. And some of the things he asks and asks for are 
wonderfully odd and oddly wonderful. 
Senator Estes Kefauver, for exrunple, cherishes this note from a 
man in a very small town in Tennessee: 0 ! want to tell you that I have 
bought a television set, an electric refrigerator and a vacuum clenner. 
Now you ce.n do me a slight favor. Will you help me get electricity into 
my house so. I can use these articles'l 11 
Representative Thomas B. Curtis of Missouri received this reguest: 
11 ! wish you would arrange to send me a filibuster. 11 
A man phoned Representative Dante Fascell and asked: 11 \'/hat should 
I feed the baby alligator I want to keep as a pet? Since you represent 
l.:iami, Florida, I figured you would know. 11 
Congressman Fascell got in touch with the Washington zoo and 
supplied the answer. 
This letter made former Representative Donald E. Tewes of Wisconsin 
hesitate only momentarily: 11 Dear Sir: I would like some information on 
the body. Thank you. 11 
Congressman Tewes, playing a hunch, sent the lady a fact book on 
human anatomy and asked if' that was what she wanted. It was. 
Conr;ressmen develop a sort of second sight that enables them to 
answer requests like this: 
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"Dear Mr. Congressman: How old am l'l Sincerely •••• n 
The recipient wrote back saying he presumed the lady was seeking 
proof of age for Social Security purposes, and enclosed a blank for her 
to fill out in order to institute a Census Bureau search, which would 
cost $). 
Almost any Congressman can testify that he is asked by citizens to 
use his influence to get them such things as tickets to the World 
Series, or aisle seats for sell-out Broadway plays. One woman even sent 
her Congressman a swatch from drapes and asked him to match the pattern. 
Former Representative William A. Dawson of Utah opened an envelope 
one day and a shower of bugs fell out, along with this letter (repro-
duced in the original spelling): 
"Dear Sir: I wonder if you could help ma with a problem. We 
build a new home hear ) years ago. We have some little brown bugs in 
our dores on the shelves in the flour dores or where I keep corn starch. 
There brovm and hard, turn up side down. After they have been in the 
flour a while or mush it all goes full of worms. I can't find out how 
to kill them or git rid of them in anyway. Anything they get into it 
goes wormey in a while. They are small and hard. I have to keep ever 
thing in paper sack or close up tite. They will git in cookies. It is 
awful to put up with them." 
Congressman Dawson sent the specimens to the entomology research 
branch of the Smithsonisn Institution. There they were identified as 
tribolium ferrugineum, the red flour-beetle. The harried housewife was 
supplied with instructions on their control. 
Congressman Prince H. Preston of Georgia received a registered 
package one morning in which he found a set of false teeth. From the 
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accompanying letter, it appeared that an elderly constituent had gone to 
a veterans' hospital for a medical checkup, and somehow had left the 
place with someone else's teeth. 
He asked Representative Preston to take the teeth back to the 
hospital arrl locate his set. This the Congressman managed to do. After 
a swap, the proper owners had the right teeth. 
Conscientious Congressmen will often go to considerable lengths 
to please constituents. A barrel of roe shad, dribbling ice water, was 
received at a certain congressman's office along with a request that he 
deliver the fish in person to an attached list of people in Washington. 
After wrapping each shad in brown paper, the Congressman smilingly ma.de 
the designated rounds. Next day there were two dozen families who could 
tnast of fine fare, presented with real distinction. 
Representative Perkins P.ass sends a booklet entitled "Infant Care" 
whenever he gets ward that somebody in his New Hampshire district has 
had a baby. Following one such, he received this reply from the 
husband: 
"I realize that I have been rather busy with several extracurricu-
lar activities this pist winter, rut did not see how such an event could 
have taken place without coming to my attention. In checking with my 
wife, however, I was assured that ycu must have the wrong name.u 
Representative Thaddeus M. Machrowica of Michigan received a 
letter from a wife protesting her husband's induct.ion into the Army and 
demanding his discharge. The Congressman wrote to the husband and 
offered to aid him if he would file an application as a hardship case. 
The answer, however, amazed him: 
11Dear Mr. Congressman: Please mind your own business." 
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Representative William H. Avery of Kansas refutes the idea that 
all youngsters are frivolous-minded with this letter: 
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"Dear Sir: I am nine years old and live at Patrick Air Force 
Base. Hy daddy is a colonel and is stationed here. Although we live in 
Florida, our legal residence is Plue Rapids, Kansas, which is in your 
district. 
"When I finish high school, I would like an appointment to the Air 
Academy in Colorado Springs. I want to enter in 1966. I know that many 
boys will want to go to the Air Academy, so I decided to get my request 
in early. 
"Respectfully yours, Mike Ewing11 
Representative Avery commended Mike for making plans for his 
future so early in life, said he could not guarantee him an appointment, 
made a number of practical suggestions and sent Mike a choice collection 
of literature on the Academy and its activities. 
Hike knew what he wanted, and so did a constituent who wrote 
Representative Frank M. Coffin of Maine: 
"Dear Sir: Please send me all available year books, history of 
U. s., history of co:m.."llerce, history of agriculture, history 01' politics 
in last 2,000 years of world, climates (location, types, products, 
effects, advantages and disadvantages), history of world, all free 
information on horses, Democratic Party, history of politics of u.s., 
animal kingdom (classes, families, orders, species and animals in such 
divisions, please), radio, TV electronics, wave lengths, weather and 
science. Yours truly" 
"P.S. Please send me all possible information on rice and grains, 
vegetables, soils and food products. 11 
ttDEAR MR. CONGRESSMAN" 
Erwin van Swol 
1. The tone of the article is best des c.ribed as 
a. sentimental b. ironic 
c. humorous d. hostile 
2. \olhich sentence best describes the intent of this article? 
a. Congressmen receive many odd requests. 
b. Congressmen are irritated by strange requests. 
c. You can ask your congressman for anything because you helped to 
elect him. 
d. Congressl!En always answer all requests. 
3. Where did Congressman Dawson send the bug specimens? 
a. back to the lady b. to the President 
c. Smithsonian Institute d. Department of Agriculture 
4. How was Representative Pass 1s booklet "Infant Care" received by 
one man? 
a. sent a thank you note 
b. asked for another copy 
c. asked if he could file application as a hardship case 
d. assured the Representative that he didn 1 t need it 
5. How much does it cost to institute a Census Blreau search? 
a. nothing b. five dollars 
c. three dollars d. ten dollars 
6. What is implied about a Congressman's reaction to requests? 
a. he will try to comply 
b. he ignores most requests 
c. he is busy and requests are troublesome 
d. none of the above 
7. What is a constituent? 
a. a Congressman 
c. a voter 
b. a request for information 
d. a type of insect 
B. Estes Kefauver is a senator from 
a. Missouri b. Kansas 
c. Florida d. Tennessee 
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9. Representative Avery replied to the boy's request for an appointment 
to the Air Academy by 
a. registering him at the Academy 
b. sending him literature on the Academy 
c. telling him he wasn't in his district 
d. telling him he had no authority to make appointments 
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10. The article was written for 
a. Congressmen 
b. people who send requests 
c. general public 
d. persons thinking about running for Congress 
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filter~ 
s .. c ·cu2~l: 
cL:~.nce: 
sllvor: 
~rain, flitter, wash, fli~ht, filter 
act ion. re~.l, -::· .. c t:;.:;,_l, u2. us .. l, active 
charge, c~:::::-.r: t, chlde, c:C .. snc:e, cr1r rt 
sJ .. iver, siJver, s1icer, E'olve, si1>en 
absolve: a:~sol 1.Jte, a'~·serit, sl·str9ct, absolve, acsorl' 
solo: one, alone, solit:::.r;;, sincle, solo 
capital: capitol, Cfpit&l, capitalist, captsin, C?per 
boast: cr·ash, bloat, boat, boast, boost 
latent: lstsst, l~tent, later, lantern, lattice 
twice: tow, couple, double, twice, both 
blind: blanu, blond, blend, bleeti, blind 
danger: gsnder, dagger, danfer, dangle, dazzle 
elder: older, eldest, elite, elaer, oldest 
grsvity: gravy, grstuity, grant, gravel, gravity 
vowed: vowel, voted, vetoed, vowed, vented 
jest: joke, L.ugh, je~;t, jerk, ~yoke 
novel: novelty, noble, mobile, novel, none 
twenty: twenty, thirty, fourty, fifty, sixty 
hostile: hostage, hostel, hLste, hostile, h8sten 
material: maternal, fuaster, marten, material, m~t~rin; 
keep: kelp, kept, keen, help, keep 
overt: avert, overt, invert, revart, divert 
rel~tive: relation, rel~te, rel2tive, relax, realist 
yearn: spear, 1east, yearn, yes..r, earn 
spire: spore, spare, spear, spine, spire 
vocation: vacation, vocalize, advoc&te, vacate, vocation 
vJisdom: wise, intelligent, smart, acute, wisdom 
sister: sibling, mot~'1.er), cousin, sister, d9:t1ghter 
memory: memorial, memory, mentor, memo, memento 
sunned: s:inning, sinned, sint::ed, sunned, sunny 
hoeing: shoeing, canoeing, toeing, dyeing, hoeing 
shylJ: slyly, spryly, wryly, shyly, dryly 
angel: angle, angel, anger, altar, alter 
tr~ck: track, truck, tract, trash, treat 
stature: statute, stature, salute, statue, st&te 
write: right, rite, write, wrist, wrote 
quiet: quite, quiet, quit, quilt, quill 
lean: lear, lien, lead, lease, lean 
concave: convex, convert, concave, congeal, converge 
compare: d8fine, explain, contrast, comp:::.re, criticize 
report: repsir, repast, report, repent, resent 
moral: moral, morsle, mortal, morality, mural 
peaceable: traceable, noticeable, changeable, peaceable 
pay: say, lay, day, pay, slay 
diary: dairy, daily, dilly, diary, derby 
which: pitch, ditch, witch, hitch, which 
str·ain: strait, strain, stEin, straight, street 
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interval: internal, external, interview, interval, intend 
wind: wand, wins, wind, wild, wilt 
similar: alil~e, sarre, simian, similie, similar 
TI~E NO.~RO~G ----
STUDY IN THE CONTENT .A..~EAS 
All the reading and study skills must be used when studying the 
content fields. Reading rate and study techniques must be adapted to 
the specific field. 
The social sciences usually demand a broad background of informa-
tion. Previous knowledge must be associated with the new facts in the 
assignment. Poth factual and interpretative material will be encoun-
tered. Judgments must be rendered as to whether or not the interpreta-
tions are adequately·supported by the facts and if the facts are 
accurately interpreted. If in doubt the five W's can be a basis for a 
decision. The five W's are: What happened?; Where did it happen?; When 
did it happen?; Why did it happen?; Who or what was involved? In answer-
ing these questions, read carefully to detect relationships and to 
select the proper cause and effect connections. 
The vocabulary of science often presents a problem. Content of 
the science areas is usually expressed in precise terms. It is necessary 
to know these terms and their nEanings before the assignment can be 
done. Occasionally, a concept is beyond the reader's experience or is 
not adequately developed by the text. There are two choices--seek con-
crete experience in the laboratory or turn to other reading matter that 
will help develop the concept through what is already known. Careful 
study is necessary to detect the cause and effect relationships that are 
so prevalent in science. 
Mathematics as well as science requires careful study and slow 
reading. Speed is sacrificed to concentrated reading, and rightly so. 
The concise stateIIE!nts of mathematics are difficult to read. It is best 
to read a problem through several times to determine the conditions of 
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the problem. Decide what the problem is asking you to find, then read 
it again and note the actual values presented. Restate the problem in 
your own words. Finally, break the problem into step by step process. 
Attack mathematics with decision. Do not build a negative emotional set 
and make the problem more difficult than it is. 
SUMflJ\RY 
Social Sciences 
Decide if the material is factual or interpretative. 
Science 
1. Know the terms of the course. 
2. Develop the necessary concepts. 
Mathematics 
1. Decide what are the conditions of the problem. 
2. Restate the problem in your own words. 
3. Use step by step process in solving problems. 
MY CHURCH IN THE JUNGLE 
Dr. Albert Schweitzer 
I preach every Sunday morning at my mission station in Lam.barene, 
French Equatorial Africa. To a Christian in a civilized community the 
setting and the sermon might seem a bit strange. 
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Many of my congregation know absolutely nothing about Christianity. 
They are transient workers who have come from far inland and have never 
heard a missionary. Soon they will return home to buy a woman and get 
married. If they carry some of my gospel home with them, I will have 
planted a seed. 
Slowly my hospital patients and their companions appear at the 
mission, sitting between the barracks and the mountain slope in the 
shade of projecting roofs. I begin to play on a little portable harmo-
nium. The Christians present sing a song; my congregation, as such, can-
not sing, since it consists almost exclusively of heathens speaking six 
different dialects. 
Two interpreters repeat each of my sentences. I do not require 
that my listeners sit quietly. They build fires and cook their meals, 
wash and comb their children, mend their fishing nets. Even when a 
se.vage takes the opportunity of laying his head in a comrade's lap to 
let him hunt in his hair, I say nothing--for a reprimand at this time 
would break the solemnity of' the occasion. And, despite the activity, 
the service is deeply solemn, for the word of God is being passed on to 
people who are hearing it for the first time. 
I must be scrupuloucly simple in my sermons. l!;~r :::iuc1.ience knows 
nothins of Adnm '..n<l Eve, the patrie.rchs, the )eopl·:i of Is:rn.el, }.:oses and 
the prophets, the Law, the Phn.risees, the Messiah or the apostles. I 
hrvE.~ to nllow the word of God to speak to them timelessly. When I use 
the word "Messiah" I hnuedidely explain it as "King of he:J.rts, who God 
has sent." 
I choose as text a c;uotr..tion to which I aC.d one or two parables, 
or a story from the Scriptures, tha.t explains the quotation. Above all, 
I try to avoid the temptation to which anyone who speaks to heathens is 
subject, to 11 preach the Law. 11 It is difficult not to cite the Ten 
Commandments and thus prepare for the gospel people to whom lying, 
stealing and immorality are second nature. 
I strive to a.waken in their hearts the longing for peace with God. 
When I speak of the difference between the restless and the peaceful 
heart, the wildest of: my savages knows what is meant. And when I por-
tray Jesus as He who brings peace with God to the hearts of men, they 
comprehend Him. 
To be understood I must be careful to speak as concretely as 
possible. Thus, for example, Peter 1 s question to Jesus--whether it is 
sufficient to forgive one 1 s brother sevenfold---cannot be left in so gen-
eral a form. I must make it clear through illustrations from the lives 
of my blacks what it means to them, as to Peter, to forgive seven times 
in a day. In one of my recent sermons I told them: 
"You have just arisen when someone comes who is known to be bad 
and insults you. Because Jesus says that one shall forgive, you are 
silent instea.d of starting an argument. 
11Later, the neighbor' s goat eats the bananas that were to be your 
lunch. Instead of starting a fight with him you simply say that it was 
his goat and that it would be right for him to replace the bananas. But 
if he objects, you leave quietly, thinking how God causes so many 
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bananas to grow on your plantation that you have no need to start trouble 
because of these few. 
11 La.ter the man who took your 10 bushels of bananas to market to 
sell for you along with his own gives you money for only nine of them. 
You say that it is too little. He says you miscounted and only gave him 
nine bushels. You are ready to shout in his face that he is a lie.r. You 
must think, however, how many lies that you alone know of, God must for-
give, and you go 0uietly into your hut. 
11 As you make a fire you notice that someone has taken some of the 
wood you brousht from the forest yesterday. Again you force your heart 
to forgiveness and refrain from finding the thief and turning him in to 
the chief. 
"In the afternoon you are about to leave for work on the planta-
tion when you discover that someone has taken your good bush knife and 
left in its place an old jagged one. You know who did it, because you 
recognize the knife. 
11Then you think, you've forgiven four times and can do it a fifth. 
Although it was a day in which many unpleasant things happened, you feel 
as happy as if it were one of the smoothest. Why? Because your heart 
is joyous for having obeyed the will of Jesus. 
11 In the evening you want to go fishing. You find your torch gone. 
Anger overcomes you and you think you 1ve f'or.siven enough today and will 
lie in wait for the person who went fishing with your torch. But once 
again the Lord Jesus· becomes master of your heart. With a torch you 
borrow from your neig;hbor you go down to the river bank:. 
11There you discover the_t your boat is missing. Someone has gone 
fishing in it. Angry, you hide behind a tree and plan to take away ~111 
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the intruder's fish when he comes back, and turn him in to the district 
captain, so he will have to reimburse you, as is just. But as you wait, 
your heart begins to speak. Over e.nd over is repeated the word of Jesus, 
that God cannot forgive us our sins if we do not forgive our fellow man. 
Jesus again becomes master over you. 
"When at dusk the man finally returns and falls to the ground in 
fear as you step from behind the tree, instead of striking out you say 
to him that Lord Jesus forces you to forgive him and let him go in peace. 
You don't even demand the fish, but I believe he will give them to you 
in sheer amazement that you did not start a fight. 
11Now you go home, happy and proud that you have managed to forgive 
seven times. But if on the same day Lord Jesus came to your village and 
you stepped before Him, thinking He would praise you, then He would say 
to you, as He did to Peter, that sevenfold is not enour;h, that you must 
forgive sevenfold again and again and again, and many times more, until 
God can forgive you your many sins." 
I see in the faces of' my congrega.tion how they are moved by what 
they hear. Often I stop to ask them whether their hearts and thoughts 
are in agreement with what is said. In a loud chorus they answer that 
it is right as I have said it. 
At the end of the sermon I have them fold their hands, then I 
recite very slowly an unprepared prayer in five or six sentences. For a 
long tim:e after the "amen" heads a.re bowed over hands. As the soft 
music of the harmonium commences, they straighten up. All remain motion-
lessly seated until the last tone has died away. As I take my leave, my 
people begin to arise. 
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MY CHURCH IN THE JUNGLE 
Dr. Albert Schweitzer 
True or False 
--- 1. Dr. Schweitzer's mission church is in French E~uatorial Africa. 
___ 2. Most of his congregation is Christian. 
____ 5. During services, the congregation sit quietly and listen 
intently. 
--- 4. Dr. Schweitzer must have interpreters because the natives speak six different dialects. 
--- 5. One of Dr. Schweitzer's first sermons is on the Ten Command-ments. 
--- 6. To make his sermons clear, he uses illustrations from the lives of the people. 
--- 7. Dr. Schweitzer used eight examples in his sermon on forgive-ness. 
--- 8. The natives seem to enjoy Dr. Schweitzer's sermons. 
____ 9. Dr. Schweitzer has just built a new church. 
10. Dr. Schweitzer operates a hospital as well as church services. ---
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UNI'r III 11.::l'lENING AND NO'rEiVJAKING 
LISTENING 
Listening is an active process. To listen actively rather than 
passively, it is necessary to think about what the speaker is saying. 
There are many other factors that tend to make listening difficult. 
In the classroom situation, it is not possible to choose the time 
or place of listening. Moods must be adjusted to the speaker and the 
lecture materials. Worry and other personal problems often make mood 
adjustment extremely difficult. Distractions in and near the classroom 
may increase the difficulty. A student tapping a pencil, people talking 
in the hall, or noise outside the classroom can be annoying. 
Listening critically is a difficult task because the spoken word 
is a fleeting thing, gone in a moment. Prepare to listen critically by 
studying the assignment before class. It is easier to evaluate main 
ideas presented in the text and any supplementary material the speaker 
may choose to present. 
The speaker's pace is another factor. If he speaks too rapidly, 
it is impossible to take notes; and if he speaks too slowly, the mind is 
inclined to wander. '!he good listener takes cues from voice inflection 
and intensity as they indicate the points that the speaker considers 
important. 
The responsihi.lity in the lecture situation is two-fold. The 
speaker should make his lectures concise and clarify all concepts and 
' 
their related meanings. A well-organized speaker begins with a state-
ment of the lecture's content, enumerates and elaborates the important 
points, and concludes with a summary. A responsible student comes to 
class well prepared. He gives the speaker his courteous attention. He 
does not "fidget" but sits quietly and shows by his expression that he 
is "with" the speaker. Near the end of the period, the courteous stu-
dent does not sit on the edge of his seat, "like a sprinter on the 
starting line." · He lets the speaker conclude his remarks 'before he 
closes his notebook. 
Listening is a difficult but necessary skill to acquire. Advance 
preparation and an interest in the topic, plus critical evaluation can 
make listening a valuable learning technique. 
Sffi.%\RY 
Good listening is an active process. 
1. It is a difficult skill. 
a. You can 1 t choose the time or place of listening. 
b. You may be distracted. 
c. It is hard to be critical when listening. 
d. Speaker's pace may not be your pace. 
2. To listen well--
a. Don't fidget. 
b. Pe courteous--let the speaker conclude his remarks. 
c. Show by your expression that you are with him. 
S4 
Incident at Lancaster 
Julio.n Gitzen 
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Twilight under a ceiling of grey-blue clouds drifted in upon the 
small Southern Illinois town o:f' Lancaster, and with it fell a wet spring 
snow, melting as it struck the ground. In the unlighted living-room of 
his rented cottaee at the east edge of town, a young man sat in a second-
hand armchair puffing a cigarette and watching the falling snow, wonder-
ing if any would stick. The young ma.n 1 s name was Bruce Allen Patterson. 
He wa.s barely twenty-five years old, seventy inches tall, solid 
and muscular. His face was oval, arising from a firm square-cut chin--
the thouehtful, nervous, sincere face of a young scholar. The hair, 
dark brovm and cut short, accentuated the youthf'ul appearance. The 
eyes, walnut-brown, intense and curious dominated the face. The mouth 
was thin and sensitive. 
Bruce was expecting a visitor. As he gazed out at the darkening 
world, he reflected upon the incidents which had brought about the 
approaching visit. He was a Korean veteran who had finished college 
aft.er returning from the war. His wife, Helen, a pretty brunette with 
laughing eyes, a model's figure, and an impulsive, brilliant intellect, 
had been one of his classmates. 
They were married in January between semesters of their senior 
year. They had tried to find a teaching position for Bruce near Southern 
Illinois University so that Bruce might attend nir:,ht classes, working 
toward the 1·1aster 1 s degree. Lancaster was only a twenty-minute drive 
from Southern, and its high school needed an English teacher. 
Hoping to become acc.uainted with the policies of the school, Bruce 
had questioned his friend, Don Rande.ll, who had taught history at 
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Lancaster hir:;h school the preceding yee.r. 11 Don 1t go there unless you 
want to help produce better a,.:.hletes," Don had warned. 11Lancaster is one 
of those sm.:..9.11 towns which thinks of its hi:;h school solely e_s a recrea-
tion center. The people fi:::ure that classes are a necessary evil; the 
only thing worth their attention is sports. The only faculty member who 
is noticed is the coach, 2.nd his life is a nif:;htmare. If the team wins, 
he's a hero; if it loses more games than it wins, he 1 s fired. 
Of course the brilliant students are a little disgusted by the 
procedure, but desire for approval from their peers keeps them from say-
ing much. They don 1t want to be 1 different 1 , so they are drovmed in the 
same sea of ignorance in which their friends are so content. 
As for the adults, the some thing holds true. Those few who don't 
ap rove of a sports center in place of a hi[.h school endure the farce in 
silence rather than be frowned upon. 11 
Thow:;h Don' s advice disturbed the Pe.ttersons, they considered tho.t 
time was running out anc: that there wa.s no other teaching position 
ccvailable near the university. Then, in the third week of July, Helen 
discovered that she Nas nee.r1y a month pregnant. At once Bru.:;e deter-
mined to stay in Ls.ncrs;.er; he h<c.d to be certain of a job. 
Durin~ .. the G.utu.i.'Jln basebe,11 senson :Sruce fir.st rc,i:.li?.ed -'.:he real 
importance of' sports at Lenc1rnter High. Students •,·:ere :reJes13cd. from 
,~f~.er11oon cle,sses to nttend each home game and c;aily bo9rC.ed buses to 
follo;; the 11 Eccz_:les 11 to their contests at nei;::hboring schools. 
Soon, however, basebc.11 r:;i:.rve wa.y to Lnncc.ster 1 s undisputed [:od of 
sports--basketball. The hi:-h school, which had been constructed in 
1928, Has considered ouite adecuate, but 2, new ~~yrnnasitm to re::,lr:ce the 
ori:;ind had been com0leted only two ye11rs ago. Bruce irnc,r.:inecl. th[:t 
every person in town who could walk or be carried arrived at the g:ilTlll'la-
sium for the first game le.te in October, (md the games which :followed 
drew even le,rc;er crowds. 
At last it seemed that the Lancaster 11Eagles0 were within reach of 
fame. Opposing teams were subdued with savage, machine-like regularity 
as the "Eagles" soared throup;h an undefeated season, nearing the 
regional tournament and perhaps the long dreomed of state finals. 
Obviously, the most valuable player on the Lancaster squad was Tom 
Bryant. His skillful ball-handling, deadly jump shot, and fierce 
rebounding determined the fortunes of the entire team. However, praise 
proved to be the catalyst necessary to change Tom from a sullen indif-
ferent sluggard into a provocative irritating clown. 
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As the basket be.11 season neared its close, Tom grew increasingly 
more unmanageable in Bruce's senior English class. At first he contented 
himself by bothering the girl in front of him, to her intense delight. 
When he was moved to a desk at the front of the room, he resorted to 
blowing bubble-gum bubbles, popping them noisily, end laughing loudly 
while serious literary passages were being read. He seemed never to 
have prepared his assignments, and his inevitable answer to all ques-
tions we.s e. bored, 8 I don't know. 1 
In the minds of at least ei~:hty percent of the class, Tom was a 
super-hw,1an, ordained by God to bring glory to Lancaster High. Even to 
be in the same classroom with him was a rare privilee;e, and his inso-
lence toward Bruce was justifiable, even to be expected, considering 
Bryant's exalted position. Several of the brightest students obviously 
deplored the attituce of the remainder of the class. Expressions of 
disgust often crossed their faces a~er Bryant's cynical remarks, while 
the other pupils were laughing ecstatically. But Bruce knew that those 
who disapproved would co.ndemn Bryant only among themselves. 
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Twice Bruce asked Tom to stay for a few minutes after class. Each 
time he remarked that Tom1 s English grades were near the level of com-
plete failure and that his behavior was unsuitable. Finally he decided 
to risk a definite threat, hoping to force a change in Tom's attitude. 
"Tom, during the past few weoks you 1ve done consistently poor work, and 
you don't seem interested in the class 1 s activities. I've known you 
long enough to believe that you e.re perfectly capable of completing the 
assignments. Your persistent lack of effort and discourteous behavior 
may make it necessary to dismiss you from closs. If tho.t happens, you1 11 
forfeit your credit for this year of English and, consequently, your 
right to play basketbo.11. n Silently the yount; giant turned and shuf'fled 
out of the room. 
On the following Friday, March 7, only five days before the open-
ing of the regional tournament, Tom Bryant gave his final performance 
for the senior English class. He arrived with a copy of MOTOR TRENDS 
and immediately buried his face in its pages. Bruce noticed that Tom 
wasn't listening but decided to proceed with a discussion of the "Elegy 
Written in a Country Churchyard," hoping that Tom would voluntarily put 
away the magazine. 
After waiting ten minutes, during which Tom carelessly turned the 
pages of the magazine and slid into a comfortable slouch with his legs 
protruding from under his desk, Bruce fell silent, and the entire room 
grew suddenly still. The quietness itself was threatening, compellinr;, 
overwhelming. "Tom, no one else here finds it necessary to read a 
magazine during class work. Put it away until the end of the period." 
The e.nswer was immediate, obviously rehe2rsed. The words were 
soft but deliberate. "Go to hell. n 
"Tom, leave this room and turn in your English books. You are 
dismissed. 11 Like a werm, turbulent, May breeze the news swept over 
Lancaster, stunning its seven hundred and eightly inhabitants. But the 
gree.test shock was felt e.t the hi2·h school, where violence seemed pos-
sible. Malicious looks, pained 0lances of betrayal and disbelief were 
turned upon Bruce by clusters of students gathered in the halls between 
classes to lament the calamity. Durin;:; Bruce's last cle-ss a note wns 
delivered. to him by the office secretD.ry. 11 Stop in at my office be1"'ore 
you leave this afternoon. V. H. Preston. 11 
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Fightinp; down a rising apprehension, Bruce stepped into the prin-
cipal' s office. Preston was a fat, bald, ex-coach, whose rimless glasses, 
balancing on his pug nose, made him look like nn overgrown c,nome glaring 
out from behind r;lassy confinement. 11 Bruce, Coach Burke tells me you've 
dismissed Tom Bryant. 11 
11 Don1t you thin.'!.:: the punishment may have been a little stiff? A 
week's suspension should do for th~1t sort of thing. 11 
"No sir, I had. warned Tom several times that he mip;ht be dis-
missed. He knew the risk he was takinf;, and he 1 11 expect me to keep my 
word. 11 
Preston 1 s huge face and shiny dome were becoming- a dull crimson. 
He seemed exhausted by the emotions which seethed within him; the tone 
of his voice was urgent, nearly pleading. 11 Bruce, the regional is less 
than a week away. Think what winning it would mean to the town~" 
"I'm not to blame if Bryant is the star of the tea.."ll. 'I'o me the 
work being done in that class is just as important as the fortunes of 
the 11Eagles. 11 He was jeopardizing the progress of' the class; there was 
no choice.tt 
11 1 111 level with you, Bruce. I've taught here for sixteen years; 
I 1rn due for retirement soon. I know this town and this school board 
better than you do, and I know they're going to raise a hell of a fuss. 
I stand to lose too much if I back you. All I can do is tell you that 
you'd be wise to see to it that Bryant comes back in that class soon. 11 
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As he parked his six-year-old Ford in front of the house, Bruce was 
thinking that at present it would be wise not to tell Helen what had 
happened, but he wasn't aware of the publicity which Tom's dismissal had 
received. One woman had already called Helen to express disapproval of 
Bruce's actions, mentioning that she expected the board to take action. 
Helen, in the last days of her pregnancy and spending most of her time 
lying on the living-room couch, was vehement. "Those thoughtless, 
blind, egotistical clowns. They'll crucify you for a ten-dollar trophy." 
11Maybe not. The fight 1 s just starting. Let 1 s not make any hasty 
predictions about the outcome. 11 Strangely enough, Bruce slept well tho.t 
night, and when he awoke Saturday morning, Tom Bryant's dismissal seemed 
only a bad dream. At about eleven o'clock, as Bruce was grading themes, 
the dream sprang back to life in the form of a telephone call from James 
T. Landrsn, president of the board. Landran owned one of the to~m's two 
grocery stores, and Bruce had been advised to do his shopping at 
Landran 1 s store. 
" 1Lo, Bruce? Jim Landran. Wonder if you 1d come over to school 
for a few minutes this evening--say 1 round eight? We 1 d like to have a 
word with you." 
"Of course. 11 Bruce gently tucked the phone back into its cradle, 
but within his brain anp;er was bursting into passionate f'lrune. 
That evening, when Bruce arrived at the assembly room, the board 
members were already seated at desks drawn up in an irrer:;ular semicircle 
around a short, bare, vnrnishecl table at the front of the room. ~lith 
them was Tom Bryant, wearing faded levis, a school letter-sweater, and 
a grim, determined expression. As soon as Bruce found a seat, James 
Landran rose from his place behind the table to announce that Tom would 
speak first in his own behalf. Visibly ill-at-ease, intently starin,g at 
the floor, Tom mumbled through nervous lips, 11 Well-uh, me and Mr. 
Patterson never did get along too s:;ood, but-uh that wasn't his fault. I 
just don 1t like Enc,lish, and-uh I suppose by beinr: bored in his cl£>.ss, 
I-uh just wanted something to do. Uh-I hope Kr. Patterson will let ne 
back in his class, because I-uh realize now that I was wron~:, and-uh I 
want to tell him I'm sorry. 11 
"Hell, Bruce, 11 gloated Landr;;n, 11 'l'here 1 s Tom's apolosY· Is the.t 
r:;oo d enou:;h 'l n 
11 I 1m crateful for Tom's remarks, but I can't let them alter my 
decision. If' I nl10~1ed him to come back into class, each of my studen'c.s 
1-1ou1.: e.l.d.:.onc;'.:.icn.lly be entitled to the so.me privileB;e. They could 
insult me, and, by simply a polo f;izin~; the following da.~r, expect to be 
readmitted to the class. My reputation as a teacher and a source of' 
:~.uthority would be destroyed. n 
"Bruce, isn't it just posdble tho.t you may hcve been too tough 
with the boy, and if so, shoudn 1t he have another chance?" 
"Any teacher with o.n ounce of self-respect would have been just c..s 
firm. I 1m convinced of the fairness of r:iy jud;~ment. n Bruce was 
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strur;E;linr: to remain composed, intentionally speak:in·c- softly, but the 
blood rushed throur:h his fc.ce; his quick temper wns risin;:-; alo.rnin,i:;ly 
f2.st. 
11 You don't seccm to realiz,e what you 1ve done. The people of Lanc2.s-
ter have hoped for a besketball team like this for many years. They 
e:<:::>ect zreat thin2:s from these boys, and they 1 re ;:;oinr': to blrme you if 
this team doesn 1 t go as far as it should." Lanclran was leaninr·'. e.cross 
the short t2-ble leering at Bruce in a manner indicatin~~ that he could 
hs.rdly re strain his contempt. 
Bruce 1 s e.n[er had reached a point at which he could no long;er con-
trol himself. His teeth '\'le re tightly set, his forehead wrirJded. Eis 
eyes burned with tmmistakeable scorn. Suddenly he stood up, meeting 
Landron' s ,e;lare, hands on his hips and body leaninr: sliGhtly forward. 
An awesome silence blanketed the room as the two men faced each other. 
Bruce was the first to specie. His voice seemed to Bruce to be coming 
from a great distance, but the words were his. 11 This c..we you peo::.:le 
h9.Ve for athletics is ridiculous. I om very, very sick of arrc<11zin1_~ my 
work and my ideals for the convenience of the basketball team. And 
Bryant is not comin,:; back into my class! 11 
Landran 1 s answer was haughty, evidently predeternined. 11We can 
see that you sren 1 t happy here. In fc.ct it seems you 1 d rather les_ve 
right now. So we 1 re going to release you fron your contract. Hrs. 
Brace Bettinger will replace you. 'IoI!l, you 1 11 report to her Enclish 
class rfonday. 11 
It was dark now, but the streetlisht on the corner revealed the 
snow still falling. A car mrn stoppin'~ in front of the house. Thouc;hts 
tumbled wildly throur;h Bruce's mind. 11There 1 s Landran with the 
severance pay. Should cover the unpaid bills and leave a little for 
neh'i:. week's groceries. But what about the week after that? And the 
baby is only days away. Where can you take Helen? She won't want to 
stay here while you look for a job--not with the neishbors tauntinc:; her 
about your beinc fired. And what kind of job will you look for? What 
is a school teacher qualified to do, anyhow? Jobs are awfully scarce 
now. I'll dig ditches if I have to. That's stupid. It 1 s too muddy to 
dig ditches now. My God, Patterson, wha.t have you done? Why did you 
stay in Lancaster after what Don said? Graduate school wasn't that 
important. i'/hat are you tc.lkin;~ about? You couldn't have known this 
was going to happen. Landran 1 s coming up the walk. Parad.ise is lost, 
and the archaneel is descending to drive out Adam and Eve, but show him 
you can be a good loser. 11 
As the doorbell began ringing, Bruce rose with deliberate poise 
and opened the door. 
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INC IDI!:l\'T A'S: LANCAS'l' ER 
Julian Gitzen 
1. Bruce decided to take the job nt Lancaster so that he could 
a. teach English; b. work on his Master 1 s degree; c. be certain 
of' a job. 
2. The Lancaster school emphasized 
a. vocational education; b. academic education; c. athletics 
3. Tom Bryant was the most valuable player on the 
a. baseball teo.m; b. basketball team; c. football team 
4. Tom's attitude in English class was 
a. alert; b. insolent; c. respectful 
5. The principe.1 1 s attitude towo.rd Bruce was 
a. sympathetic; b. condemning; c. selfish 
6. The school board responded to Bruce's action by 
a. congratulating him for expelling Tom 
b. makinz, Tom apologize 
c. making Bruce reinstate Tom 
d. none of the above 
7. When faced with the board's attitude, Bruce 
a. readmitted Tom to English class 
b. accepted the apolot,y and shook hands with Tom 
c. stood firm in his decision to expel Tom from class 
d. none of the above 
8. The board finally decided to 
a. give Bruce a raise 
b. expel Tom from school 
c. withdraw from the basketball tournament 
d. fire Bruce 
9. Later, Landran came to Bruce 1 s home to 
a. ask him to reconsider 
b. drive him out of his home 
c. offer him another job 
d. none of the above 
10. One may conclude from this story that 
a. athletics are more important than classes 
b. school boards are always right 
c. some schools are confused as to the purpose of education 
d. Bruce was not a good teacher 
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1.~.oRD COlLfilEEENSION 
tr2 u.e: losing, com_prehend, c;ual i ty, bar2~ain, forgive 
retire: encounter, rest, peak, believe, dispose 
cautious: investigate, ancient, done, final, wary 
sctedule: penetrate, appear, plan, obtain, definite 
prevent: pleasant, stop, disma~r, assume, course 
firm: sarcasm, quanity, style, forms.l, solid 
boycott: ban, event, di[nity, service, stare 
0uruen: approach, load, press, various, interpret 
list: lean, arrest, wild, nstire, destroy 
detest: frighten, savage, hate, cr·ude, majesty 
beam: univers.;:;, frequent, tiring, shine, inqllire 
fatal: sgree, deadly, mountain, weight, during 
position; place, hedge, factors, inform, rapid 
frigid: partisl, preference, several, tiring, cold 
thrust: relieve, push, tend, acquire, materials 
stable: motion, extend, steady, standard, silence 
minimum: vague, pertaining, future, present, least 
solitary: power, escape, detail, alone, object 
internal: horrible, sound, trade, difficult, inside 
gratitude: connect, thanks, exercise, critical, task 
exchange: accord, most, detail, bound, trade 
secure: section, content, encircle, safe, consist 
thrifty: saving, second, passage, facing, major 
complete: follow, ability, question, specific, entire 
couple: conduct, inform, pair, destroy, tribe 
TIME NO. '·c'c'RCNG ----
aid: caution, pr8sent, arrest, help, lean 
revolt: analysis, labor, rebel, terms, clear 
mistake: paragraph, error, begin, record, guard 
consume: use, selection, attitude, strike, another 
weapon: conflict, arms, language, quality, prevent 
victorJ': tackle, better, prett:y, comment, win 
nation: appropiate, country, order, important, bright 
hotel: regret, dual, morale, inn, house 
clisp9.tch: premium, executing, faticue, speed, send 
refuse: quit, shutter, perceive, i tern, deny 
capital: money, suffer, perfect, sentence, topic 
legal: msr~ed, onset, vis~al, physical, lawful 
aistance: essential, far~in£, far, recently, psst 
animal: sanction, shield, ~orse, future, circus 
silent: surround, influence, dienity, service, q'.liet 
tr&nsport: savage, quanities, attention, plain, carry 
trief: authorize, denied, definite, short, instant 
~,!old: de::nolish, rn.i_d,~le, crowd, fonn, ms.rE1erism 
Ln1)ly: que::.:tion, tendency, convey, capacity, infer 
audible: be~rd, ~it~er, de?~rtcent, bending, st~te 
close: soing, near, steady, precious, classified 
:-,urn id: imtention, orrnn1~ent, prevail, less en, damp 
p!..'.rcted: ima[dne, comfort, s tte·::1pt, dr-y, swirnrning 
cor:11:1erce: te :·in, interrupt, ~.ro 1_is ing, deepen, b·,1s lne s s 
jealous: ectelon, envy, complete, exclusive, repel 
T r-_ ... ~l~ I-:c; • 1'.~.~1"tc. ~ ..... G ----
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NOT EMA.KING 
Read the assignment and develop an understanding of the technical 
terms in order to have a background for the lecture. once in class, pay 
attention. Taking notes can increase alertness unless note taking becomes 
a mechanical process or routinely copying the lecturer's words verbatim. 
Wo doubt, many notes will be a reproduction of the lecturer's words but 
be selective in what you choose to write. Tald.ng too maey notes us det-
rimental to good listening. Listen until a complete idea is expressed, 
note coherent thoughts rather than groups of words that mean nothing. 
Develop your own brand of shorthand. Learn to abbrev.1.ate certain 
words, make dashes indicate connected facts and make phrases take the 
place of sentences. However, do not ii.take notes so sketchy ths.t it is 
impossible to decipher them when they get •cold"• 
Prepare your assignments before class to provide a reference 
source to be used when the lecture is difficult to understand. Listen 
for general and specific understanding, noting the main ideas and the 
specific details and indicate the basic relationship between the two. 
Good note taking is selective, making only: those notes that are neces-
sary for a valid frame of reference tor later evaluation. An outline 
method of taking notes is a clear, compact way of showing the relation-
ship of ideas. Ericircllng words or Lieas whose meanings are not clear 
will call attention to them when notes are revised. 
Revise notes after class, transposing them iinto :rour own words 
and correlating them with text notes. Save your notes as the:r are 
valuable for reference when you begin your review. 
SUMMARY 
Notemald.ng in Class. 
1 • .be prepared,, read your assignment before class. 
2. 8Aarch for main ideas. 
J. Take notes. Be selective. 
4. Develop your own brand or shorthand. 
5. Revise your notes after class. 
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MERGENTHALER AND THE LINOTYPE 
Eugene Dunlop 
On October 26, 1872, Ottmar Mefgenthaler, a young German immigrant 
of medium height, stood at the rail of a ship entering ~ltimore Harbor. 
Besides his luggage and $30 in cash he possessed a silver watch, 
ambition, and an instinctive mechanical genius. 
He must have dreamed about his future in America as the ship was 
being eased to its dock, but he could hardly have envisioned the fame 
and fortune he was to achieve. He was destined with his invention of 
the Linotype to make the greatest contribution to the mechanics of 
printing since Gutenberg invented movable type. 
The thick bulk of the Sunday newspaper, libraries with crowded 
stacks of books, the hundreds of family and special-interest magazines 
published today are taken for granted by most people. 
However, in the last quarter of the 19th century these accepted 
parts of American life didn't exist in any great quantity. 
Daily newspapers were thin, and special editions might consist of 
8 to 14 pages. Only the libraries in the greatest cities had large 
book collections, and the few magazines printed were small and expensive. 
The publishers found themselves in a frustrating situation. A 
printing press, even in the 188o•s, could whip out over 20,000 news-
papers an hour, but this high speed couldn't be used effectively, for 
the typesetters were still plying their trade in the same manner as they 
did in Gutenberg's day. 
While the hungry presses waited for material to be printed, the 
typesetter laboriously picked type. First, letter by letter, he set 
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words, then sentences, until the copy was at last finished. The type 
was then properly formed an:l sent to the presses. After the newspaper 
was printed, the type had to be taken from the forms and returned piece 
by piece to the correct sections of the type trays. 
Many men were well acquainted with the dilemma tormenting the pub-
lishing industry; many men attempted to do something about it. In"'ren-
tion after invention failed dismally in practical tests. Millions of 
dollars wEre plunged into the seemingly bottomless pit of failure. Mark 
Thain, the great humorist, lost a vast personal fortune sponsoring an 
incredible apparatus containing over 18,000 individual parts. 
Ottmar Mergenthaler was born in Hachtel, Wurttemberg, Germany, on 
.May 10, 1854. His father was a teacher; his mother came from a family 
which for generations had provided teachers. 
Mergenthaler's childhood was not an idle one. When he wasn't in 
school he had chores to do. He cooked meals, washed dishes, built fj_res, 
cared for the garden, fed the pigs and cattle. Later in life he said, 
11 It was all work and no play, yet the boy subrri tted willingly to almost 
any imposition, for he had been accustomed to it from childhood and 
knew no better." 
1"111.en it came time to decide on a career for his son, Ottmar 1s 
father suggested teaching. The 14-year-old Mergenthaler didn't agree. 
His father then suggested medicine, law, other academic pursuits of a 
professional stature. The Hergenthalers wished their son to do 
ttrespectable" work in which one used his head rather than his hands. 
But Ottmar decided there might be a better future for him in some 
kind of precision-machinery business. After all, he did have a deft 
hand with tools and he had kept the nre bellious village clock" working. 
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In May, 1868, Ottmar was apprenticed to a watch and clockmaker of 
Bi.etigheim, near Stuttgart. He made such rapid progress that his 
employer began paying him full wages a year before his apprenticeship 
expired. 
Mergenthaler worked hard, spent long hours at the shop, additional 
hours at night school studying mechanical drawing. His only relaxation 
was an occasional moment spent singing or playing the piano, pastimes he 
enjoyed all of his life. 
When the Franco-Prussian War ended in 1871 there was the usual 
postwar industrial readjustment, times grew hard, people became rest-
less. And in South, Germany, where Mergenthaler liYed, ·'!;',here was strong 
objection to the growing Prussian militarism of North Germany. 
In 1872, Mergenthaler, 18, decided to leave Germany. When he 
obtained the promise of work at the precision-instrument shop of August 
Hahl, a son of his employer who had already settled in America, 
Mergenthaler took steerage passage to the New World. 
One day in August, 1876, Charles T. Moore, an inventor, brought 
his new "stereotyping machine" to the Hahl shop, in Baltimore, Md. · He 
needed help desperately. His invention was designed to print copy, us-
ing a combination of typewriting am lithography, but it wasn't working 
properly. Moore felt faulty workmanship was to blame. 
Mergenthaler studied the machine. Though there was faulty workman-
ship in the device, basic errors in design were an even greater problem. 
He explained that if he was permitted to make certain changes, the 
machine would do what was expected of it. The inventor agreed. Mergen-
thaler made a new model, adding many of his own ideas. 
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But, al though Moore 1 s machine could pri.nt a few copies of legal 
documents or legislative transcripts, it was too crude and cumbersome 
for general use in publishing. Using hindsight, it is easy to wonder 
how anyone expected the machine to speed up printing. 
The meeting with Moore, however, had introduced Mergenthaler to 
the work which would become his destiny, cause him trouble and heart-
break, give him undreamed of wealth. Until Hoore stepped into Hahl's 
shop, Ottmar J":ergenthaler had known nothing of the difficulties that 
confronted the publishers. He read books for learning or enjoyment, but 
knew no more than the average man about printing. In many ways this 
proved to be an advantage; his mind was not cluttered by" the handed-down 
ideas of 400 years. 
James o. Clephane, one of Moore 1 s 11 backers, 11 had an idea of his 
own which he discussed with Hergenthaler. What was needed, he said, was 
a machine similar to a typewriter which made impressions of letters on 
papier-mache to provide a matrix or mold. If molten type metal was 
poured into the matrix, a plate for printing could be produced. 
Mergenthaler subjected the proposed machine to a close examina-
tion. He concluded that it would not be satisfactory. Clephane 1 s id ea 
was sound in theory, but Mergenthaler foresaw trouble when the molten 
me ta.l was poured • 
Nevertheless, in 1878 the machine was completed. A clear matrix 
40 lines long was impressed on the papicr-mache. This was wonderful, 
just what was needed. Then crune the agony of failure. As Mergenthaler 
had predicted, the molten metal poured into the matrix penetrated every 
pore of the papier-mache and stuck to the mold. 
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Mergenthaler sought to turn his attention to other work. He was 
progressing in the business world and had become Hahl's partner in 1881. 
In the same year he had married. 
But the failure of the 1878 effort to build an efficient typeset-
ting machine continued to rankle Mergenthaler, though he had foretold it. 
Now he was obsessed with the same visions o many other men had of a 
truly "dream" device for typesetting. He planned, experimented, designed, 
and constructed working models to test his ideas. 
The first thing Mergenthaler attacked was the annoying papier-
mache. To avoid the ridges that were formed as one letter after another 
was pressed on the matrix, he devised a method of imprinting the charac-
tars a line at a time. This machine was superior to its predecessor, 
but was not a practical success. It was a step in the right direction, 
an evolutionary experiment. 
The birth of the Linotype, however, was near at hand • Let Willi 
Mengel in his definitive book on Mergenthaler describe it. 
"The twenty-sixth of July 1884," Mengel wrote, "may be 
taken as the birthday of the Li~otype. On this day 
Mergenthaler's new machine was first demonstrated to a 
small group of interested people. He had made a casting 
machine in which the stage of the papier-mache mold had 
been eliminated. Long, thin brass bars containing an 
alphabet of female characters descended at the touch of a 
key to bring the selected character into alignment with 
those on other bars. Hot metal was pressed against the 
line of characters so as to form a slug • • • 
"However, this machine still did not satisfy Mergen-
thaler. The matrix-bars had to carry collectively the 
impressions of 4,500 letters and were consequently too costly 
to make. Eventually Mergenthaler hit upon the solution of 
using independently moving matrices for each individual 
character ••• " 
Finally the day arrived when Mergenthaler was ready to test the 
improved typewetter. It was July 3, 1886. A group of excited men 
assembled in the composing room of the ~ ~ Tribune to watch the 
trial. Whitelaw Reid, the publisher of the newspaper, sat at the key-
board. He struck the keys. There was a humming of power, the noise of 
moving parts and gears, and a shining metal casting was produced. It is 
a historical fact that when the machine produced the gleaming bar of 
hard metal, Mr. Reid shouted, "A line o' type!" Mergenthaler•s miracle 
machine was a proven success and had been g:I.. van its now famous name. 
It is doubtful whether the men who were dreaming of a machine such 
as the Linotype really understood what a revolution it would create in 
the publishing industry. It certainly did speed up typesetting, but it 
went farther than that. At first there was resistance by the type-
setters who felt that this brilliant stroke of automation would cost 
them their jobs. They went on strike, did all they could to harass the 
installation of the Linotype. But this situation could not last. 
It soon became obvious that since the machine was making it pos-
sible to print longer, better newspapers, more magazines of all types, 
more books, no one had to fear for his livelihood. The exact opposite 
occurred. Now that tortoise-paced typesetting was athing of the past, 
the publishing industry could expand to satisfy the reading hunger of an 
increasingly aware world. As a result, there were more and more jobs 
that had to be filled. 
Ottmar Mergenthaler became a famous, respected man, a millionaire. 
As long as the printed page remains the basic means of communication and 
learning, the name of Mergenthaler must be remembered with that of 
Gutenberg. 
After the success of the linotype, Mergenthaler continued living 
the life he loved. Although he was now a weal thy man, he worked on 
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other inventions as he took his place in quiet Baltimore society. He 
enjoyed the calm relaxation of his family life, a long hike in the 
country, or a stein of beer with friends, but could not rest when he was 
seized with an idea. He drove himself for long hours, failing to 
realize that the human body is not the durable mechanism his machines 
were. He came down with pleurisy but ignored it to make improvements on 
his inventions and was stricken with tuberculosis. 
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In 1894 Mergenthaler rested in the PJ.ue Mountains of Maryland, then 
at Saranac Lake, N. Y. In June, 1896 he went to Prescott, Ariz., where 
he lived alone but for an Indian guide for months. Searching for a 
better climate, he went south to Deming, N. Mex. He lived in New 
Mexico until a fire destroyed his house, the manuscript of an autobiog-
raphy, and many blueprints for new machinery. After this tragedy 
Mergenthaler returned to Baltimore where he died October 28, 1899, at 
his home. 
MERGENTHALER AND THE LINOTYPE 
Eugene Dunlop 
1. Mergenthaler was born in 
a. Germany 
c. Austria 
b. France 
d. America 
2. The major dis advantage of Moore 1 s s terotyping machjne was 
a. it could print only a few copies 
b. it was too crude and cumbersome for general use 
c. it needed expert typesetters to operate 
d. none of the above 
3. Mergenthaler's first machine failed because 
a. the molten metal penetrated the papier-mache 
b. it was not a durable machine 
c. it made ridges in the paper 
d. he didn't have the money required to finish it 
4. Mergenthaler's machine was named by 
a. publisher of the Atlantic monthly 
b. his partner, Hahl 
c. Charles T. Moore 
d. publisher of New~ Tribune 
5. Typesetters went on strike because 
a. they thought that automation would cost them their jobs 
b. the machine was too difficult to operate 
c. the machine would lower their pay 
d. all of the above 
6. The results of the invention were 
a. the printing of longer newspapers 
b. more magazines and books , 
c. expansion of the publishing industry 
d. all of the above 
7. Mergenthaler 1s name should be remembered along with that of 
a. Newton b. Adam Smith 
c. Gutenberg d. Eli Whitney 
8. After he retired he became stricken with 
a. cancer b. coronary thrombosis 
c. arthritis d. tuberculosis 
9. Mergenthaler died in 
a. 1899 
c. 1798 
b. 1903 
d. 1914 
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10. The phrase that best describes Mergenthaler is 
a. a man who struck it lucky 
b. a man who chose the wrong profession 
c. a man who relaxed and enjoyed his wealth 
d. an inventor who could not rest when he had an idea 
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PHF~SE COMPREHENSION 
in the pink: apart from, to be sure, feeling fine, 
usually not, changing over. 
apparently not: will not die, applying principles, if 
they care, later on, does not seem to be. 
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circmnstantial evidence: based on hearsay, of unusual 
strength, fooking forward, more than needed, set outside. 
of general concern: to a great ext~nt, characteristic of, 
in case of illness, worry to all, not h~ving life. 
of doubtful intelligence: showing promise, off the course, 
wonder about his brightness, current materials, of value. 
never the same: to hang down, always changing, further 
away, in the future, to remove. 
of fiery temperment: drifts away, worthy of respect, dur-
ing the evening, in a complacent mood, arigers easily. 
jumps to conclusions: knows t:be answers, involved in a 
dispute, of his own free will, now or never, doesn't wait 
for facts. 
malice toward all: in eternal friendship, highly inlprob-
able, to draw closer, dislikes everyone, that which is big. 
of criminal intent: justice for all, showing a pattern, 
intends to harm, to grow stronger, moral soundness. 
of incredible strength: desires health, aware of facts, 
keeping clear of, stronger than usual, functions well. 
take possession of: a narr·ow passage, to claim as one's 
o~n, to congregate, fasten together, tries to hide. 
TIME NO.WRONG ---
it has validity: there is truth to it, extend your hand, 
after the rain, liberty for all, dares to call. 
erases from the mind: that which is false, looks to the 
future, over the top, an imaginary event, manages to for8et. 
always nearby: later in the day, close at all times, success 
guaranteed, of sound mind, living alone. 
to congregate: an arnount of time, say what you please, to 
meet in a group, full of water, just the opposite. 
without delay: seen from a distance, tt;.e highest degree, 
the majority vote, done immediately, it is assumed. 
gains insight: can't understand, a measuring devise, on 
the contrary, sees relationships, a single survivor. 
at the extremes: learned his lesson, at the ends, in a 
series, extremely well done, state of being. 
take for granted: toward the middle, of siall size, trial 
and error, tries to explain, accepts without thought. 
frozen in terror: hangs by a thread, give another chance, 
a fixed routine, to afraid t.o run, think it through. 
absence of silence: state of noise, follow these direct-
ions, more than once, beyond noise, out of control. 
of minute stature: gigantic dimensions, of small size, 
more than enough, in all sincerity, it's for the best. 
matur·e judgment: the average intelligence, make the best 
of it, trial by jury, enriched curriculmn, adult thinking. 
TilviE NO. WHONG ---
NOTEJ'f;Jl.KING 
lJotemaking from the Text 
Notemakine; from the text calls for versatility in rea:Jing. 
It is necessary to read intensively to comprehend the main ideas, 
read critically to interpret, and s'dm to find sped.fie facts. 
Use the techniques suggested in the section on study problems. 
Look over the chapter headings and subheadings, read the summary 
for an overall view, and read the as:::ignnent in its entirety for 
f;eneral comprehension. 
Now you are ready to begin. Taldng notes from the text can 
help concentration if you actively think about the material. 
CoT);y'ing sentences from the book is a mechanical orocess that involves 
the pcissing of words from the textbook to the notebook without passing 
through the chino of the student. Tc: notes should be a posjtive 
action of interpretin[ and su.nm1arizjnc the mnterial in your own wor<1s. 
Take not,rn j_n the form of thou;·ht units. Construct the fcrm 
of your notes so that ideas look rela.ted. Outline form is a s;"ste,...1at.ic 
way to sYiow the relationship of ifo&s. If ycu do not outline, 
under.Lining, inde ·ting and using parenthesis can designate the 
relatiom1 1 j ps between ideas. Encircle ::ords or ideas whose mem1in,;~::; 
are '.1ot clear and indicate, perhaps b./ a question mark, tha.t c1ou wish 
to as'.: the j_nstructor about tbese pc ints. 
'.;l.sss notes and text notes wi11 serve as the foundation of 
the ·:-:aste::.· outline. They should be as clear and concise as it is 
poss:iJ::ile to make +.hem. Keep your nctes nea·~ and orderly. It is 
much easier to reYise notes that arc orderly rather than a scra1'1bled 
jumble. 
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SUMMARY 
Notemaking from the Text 
1. Change your pace when reading to make notes from the text. 
2. Use the study techniques suggested in Unit II. 
3. Take notes to help you to concentrate. 
4. Take notes in the form of thought units. 
5. Hake ideas look related. 
6. Encir::le words or ideas that are not clear to you. 
7. Keep your notes neat and orderly. 
B. Revise your text notes and correlate with class notes. 
GO ON YOUR OWN 
Sara Sprott Morrow 
Thousands of college students go to Europe every year and most of 
them travel on regularly scheduled tours. Each neal, shopping hour, 
cathedral and castle is arrayed on strict schedule. 
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For a different and less expensive kind of holiday, why don't you 
go only to Britain where the language presents no barrier? England, 
Ireland, Scotland, and Wales offer the tourist a stimulating and wonder-
ful experience. It is possible for anyone who can produce credentials 
proving that he can operate an automobile, to rent a car in London. With 
the car you will be given a "Highway Code" pamphlet. 
This booklet is a collection of do's and don•ts for drivers based 
on good manners and good sense. Some of its language is different from 
ours, but you can readily discover its meaning. A "bend" is a curve; 
"overtake," to pass; "roundabout" is a traffic circle, but none of the 
terms are difficult to understand. 
You will have to drive on the left side of the roadways and 
streets. All British traffic moves in that manner. When you begin to 
drive, have a reliable passenger sit beside you who will remind you to 
keep left. On my trip to England I found difficulty only when I would 
start down a street where there were no other cars. On highways 
(carriage ways!} there is no inclination to do other than keep left, be-
cause the roadways are heavily traveled by automobiles, motorcycles and 
buses. 
You will probably rent a small car and it will perform creditably, 
both nechanically and operational expense-wise. Gasoline (petrol) is 
twice the cost in our country, but the tiny cars also get twice the 
mileage per gallon. You will not be traveling great distances in any 
one day. One to two hundred miles will be about the limit. 
We arranged our travel so that we never stayed in large cities or 
expensive hotels. An automobile club book is of great help in selecting 
suitable places to stop overnight. One of the delights of Britain is 
that in any small city there are excellent acconnnodations in hotels or 
inns that are exquisitely ancient. Their lobbies contain museum pieces 
of brass and china; a cheerful fire burns on the hearth and pleasant 
people serve you. 
You will see hundreds of "Bed and Breakfast" signs. If you are 
tired and have ideas of stopping for a good dinner and a hot bath, don't 
choose one of these places. They do not serve dinner and rarely supply 
hot water. However, if you have had your dinner and are not fastidious 
about your bath, these places do have a distinctive charm and you will 
see a bit of home life which you might otherwise miss. 
The roads are all paved, but they are narrower than our roads. If 
you go to Devon and Cornwall, in the west of England you will find some 
roads not more than six feet wide. 
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What will be your rewards for this informal way of travel? It 
would be impossible to enumerate all of them, so we shall have to be con-
tent with a few samples of the joys we would have missed on a tour. 
Little is more frustrating when traveling than to pass by places, 
renowned in history, on a tour bus and be unable to stop for a look or 
photographs. 
Since mention has been made of the west of England, it is a sec-
tion worth while to urge you to visit. 
An excellent approach is through the cathedral city of Salisbury. 
Constable, the artist, paid Salisbury the compliment of making the 
lovely cathedral the subject of many of his incomparable pictures. The 
lofty spire rises over four hundred feet and dominates the green and 
pleasant valley in which it stands. The quiet waters of the Wiltshire 
Avon (not Shakespeare's Avon) amble through the city. 
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On nearby Salisbury Plain, stands Stonehenge, one of the most 
ancient stone circles on earth. Archeological digging there unearths 
fresh knowledge every year. Then make a stop at Bath. It possesses the 
only hot springs in the country and was developed as a famous spa by the 
conquering Romans. 
Do not visit every cathedral. You will become sated by them and, 
after all, there are hundreds of other things you will want to see. By-
pass them (anyhow some of them) and go on to Devon and Dorset--the lands 
of Lorna Doone and many Thomas Hardy1s novels. Jane Austen's 
"Persuasion" was set around Lyme Regis on the Dorset coast. Devon's 
cottages, thatched roofed and flower wreathed, are just like you have 
always believed them to be. 
Plymouth is in Devon and you will enjoy seeing the harbor from 
which both Mayflower I and Mayflower II sailed. It was on Plymouth Hoe, 
a large eminence overlooking the Atlantic, that Sir Francis Drake 
received news that the Spanish Armada was approaching. 
Cornwall has bold and colorful scenery. Its rocky coast is the 
scene of some Daphne du Maurier's novels and the region is just as awe-
some and sinister as she describes it. We spent a night at Land •s End--
the tip of western England. A waiter at our dining table told us that 
commando troops were trained there during World War II. 
We could name more places--Tintagel, King Arthur's castle, Penaznce. 
And there's Totnes, the town with over a thousand years of history on 
the River Dart; Torquay, a semitropical seaport, but you will find them 
all on your leisured route. 
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Drive up into Wales and don't miss the road beside the River Wye 
which flows near Tintern Abbey--famous in Wordsworth's poem. The abbey 
is a lovely and yet sad spectacle, but to top the rise above and look 
do'Wn upon the quiet beauty of the ruins in a peaceful green valley is an 
unforgetable experience. 
We loved the small Welsh villages and in Welshpool, as we strolled 
along a quiet street we saw in the window of a music shop a piece of 
sheet music with Pat Boone's picture on it. The musical cadence of the 
Welsh language is entrancing, but everyone we saw spoke English as well. 
I asked the hotel clerk in IJ.andrindod Wells to pronounce the name of 
the town where Dylan Thomas lived--spelled Laugharne--he smiled and 
said, "1arn"--with a broad tta. 11 
East of London toward Dover is full of interest. We liked 
Cambridge better than Oxford. The ports of Dover and Folkstone are 
towns of great charm. Dover is one of the Cinque (five) ports so named 
by Edward the Confessor. We drove up to the heights above the harbor 
to look out upon the water and the beautiful surrounding countryside. 
In the grounds of the castle stands the oldest building in England--a 
two-thousand-year-old lighthouse which guided Julius Caesar's ships into 
the harbor in 55 B.C. The chalk cliffs are literally just that and we 
learned that they are honeycombed with gun emplacements and fortifica-
tions. I picked up some pieces of soft rock and could write with it 
just as with a piece of connnercial chalk. 
If you want to visit a delightful island visit the Isle of Man. 
It lies like a jewel in the Irish Sea and is accessible by steamer from 
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Liverpool, Fleetwood or Heysham--all cities in Lancashire. 
The Isle of Man has an ancient history woven of some tradition and 
some truth. Tradition says that the island came into existence when a 
legendary hero hurled handfuls of Irish earth at some giant enemy. But 
aside from legend the true history is exciting enough. The Vikings 
originally owned the island and it was then ruled by Irish, Scandinavian, 
Scottish and English kings. Before 1800 the British Crown bought the 
island and its old customs and laws are preserved so that this thirty-
mile-long, twelve-mile-side piece of earth is an interesting place. 
Most people associate Manx cats with the Isle of Man, but on this 
mountainous island most of the cats now have tails. Douglas, the 
capital, refuses to allow the past to be submerged by the present. It 
has an entire fleet of horse trams which maintain a regular summer 
service schedule. These trams, or sort of trolleys, are the last organ-
ized service of such vehicles anywhere in the world. 
You can travel by train to Ramsey, a pleasant holiday resort which 
boasts the most northerly avenue of palm trees in the world. One of the 
first electric lines, the trains also branch off to Snaefell, the high-
est point on the island. The climate is mild and we saw magnificent 
carnations growing at Sul by Glen near Ramsey. Specimen blooms are sent 
by air to the Royal Household at Buckingham Palace to decorate tables 
for state occasions. 
Fifty thousand people live the year round on the island, but 
thousands of the British travel there in summer. 
Song and story tell of beautiful sunsets, but for me the spectacle 
of the setting sun over the Irish Sea was worth the journey to the Isle 
of Man. 
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These are only a few of the joys that await you if you go on your 
own to Britain. Most of us on a first trip to Europe try to cram every 
minute with the possible thought always before us--it may be my only 
chance. But if you will take a leisurely journey through Britain, you 
will be richly rewarded by seeing much more than possibly can be included 
in a scheduled tour. If you travel privately by car in England and 
Wales, and then go to the Isle of Man, you will want to plan to return 
to enjoy the same pleasures in Ireland and Scotland. It would be too 
much for one summer to try to include them all. 
We had only two prearranged items for our journey--ship passages 
over and back and a place to stay the first night when we arrived in 
Icndon from Southhampton. We stayed in a private home, arranged for by 
the travel agent who made our ship reservations. From that time on, we 
took our chances and excellent ones they turned out--inexpensive, comfor-
table and adequate for a different kind of trip to Britain. 
GO ON YOUR OWN 
Sara Sprott Morrow 
1. The number of students that now go to Europe is in the 
a. hundreds b. thousands 
c. millions d. the story- doesn't say-
2. How does England's roads compare with those in the United States? 
a. paved and narrower b. unpaved and narrwer 
c. paved and wider d. unpaved but wider 
3. The author advises you to 
a. stop at "Bed a.nl Breakfast" 
hot bath 
b. visit every cathedral 
c. drive on the right hand side 
d. travel in an informal way 
4. Cornwall is noted for its 
a. cathedrals 
c. Stonehenge 
signs if you are hungry and want a 
of the road 
b. Manx cats 
d. bold and colorful scenery 
5. One of the difficulties encountered in England is 
a. foreign language b. poor food 
c. poor transportation d. the story doesn't say 
6. The white chalk cliffs are found in 
a. Devon b. Cornwall 
c. Dover d. Isle of Man 
7. The Isle of Man was originally owned by 
a. Scotch c. Irish 
b. Vikings d. French 
8. The number of permanent residents on the Isle of Man is 
a. 10,000 b. 100,000 
c. 50,000 d. 500,000 
9. The author suggests that it is best to 
a. cram every minute b. take a leisurely journey 
c. take a scheduled tour d. none of the above 
10. The author's conclusion about the trip was 
a. the trip was well worth while 
b. that Scotland and Ireland should have been included 
c. that the trip was too expensive 
d. that they had to endure too many inconviences 
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to cid farewell: too early to see, sa~ goodbye, of little 
value, now and then, of the same am<.Junt. 
a solemn countenence: a.n act of good will, in dire need, 
a great hantiicap, joyful reception, a serious expression. 
to call to attention: to each his own, to remind, lost 
its value, left yesterday, in other words. 
bring home the bacon: clear·lng up n:!isunderstandingf'., s 
common experience, provide the necessities, not: the real 
reason, in rare cases. 
a tactful c.it~_tement: a common practice • .ssse:.mb1e the psrt.s, 
an :J.nus~1~1l findin~c, s. res;3onaLle aniount, a mfarmerly r8~J1y. 
t .. ') rsr<:,rd ~~igi.11/: to r·,;s~J·:ct, 1'101·1 or naver·, it is ex~_>3'.i::_­
ont, ex:;:iress0s critic ism, at rep1ls.r intervals. 
c1 :ronic ailment: dissolved in y;9tcr, c1_· new 2r.:perl•:!nce, 
once in a~~ile, reocc~rrinr illness, earnest effort. 
;:-ilotted his co~:r~:"::i: h·"f' ·:n E'.'~v<:n1t~.[:e, s. rnajor,see}~s sl--,eJ.t-
er, an allotted tirns, Lno~s ~is rosl. 
to incorpor::.te: to lin.~:er 9..Wri:Ue, f~'.tling in >ealth, to 
leave alone, in t'~, e p '- s t, to Lring together. 
se0k perfection: to ftt_ure out, ability to he;~r, .cont ini1~::s 
to try, loo1rn for tlie ideal, mostly illusi0n. 
i1p in tte air: smoott. ss.iJ. ins: arrive on time, be confused, 
for t~is time, to conceal the purpose. 
lim~ted in scope: rest1icted in area, involves mexory, of 
the sawe length, often involves guessing, a first attempt. 
TIM\£ NC. '.'.'RONG __ 
it is apparent: too s~all to be seen, for each class, as 
v:as noted, to determine the :_,arnage, its plain to see. 
his social status: of 6ifferent widths, most remote, an 
exhibit of art, his place in the world, in this town. 
sts.te :.1f beini:; el:1 ted: under the supervision, noted for 
its beauty, et feet a cure, pa·rne a ::1.oment, is excited. 
a stealthy approach: tramping about, a definite difference, 
lnnate ai:.,ili t-y, cree)ing up on, ·iirectl7 behind. 
innate aoility: ~1ositive reaction, to throw out, nat'-u·al 
skill, under t'.Jis he:lding, beyond tiie call of duty. 
irons out cares: an illusion, solves problems, closine 
tlJe c~oor, learninc the cs.1"se, a new delay. 
~~rshall resources: to wish for, in less time, cease to 
exist, gsti:er strent:th, come in second. 
later on: after awl:ile, absolute truth, t=-, ler.al point, 
healthy outlook, of dignified bearing. 
early part of the day: accorciinf to plan, it is possible, 
not a sign, in secret, in the tuorning. 
to be creative: that which is wrong, easy as can ce, re-
fuse to play, express new ideas, nothing to do. 
uniq:J.e event: seen everywhere, universal hapc;ening, to 
adorn, interferred with, happens o::ily once. 
above the call of duty: inclined to stop, ~ore than once, 
more than expected, less seriously affected, at his own 
risk. 
'1' Lit~ l:JCi • \. hG I~ G 
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UNIT IV 'IES'l'ING 
TESTING 
Preparation for a test begins the first week of the quarter. 
Keeping abreast of assignments and making periodic reviews are the 
first steps. Concentrated study shoUld begin about two weeks in 
advance of the scheduled test date. This does not mean that assign-
ments can 1E neglected for a major part of the quarter and then 
crammed into the final two weeks. It does mean that it is time to 
start preparing the master outline. 
A master outline is a synthesis of text notes, class notes and 
other materials such as labo~atory manuals, films, tapes, and reports. 
All pertinent information gathered from these various sources should 
be categorized in an outline. There are two major advantages of the 
master outline. First, it saves time because it is not necessary to 
shuffle through papers from many different sources. Second, it is 
a means of evaluating the importance of various materials. If in 
doubt as to the method of making a master outline, the headings and 
subheadings of thP text can be used. However, if the instructor has 
used the text as supplementary material, class notes or a syllacus, 
if you have one, can be the basis of the outline. 
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Examine all the materials on a specific topic to gain general 
comprehension. Clarify all concepts so that verbalization is avoided. 
Re-examine notes for important points that may have been missed. However, 
do not become upset because you continue to find many new small points. 
After the outline is completed, study intensively but vary the 
methods of attack. You can underline the main points with red pencil, 
recite to yourself, ask yourself questions and write the answers, give 
a speech on the material, take a different point of view and argue with 
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yourself and try to decide which questions the instructor considers 
the most important. 
Many students are apprehensive aoout tests. This is true of college 
seniors but more true of freshmen. Students are more apprehensive of a 
first test administered by an instructor than later ones. The al:ove 
statements imply two things: first, test taking is a skill that can be 
acquired; second, each instructor teaches and tests from his mm frame 
of reference. 
'.rhere are at least four test taking skills that should be developed 
if you are to become an efficient test taker. (1) ability to follow 
directions, (2) ability to answer short answer questions, (3) ability 
to attack essay questions, (4) ability to prevent freeze-up. 1 
You are expected to observe impHed directions as well as those 
given verbally or in writing. You are expected to read to the end of 
the questions. Otherwise, you may have ad efini te mental set; that is, 
you may anticj_pate the question and skim the phrasing and read into the 
wording what you expect to find. Careless reading and undue confidence 
can cost credit. 
You are expected to proportion your time according to the amount of 
credit given to each question. In a two part test, if part A is given 
a value of 25 points and part B, 75 points, one-fourth of the period 
should be devoted to answering part A and three-fourths of the period 
to part B. For example: in a fifty minute period approximately 13 
minutes should be used to answer part A and 37 minutes to answer part B. 
1. Shaw, Philip, B. Effective Reading ~ Learning, Thomas 
Y. Crowell, New York, 1955, p. 3h2. 
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A test composed of short answers questions followed by an essay 
question can 'b•3 misleading. The short anSl'Ter sectiona. of th3 t:ost may 
take up three-fo1.1rth3 o.f the space on the test hut be of l:3ss value th;l:..'1 
t.he on) ~SHJ' q,iestJ.on. Inquire,, if the a,nount of credit for each quest-
ion is not given on the test. 
Reread your papers. Careless slips can be costly. It is not un-
connnon to mean one thing and write scaething entirely different. One 
word can change the meaning of an entire sentence. When the instructor 
grades papers, he assumes that they have been reread. 
It is assumed that you will keep the quest:Lons 1.n ord·jr unl83:3 oths:r·-
~ .. ·tlGe ,::_ir~ct,ad. It is distracting to leaf thr~, ugl1 threa or .fou.r sheets 
of a test paper in search of the answers to questions. Poor English 
mechanics,, illegible handwriting and untidy papers will lower the instruct-
or's opinion of you and may lower your grade. 
SUMMARY 
Preparation for the Test 
1. Begin preparing for a test the first week of the quarter. 
2 • Begin concent.rated st"t.J.dy two 7feeks in adve.rn:;e oJ' the kst. 
J. :Prc~parc the rn.aster cmtline. 
a. It saves time. 
b, It is a means of evaluating materials. 
c. It sho:ild :i.nclude all information, class notes, text notes, 
laboratory manuals, films, tapes, reports, etc. 
d. You must study intensively but vary the attack. 
Taking the Test. 
1. Follow implied dir·3Ctions. 
a. Read to the end of the questions. 
b. Proportion your ti:ne acc'.)rding to th? an:;u.11t of creii t 
'Y,iven each question. 
c. K?JAp the qw~stions in orj3r. 
d. ·Jse good English mechanics a.nd legible handwriting. 
RIV'li:RS IN THE SKY 
James H. Winchester 
As airmen continue to push the aeronautical ceiling higher and 
higher, they are encountering fast-moving rivers of air at heights 
between five and seven miles above the earth. 
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These winds, called jet streams, are so strong that many pilots 
flying four-engined planes directly upwind into them have found them-
selves practically standing still in the air. Until u. s. bombers, on 
high level raids over Japan in World War II first enoountered them, 
meterologists knew practically nothing about these Winds. In the past 
decade, weather scientists have learned something about these jet 
streams--their speeds, general patterns and some of their long-range 
effects on weather everywhere. But there's lots they still don't know--
where and how they are formed and what causes them to move. 
Jet streams, which have been compared to ocean currents in their 
effects, remain today the world's number one weather mystery. 
Solving this puzzle was one of the goals of scientists from more 
than fifty nations in the Geophysical Year. 
"When the mystery of the jet streams is solved, 11 says Dr. Herbert 
Riehl, professor of meterology at the University of Chicago and an out-
standing jet stream authority, "then we will have the key which Will 
unlock the door to truly accurate forecasting of the weather." 
The first world power to crack the jet stream I1J¥Ste17 will have a 
distinct advantage for military air supremacy. '.lhe jet streams, with one 
notable exceptien, flow from west to east. High-flying jet fighters and 
bombers, knowing the exact locations of these stresms, could take 
advantage of such "built-in tail winds" on eastbound flights, greatly 
extending their range. Then, on westward flights, they could plot their 
courses to avoid such headwinds. 
Already, even with the limited knowledge of jet streams, trans-
oceanic airlines are ta.king advantage of this "extra push. 11 For more 
than four years, Pan .American World Airways Clippers, which normally 
cruise at around 280 miles-an-hour, have been hitch-hiking onto this jet 
stream out of Japan, boosting their speed to nearly 350 miles-an-hour. 
This enables them to cover the 3,870 miles to Honolulu--the world's 
longest non-stop scheduled flight--in eleven and one half hours. 
This stepped-up speed increases the plane's range, enabling the 
Clippers to bypass their stop at Wake Island, cutting some 400 miles and 
seven hours off the Tokyo-Honolulu air trip. Nearly 600 such non-stop 
flights have now been flown over this route by Pan American planes, the 
fastest of them in nine hours and eighteen minutes--and all of them made 
possible because of the jet stream. 
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Similarly, over the Atlantic, where the jet stream flow8 in a 
fairly constant pattern between Newfoundland and Great Britain usually at 
speeds of between 150 and 200 miles-an-hour, airliners gain a big advan-
tage by riding its currents. One of the most spectacular results was 
achieved last year when three Pan .American flights following the jet 
current eighty percent of the way, established new commercial trans-
Atlantic speed records. The flights, all in propeller-driven DC-7B 1 s, 
went from New York to London in eight hwrs, fifty-two minutes; New York 
to Paris in nine hours, twenty minutes; and New York to Prestwick, 
Scotland, in eight hours, ten minutes. Experts predict that a jet air-
liner, taking advantage or the same upper air currents, will tly from 
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New York to London in a startling five hours, fifteen minutes. 
The jet streams we know about now are found in altitudes ranging 
anywhere from 20,000 to 40,000 feet, with the strongest winds, or 11oore, 11 
usually around the 35,000-foot level. Weather soientists know, too, 
that there is a definite temperature pattern in relation to these rivers 
of air. In the northern hemisphere it is always colder on the left side 
of' the stream, warmer on the right. The reverse is true in the southern 
hemisphere. It's also now established that the bad weather areas of' the 
world sit astride the jet streams and there is a definite and clear 
relation between these air currents and cyclones. It's also known that 
the main jet streams are fed by smaller streams of air, much as a river 
is fed by its tributaries. 
Unlike most rivers, though, the jet streams don't have definite 
courses--only general paths. As far as we can determine they move in a 
wave-like pattern. For instance, one established pattern showed a jet 
stream entering the United States over Puget Sound. It then looped down 
into Utah, was partially blocked by the Rockies, headed north to cross 
the Dakotas, looped south almost to Oklahoma, darted up to southern 
Canada, back down beyond Niagra Falls, and when last checked was headed 
across the Atlantic via Newfoundland. At various times it was clocked 
at speeds from ninety miles-an-hour to better than two hundred miles-an-
hour. The top wind velocity recorded so far in any jet stream is 357 
miles-an-hour. 
We know that the earth's temperature has a definite effect on 
these jet streams but the exact relationship is one of the rcwsteries 
scientists hope to orack during their Geophysical Year studies. In the 
summer, it is known, the stronger jet streams are in the far north, 
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moving westward out of Siberia. aoross the Aleutians • along the lower rim 
of' Hudson Bay and on to Greenland. In this connection, Pan .American, in 
its studies of the jet stream across the Pacific, has found that they can 
take ad'V8.D.tage of it on their Tokyo-Honolulu run only between November 1 
and March 31. With the end of winter. the winds move too far north to 
be of use• and the clippers have to go back to making a midway stop at 
Wake Island. 
While the prevailing pattern for jet streams is west to east, a big 
and Jey"Sterious exception recently has been discovered. During June, 
July and August, a huge jet stream boils up from somewhere in the vicin-
ity of the Philippines and moves westward to the Atlantic coast of 
Africa. Its main strength is foun~ between 45,000 and 50,000 feet, and 
its speed--about 125 miles-an-hour--is somewhat slower than that of 
other jet streams. However, it is a constant stream during these months, 
regular in its path. 
''We think it is caused by the hot airs rising from the Asian land 
mass during these torrid months," says meteorologist Dr. Harbert Riehl. 
"But we don't know yet for certain. All we do know is that this is the 
only major east-to-west jet stream. we've yet encountered." 
Although, theoretically, the axis of jet streams can be drawn 
around the world, the streams widen and weaken so much that at many 
places along their routes they are only broad bands of westerly winds. 
Moving eastward out of Europe they are invariably split by the Himalayas 
and broken into several paths. Whether they die there and are reborn 
somewhere else is still a Jey"stery. 
A jet stream usually takes weeks to complete its pattern, although 
oases are known where the winds have disappeared in a few days. They 
often change altitude as they move, too, with higher level streams more 
common in the south than in the north. 
While winds in the jet streams are powerful enough to halt an 
ordinary plane completely in midair, if flying against them, the turbu-
lence inside these rivers of air is comparatively mild, completely 
unlike the sustaine·d roughness found in clouds end winds at lower levels. 
Although they didn't know their behavior pattern, the Japanese, in 
World War II, did know that there were strong westerly winds blowing from 
their islands across the North Pacific toward the North American con-
tinent. They used these winds to carry more than 9,000 bomb balloons 
t(1J!fard the United States in one of the least-known operations of the war. 
Thousands of these balloons reached southern Alaska, western Canada, and 
the northeastern United States. We know now that they were carried along 
by the jet stream. 
However, at the time a strong veil of seoreoy covered this opera-
tion. No word leaked back to Japan that they were suooessful--that the 
jet stream, as they suspected but didn't know for certain--was carrying 
them to their targets. 
Fortunately, most of these Japanese balloons landed in remote areas. 
Some did start disastrous forest fires, and in Oregon, in 1945, the 
ouriosi"ttJ a: an eleven-year-old girl, who spied one of these Jap balloons 
on the ground where it had fallen, caused the deaths of six persons--the 
first recorded viotim.s of an enenw attaok on the United States mainland 
in World War II. 
The six victims, strolling through the mountains on a picnic, were 
killed by the high explosive attached to the small gondola beneath the 
balloon. 
From time to time these war-launched balloons still turn up. A 
few months ago in Alaska. one was discovered by fishermen in a wilderness 
area near Anchorage. 
Because the first general knowledge of jet streams was circulated 
in the years following the dropping of the first atomic bomb, lJl8.Dy' 
sources have speculated that they might be caused-.. in some part--by 
these massive explosions. 
"It's a nice theory," reports one outstanding meteorologist, "But, 
unfortunately, it just isn't true. Actually, the first report of jet 
streams was published in Europe in the middle nineteen-thirties, long 
before the first atomic blast. They weren't called jet streams then, of 
course. We knew them only as narrow, high velocity regions in the upper 
westerlies and no one paid much attention to them. 
If no one paid too much attention to them then, there's plenty of 
hard looks being taken at jet streams today. While the first problem is 
to find cut where and how they are created, a secondary program aims at 
exploring such streams of air at altitudes higher than those currently 
being observed. 
This is vitally necessary because of the rapid advances being made 
by jet planes, which will soon be making--if they aren't already-. 
routine flights at altitudes well above 74,000 feet. One high altitude 
jet stream has already been disoovered--by instruments sent aloft in 
rockets and balloons--at the one hundred thousand-foot level. It is 
much faster than the jet streams at lower levels. Even on its fringes 
there are winds of better than two hundred miles-an-hour. This would 
indicate that its "oore" might be moving at upwards of five hundred 
miles-an ... hour. No one knows far certain, though. 
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The u. s. Air Force and Navy are conducting research at these 
super-high levels. For over a year now, huge Navy balloons have been 
lauched regularly from Japan. They have crossed the Pacific, averaging 
better than one hundred miles-an-hour, carried along only by the jet 
streams, before coming to earth in the eastern part of the United States. 
These ten-story-tall plastic balloons carry instruments which automatic-
ally broadcast to listening stations on the ground pertinent data on 
winds, the amount of cosmic rays, pressures, and the influence of solar 
ultra-violet rays. 
Thousands of similar balloons, designed to fly at both medium and 
super-high altitudes, will be launched by dozens of nations during the 
Geopeysical Year. It is from the instruments they will earl"'.{ that the 
jet stream secrets will be solved. 
As these secrets are unraveled they promise to be even more impor-
tant to the future of long-range flying than were the prevailing 
"westerlies" to the wind-driven Yankee Clippers on the sea a century 
ago. 
l. Fast moving rivers 
are called 
a. air ceilings 
c. jet streams 
RIVERS IN THE SKY 
James H. Winchester 
of air at heights between five or seven miles 
b. ocean currents 
d. upwinds 
2. The nation to solve this mystery will have 
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a. military air advantage b. better commerical airline service 
c. accurate weather forecasting d. all of these 
3. These streams 
flight in 
enable planes to make the longest non-stop scheduled 
b. 11! hours a. 6 hours 
c. l~ hoors d. 15 hours 
4. The strongest winds are usually found abrut 
a. 10,000 feet b. 35,000 feet 
c. 20,000 feet d. 45,000 feet 
5. Scientists know that these rivers of wind are affected by 
a. earth 1 s rotation b. moon 
c. earth's temperatures d. none of the above 
6. Most of the jet streams flow 
a. west to east b. north to south 
d. south to north c. east to west 
7. Jet streams are powerful enough to 
a.. halt an ordinary plane in midair 
b. increase the speed of a plane by 70 miles an hour 
c. carry bomb balloons from Japan to Canada 
d. all of the above 
B. First report of the jet streams were published in the 
9. 
a. l930's b. 1950 1 s 
c. l940's d. World War II 
Scientists think that the core 
altitudes may be traveling at 
a. 200 miles an hour 
c. 300 miles an hour 
of jet streams at even higher 
b. 500 miles an hour 
d. 1000 miles an hcnr 
10. :»&.1.ch information about jet streams was discovered during 
a. Japanese balloon attack b. Geophysical Year 
o. World War I d. era of the Yankee Clippers 
Level 4/5 - 1845 words 
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SEN'.PENCE COi,iPREESNSION 
Choose the sentence with about the same meaning. 
The Campfire Girls borrowed tents from the Boy Scouts. 
1. The Campfire Girls like to go camping. 2. The Campfire 
Girls knew that they could borrow twenty tents from the Boy 
Scouts. 3. The Scouts are reluctant to loan their equipment. 
4. There were eighteen good tents and two torn ones. 5. Camp-
ing is fun. 6. 'rhe Campfire Girls ask for and received the 
loan of tents from the Boy Scouts. 
Sentence No. ---
The comprehensive examination was difficult. 
1. The difficulty of a test lies in the manner in which it is 
given. 2. Most instructors give tests that prove to be com-
prehensive. 3. E;ssay tests are more difficult than objective 
tests. 4. The all inclusive test was hard. 5. Oral examina-
tions are more difficult than written ones. 6. Comprehensive 
tests are not fair. 
Sentence No. ---
Increased efficiency of air and truck transportation has 
worked a hardship on the railroads. 
1. It is quicker to ship by air than by rail. 2. Railroads 
have suffered because air and truck commerce has become 
more efficient. 3. Railroads should incre&se ~ueir efficien-
cy so that they can effectively compete with airplanes and 
trucks. 4. Airplane crashes result in the loss of goods and 
lives. 5. 'I·o save money we should ship the most economical 
way. 6. Railroads have suffered because of the incre~sed use 
of the automobile. 
Sentence No. ---
·::roung children engage in parallel play before social pl~~y. 
1. Young children like to play together. 2. Children are 
apt to sit opposite each other and roll a ball back and forth. 
3. farallel and social play are stages of child development. 
4. Young children play, independently, side by side, before 
they play together. 5. Children need to play together so they 
will develop adequate social skills. 6. An only child is apt 
to be spoiled. 
Sentence No. ----
The tendency toward automation is causing apprehension among 
the laboring force of America. 
1. The workers of America are looking forward to many years 
of full employment. 2. The Industrial Revolution introduced 
automation. 3. America's workers are worried about the in-
creased use of machinery. 4. Labor untons are fighting for 
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.SEN'l'E:NCE C0;1ifREHENSION 
better wages, shorter hours and safer working conditions. 5. 
Automation increases the efficiency of production. 6. America 
has too many machines and too few workers. 
Sentence No. -----
~an does not live bj bread alone. 
1. lVian needs butter as well as bre2.d to eat. 2. Man should 
work to earn his living. 3. Yte must take care of our physic-
al needs if we are to be healthy. 4. All good things come to 
those who stand and wait. 5. We should all go on a diet. 
6. Man needs satisfaction of his spiritual needs as well as 
his physical needs. 
Sentence No. ------
A student will learn mor·c rspidly if he is highly motivated. 
1. All students will learn if taught systematically. 2.I:c. 
teaching 9hildren we should consider tneir interests and a~il­
ities. 3. A strong desire to learn •ill aid a child to learn. 
4. Teachers must consider individual differences in the teach-
ing of children. 5. It is not unusual for students to be very 
good in one subject and poor in another. 6. A student will 
learn more rapidly if they are told thut they are preparing 
for life. 
;sentence No. ------
iilsn must les~rn to accommods.te ~imself to emotional frustrations. 
1. ,.1an must lesrn to tE<ke things as they come. 2. Frustrations 
can cause mental illness. 3. That's the way the old ball 
bounces. 4. Eversone is faced with daily e:inotion:~l upsets. 
5. llfan 1 s environment is one of the determiners of his happi-
ness. 6. t1,an must les.rn to conform to the social values of a 
group. 
Sentence No. -----
'l'IIviE NO.WEONG 
~--~- --~--
Read all the que·c;tions on an essay test before attempting to 
answer the first question. The instructor has carefully constructed the 
questions so as to include and exclude certain information. By observing 
the general pa,ttern of the test, answers that are too general or too 
specific can be avoided. Misinterpretation of the questions and unneces-
sary repetition are cc:rmnon errors that result from not reading all the 
questions before you begin k, write. Read each question and note the 
type of answer the instructor desires. If he wishes a sWlllla.ry, answers 
should be brief and to the point, not vague, general descriptions. A 
list of such terms( contrast, compare, summarize, etc.) and their meanings 
will be found in the summary at the end of this section. 
Make a brief outline of each question before beginning to write. 
outlining promotes organization of the main points into logical sequence 
that aids specific and concrete writing. Long, vague answers that en-
circle but do not quite hit the point do not fool the instructor as to 
the a'Jlount of lo.o·:vleJge you actually possess. In other vrords, avo:.d 
padding. 
Use the key words of the question in the opening sentence. This 
is an especially good technique if it is difficult for you to begin writ-
ing and it has the additional advantage o" creating a good i npression 
on the reader. You are expected to know a".ld use the vocabular-.r of th''l 
course. Correct usage of course torrus in the t:3st paper f3.cili t1t0s 
clarity of expression and creates an impression of an alert student. 
Final.]J', avoid excuses. Bids for sympathy are not effective and 
can arouse feelings of distaste. If a test has been unfair the instructor 
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can deduce the fact from the papers of the entire class. If there have 
been extenuating circumstances, such as illness, it is better to speak to 
the instructor before the test. 
SUMMARY 
Terms of Essay Testing 
1. Evaluate 
Interpret 
Analyze 
Criticize 
2. Summarize 
3. Emllllerate 
Tabulate 
List 
4. Compare 
5. Contrast 
6. Outline 
1. Illustrate 
8. Prove 
9. Explain 
10. Define 
Give your opinions based on the facts presented. 
Give the strong and weak points. 
Present all the main ideas. Be concise. 
Write a series of main facts. 
Show the similarities ard differences 
Show the differences. 
Use the principles of outlining. 
Give examples. 
List all the facts supporting the statement. 
. ,.' 
Make a step by step analysis. Give evidence-
reasons. 
Give the meaning of. Ji•re class, term and 
distin,;uishing characteristics. 
TAKING THE ESSAY TE-'3T 
Before you write: 
1. Read all the questions. 
2. Plan and outline the main points. 
3. Allot time for each que-::tion according to its value. 
As you write: 
1. Use correct english mechanics. 
2. Use the key words of the question in the opening sentence. 
3. Use the terms of the course. 
4. Make answers specific and concrete. 
5. Keop the questions in order unless otherwise directed. 
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After you wrl te: 
1. Reread your paper. Cheek the ideas presented. Check the 
spelling, grammar. punctuation and sentence construction. 
2 • .A.void excuses. 
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HON' ·ro CUIT A JOB 
Hugh Sherwood 
Some years ago, a young sales executive walked into the office of 
his boss, angrily told the man off, announced his resignation, and 
walked out. 
Then, five years ago, he applied for a senior vice-presidency in 
one of the country's largest manufacturing concerns. He was asked not 
only for recommendations from the firms with which he'd worked during 
the previous 20 years, but also from the one with which he 1 d begun his 
career. The man was stunped; he could ask neither the boss whom he had 
denounced nor his top assistants for a recommendation. 
Luckily he was able to get a good reference from a onetime fellow 
worker, and the r.mnufacturing concern gave him the vice-presidency. 
11 But, 11 he says, 11 1 was surprised that, even with all my experience in 
business, one mistnke I made in quitting a job years ago could come so 
close to upsetting my career at 50. 11 
1.fo.ny an executive has been more than surprised by such an experi-
ence. He's actually been turned down for an important post because he'd 
once for:sotten U1is cardinal rule about his work career: Leavint, a job 
is just as important as either performance on the job or getting another 
one. That soes for employees from the bottom of the ladder on up to the 
top. 
Just what should you remember to do when you q_uit a. job? Here's 
the thinking of a half c'ozen top New York executives. They've dre.wn on 
their own experiences and mistakes to illustrate their views. 
A smart nan, they agree, never quits one job before he has 
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another. t·fnile he's in the process of getting another position, however, 
he tells no one in his own company of his plans. He may think he can 
confide in his best office friend, but in more than one case that friend 
has whispered the news to someone else and sooner, rather than later, 
the news has reached the boss. As a result, the man's been fired before 
he's had a chance to quit. 
There's an even more pertinent reason for not telling his friends, 
points out an executive. There's always a chance his boss will persuade 
him that there's a great future for him if he'll stay on. If he's 
already told his colleagues he's quitting, he may find it embarrasing to 
change his mind • 
Once he does line up another job, however, the wise careerist will 
refrain from making an absolutely final corn.mi tment. Instead, he '11 ask 
his potential employer for a few more days in which to make his decision. 
11The man who takes one job before he formally quits another may have 
cause to regret it, 11 says the personnel director of one large management 
consultant firm. 
One young executive, he recalls, had successfully finished an 
employee development program with a large oil company. Al though he 
didn't know it, the company was in the process of buying a subsidiary 
outfit in which he was slated to hold an important post. In the six 
months before his firm finally completed the transaction, he was given 
a dull interim assignment. As a result, he fumed, fussed, am finally 
obtained another job. 
When he submitted his resignation, his boss told him of his com-
pany's plans. The man recovered himself quickly, acknowledged his 
mistake, and said he'd like to stay on. His boss understandingly 
accepted his change of heart, but the company to which he'd committed 
himself hit the roof. 
lo6 
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ttif he ever does decide to leave his present position, he may 'be 
blackballed by more than one other company that's heard of the incident," 
observed an officer of a leading chemical manufacturing company, on 'be-
ing told the story. "American business is really very small. Ghosts 
have often risen to haunt employees who have made mistakes like that.tt 
When he walks into his boss's office, the wise worker won't use 
his offer of another job as leverage to obtain a promotion from his 
present employer, however. If he does, his boss might feel justified in 
firing him rather than letting him quit. 
Pefore seeing his boss, the employee will have already considered 
the possibility that he'll be offered more money or a better position to 
stay on. And he'll have made his decision in advance. Just the same, 
in submitting his resignation, he'll give his superior a chance to talk 
about his future. 
In short, when preparing to quit a job, never quit in a hurry. But 
once you do decide to move on, arrange your next step. At the same 
time, give your boss his due. He may have plans for your career that 
you haven't dreamed of. 
Naturally, the most important problem in quitting a job is: nwhat 
should you tell the bosR?" Of course, you may be quitting because you've 
gone as hig}l as you think you can go. On the other hand, you may be 
fed up with the company. 
"If the latter is the case," says the personnel director of a top 
management consultant firm, "a man will do well to keep his resentment 
to himself. It's important that the person who's quitting ask himself 
this one question: 0What's to be accomplished by airing grievances?" 
If the man honestly thinks he can help the company by pointing out flaws 
in their personnel and operations, it may be all right to offer criti-
cism--provided it's constructive and rendered with the utmost tact. Blt 
if he just wants to settle a personal score, he'll be better off to 
shout at the sea. 
No doubt you have been offered a better position. If you're 
astute, you'll give that as your reason for resigning--no more and no 
less. 
The employee who's joining a directly competing firm faces a 
special problem in submitting his resignation. One day a woman in a low-
level executive job with one public relations outfit quit to join its 
competitor. With her she took considerable confidential information. 
11 0f course," one of our interviewed executives observes, "that 
was an extremely flagrant violation of ethical standards. The person 
who goes to a direct competitor must be careful to avoid even the 
slightest breach of ethics. In many cases, he'll be wise to assure his 
present boss--ei ther directly or indirectly--of his intentions. Other-
wise he'll be getting a bad name in his field. 11 
Five Steps to Departure 
In moving from one company to another--direct competitor or not--
the up-and-coming man will be smart to take five , steps, too. 
1. He'll resign in person. A salesman once decided to quit his 
job only a few months after he 1d been hired. He telephoned his boss long 
distance to tell him of his decision. 11He also asked to come 1,.500 
miles across the country to give me his reasons for resigning," reports 
his ex-boss. "I've always respected him the more for it. Except in 
special circumstances, it's always better to resign in person than by 
mail or telephone." 
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2. He '11 submit his resignation to his immediate superior. He 
may have been hired by the president of his company, but if he's working 
under a vice-president, he should tell the latter of his intentions. If 
the president or some other officer wants to discuss the resignation, 
he'll let the executive know. 
3. He'll give sufficient notice. A month is usually enough, but 
if his boss should ask him to stay longer to train a replacement or 
finish a special project, it may not hurt to do so. His boss will 
appreciate it; his future employer will respect him all the more. 
4. He'll recommend a successor. "This is a particularly good 
move if he's made any criticism of the company, 11 says one business 
expert. n It shows he 1 s thinking constructively." 
5. He'll ask for a letter of recommendation, preferably addressed 
to himself and recalling his accomplishments for the company. He may 
have no immediate use for the letter, of course. But years later he 
may wish he 1 d got it before he moved on. His boss and colleagues may 
also leave the company, so there'll be no one to whom he can refer. 
"Then, too," says a public relations executive, "it's good to have a man 
write a reconunendation while you.1·re still fresh in his mind and he 
remembers your contribution to the company." 
Once he's formally resigned, the executive will tell his immediate 
subordinates of his plans. fut should he be leaving because he's angry, 
he'll avoid blowing off steam to the staff. Not only would it be harm-
ful to his fellow workers 1 morale, blt it might also get back to his 
boss--destroying any good will he might have built up. 
Remember Your Eooster 
There is one person with whom he should discuss his resignation in 
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detail, however. That's anyone who gave him suh.,,tmrtial heln in obtain-
ing the posi ti. on he 's leaving. 
"Many an executive has got his job with the aid of a third party. 
To quit the job--particularly after a short period of time--without dis-
cussing it with that party is unforgiveable," says a vice-president in 
charge of sales. "It may be wise to have such a discussion before the 
man actually resigns. If he doesn't hold it then, he should do so with-
in a few days of the time he quits." 
The far-sighted executive will maintain interest in his job until 
the day he leaves, whether his departure comes two or six weeks after 
his resignation. He'll clear up all the work he can and fill in his 
l:x:>ss and subordinates on any he must leave. And he'll tell his assist-
ants every trick of the trade he can think of that will make their work 
easier. 
A fashion coordinator recalls she was reluctant to share her 
experience with her assistants, but realized it was the only courteous 
thing to do. Now she 1 s delighted with her decision. "One of my assist-
ants landed an important job later on with a top manufacturer. I'm in 
constant need of her cooperation--and I wouldn't be getting it if I 
hadn't helped her when I left my old job." 
Don't forget the little things when you're leaving. Clean out 
your desk, take your personal belongings home, and leave a neat work 
area far your replacement. Souvenir shells from Nassau, postcards from 
your old friends, and your alma mater's football schedule aren't going 
to be appreciated by your successor. On the other hand, the man who's 
considerate when he doesn't really have to be is always well thought of. 
Always Say Goodbye 
And not lea.st, whenever you leave, say goodbye to everyone--
superiors, colleagues, and subordinates. It's more than good IllP...nners. 
It's an indication to anyone who may not know the circumstances of your 
departure that you're leaving of your own accord and in good graces. 
Once you've left, keep the details of your quitting to yourself. 
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"If someone resigned because he was unhappy, it isn't zoing to do him any 
good to complain to his next-door neighbor. And it could do him harm," 
says a vice-president in charge of sales. 
"Never forget, there 1 s this highly practical reason for quitting 
a job with care, 11 says the personnel director of the management con-
sultant firm: "Doors never close forever." 
Some years ago, he recalls, an executive was offered a unique 
op0ortunity by a firm directly in competition with his own. "He talked 
it over carefully and frankly with his superiors, and they admitted 
they couldn't match the offer. So he resigned. 
"Two years later, the firm that had hired him was sold and the men 
found himself out in the cold. But he'd left his old position so grace-
fully and graciously that his former employer was delighted to rehire 
him--at a considerably higher salary. He learned the easy way that 
quitting with care can pay big dividends. 11 
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HOW TO QUIT A JOB 
Hugh Sherwood 
1. What is the cardinal rule aoout a work career? 
a. find an occupation in which you will be happy 
b. do extra work to advance you.rself 
c. leaving a job is as important as getting one 
d. start at the bottom and work up 
2. If you are thinking aoout getting another job you should 
a. keep it to yourself 
b. tell your best friend 
c. tell your boss 
d. make a general announcement of the fact 
3. What should you tell your boss when you quit a job? 
a. be sure to air your grievances 
b. point out the flaws in the company 
c. don't offer any reasons 
d. tell him that you have been offered a better position 
4. Check the five steps to departure. 
(1) a. resign by mail; then you won't have to give reasons 
b. resign by telephone 
c. resign in person 
d. just leave and not tell anyona 
(2) a. submit your resignation to the president of the company 
b. submit your resignation to the vice-president 
c. submit your resignation ~ the personnel committee 
d. sul:::mit your resignation to your irr.mediate superior 
(3) a. give two weeks' notice 
b. give a month •s notice 
c. give sufficient notice so a replacement may be trained 
d. there is no need to give notice 
(4) a. don't help them find a replacement 
b. refuse to train a replacement 
c. recommend a replacement but don't train him 
d. recommend a replacement 
(5) a. ask for a recommendation only if you need it 
b. don't ask for a recommendation if you are angry 
c. ask for a recommendation even if you don't need it now 
d. ask for a recommendation if you think it will be a good one 
(Each one of the above counts as one point.) 
5. When you actually leave 
a. say goodbye to everyone 
b. just leave and don't say anything 
c. say goodbye only to your superiors 
d. none of the above 
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6. The main idea of the article is best expressed by which phrase? 
a. doors never close forever 
b. how you quit a job is of no importance 
c. quitting with care can pay big dividends 
d. none of the above 
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SS~T~RCE UIR~C7ION 
If 5 times 8 is greater than 45, draw a square at the end 
of this sentence. 
Encircle the largest number on this page. 
Write the second three consonants of the alphabet as capit-
al letters at the end of this sentence. 
I'ut a check mark on top of the largest odd m::mber in this 
series 9-3-2-6-10. 
Cross out the correct answer. A tat is a mammal. True False 
If sissors and a knife are alike in some respect, encircle 
the first verb. 
If most women live longer than most men, write the letter 
.A after this sentence, unless the freezing point of water 
is 0 degrees Centigrade, in which case write the letter B. 
13 minus .8 times 2 equals • 
If lemons are citrus fruit, cross out the first adjective. 
. ura.w a line t:::-1rough three consecutive words in this sen-
tence. 
Write the name of a yellow vegetable. ,,.........,...._..,..,,_..,,__ __ 
Draw a rectangle around the first verb in this sentence. 
Underline the prefix in the word undesirable. 
12 minus 4 plus 1 divided by 5 equals • ------If there are 60 days in two months, how many days are there 
in a year·? 
Write the suffix in the word national at the end of this 
sentence. 
If a pouna of lead is heavier than a pound of feathers, 
print the word true at the end of this sentence. 
If transgress means to sin, cro~s out all the i's in this 
sentence. 
Write a synonym for the word physician. ._,,,,...,... _ __,,.... 
If 4 apples cost 9 cents, how much will 16 apples cost? 
'l'L1lE NC. v.1~,c.i:m ----
If the word dock can mean to cut off, encircle the first 
preposition,-u:nless this is a.n imperative sentence, in 
which case draw a circle at the end of this sentence. 
If the word effected is correctly used in this sentence-
Erosion is effected by wind.- underline the word erosion. 
Write tbe letter C before this sentence. 
Encircle the word steel, if steel is harder than copper, 
unless the :popuhi_tion of New York is lsrger than that of 
Illinois, in whicb case encircle the second preposition. 
If 1959 is in the 19th. century, write your birthdate at 
the end of this sentence. 
Eow many vowels are there in this sentence? 
If' l'ilary is older than Susan and Jane is older than Mary, 
who is tte youngest? 
Write a three word sentence. 
3 plus 8 times 4 minus 2 divided by 7 equals • 
frint your last name backwa.rds at tLe end of this sentence. 
TIME NO.WRONG ----
OBJECTIVE TESTS 
There are four basic types of short answer questions: completion, 
miltiple choice, matching am true and false. There are also variatj_ons 
of these four types. Essay test skills are more complex than are those 
of objective uests. The objective test question provides a content 
framework and is a basis for the answer. Objective tests do not require 
the organization of material or facility w.ith language as do essay tests. 
On any type of short answer test, it is wise first to answer all 
of the questions of which you are sure. After answering those, return 
to the questions about which you are uncertain. It is best not to 
argue with short answer questions as there is danger of reading more 
into the question than is actually there. A first response, if it is 
a strong one, is more likely to be correct than the second. 
Be alert to the possible context clues that can be found in some 
short answer questions. In order to fill in the answer, completion 
questions must give a frame of reference. Look for grammar clues in 
miltiple choice and matching questions. The process of elimination 
is another useful technique. 
The "best answer" type of multiDle choice is one of the most 
difficult. All of the possible answers could be correct but one is 
considered better than the others. It is necessary to know both the 
instructor's and the text's point of view to correctly answer this 
type of question. 
True and false questions may contain determin3rs. All, every, 
none, always, and only are limiting words and usually make the state-
ment false. On the other hand, words like generally, usually, and 
some have a tendency to make a statement true. Enumeration, forthright 
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and long statements are likely to be true while "reasontt or "because" 
statements are likely to be false. 
Eefore taking any true or false test, ask the instructor if he 
corrects for guessing. If he does, find out what formula he uses; 
it often means that the number wrong is subtracted from the number 
right. For example: If you missed three out of ten questions, the 
wrong answers, 3, would be subtracted from the right answers, 7, and 
your score would be 4. (7-3=4) If you had omitted the three questions 
that you missed, your score would have been 7. (Right 7 - Wrong 0=7) 
When the instructor corrects for guessing it is better to leave blanks 
than to guess wildly. If the instructor does not correct for guessing, 
do not leave any blanks. 
Nearly every student hits an emotional block sometime during his 
testing career. F:ven though you have studied, your mind seems to go 
blank the instant you receive your test paper. There are several trdngs 
that will help re move this block. Relax for a moment and think of 
1.16 
other things. Skim the questions until you find one t.hat you can answer. 
Visualize the text or your notebook arrl try to associate the material with 
its place on the page. Usually, if you are well prepared, you will soon 
relax: and you can write on the test with confidence. 
SUMMARY 
OBJECTIVE TESTS 
1. Read directions carefully. 
2. Ask if you are penalized for guessing. 
3. Answer first all the questions of which you are sure. 
4. Watch 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
EMOTIONAL BLOCKS 
for deter1:rlners. 
Questions containing all, only, alway~, never, 
none are usually false. 
Questions containing usually, generally, some, 
are usually true. 
Enumeration, forthright and long statements are 
likely to be true. 
11Heason" or ttbecause" statements are likely to be 
false. 
Context clues may often be found in multiple choice 
and matching. 
1. l1elaz for a few minutes. 
2 • 3 c«J.rch for a question that you can answer. 
3. Try to associate the material with :its place in the text. 
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PAUL BUNYAN STEPPED HERE 
Bruee Miller 
When you ask a Minnesotan about Paul Bunyan, you can settle back 
and get ready for an earful--a Bu~an-sized earful. The giant legendary 
figure of the northwoods is anything M legendary in this land o£ ten 
thcusand lakes. He's as much a. part of' lif'e as cokes (in bottles two 
feet high) and ham.l:.urgers (the size of' a plate). His footsteps are 
finnly planted throughout the state's green fields and blue lakes. 
The town of Bemidji is more or less established as .Paul Bunyan's 
birthplace and home. However, local chambers of commerce in nearby com-
munities frequently yelp to claim the distinction, or pa.rt of it. For 
instance, International Falls, a shivering town on the Minnesota side of 
the Canadian-United States border, declares that Paul was actually born 
there, but left at an early age because he couldn't survive the cold 
weather. Actually, this makes Bemidji folks laugh up the sleeves of 
their longjohns, for they've claimed tor years that their town is the 
icebox of the nation, with winter temperatures below those of any other 
community in the United States. 
No one is quite certain whether Paul was born in winter or summer. 
But it has been rather well determined that it gook five giant storks--
working overtime, of course--to deliver him to his parents. No doubt 
the family was surprised at first. But they were aghast by the end of 
the first week when Paul had grown so fast that he was wearing his 
father's clothes. 
Soon he'd outgrown all normal clothing sizes, and his mother had to 
make his wardrobe herself. His clothes were so big she had to use wagon 
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wheels for blttons. Some ot the wheels still adorn Minnesota front 
le:wns, with geraniums poking up through the spokes and thread (er, rope) 
holes. 
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Seems that a baby carriage was another Bueyan family problem. They 
finally settled on a lumber wagon dra11n by a team of oxen. And today 
this carriage--or a reasonable facsimile of it--stends on the lawn of 
Birchmont Lodge just north of Bamidji. Only the wheels (each twice the 
height of a man) and a little framework are left. Folks say that's 
because Bunyan got so big he kicked cut the sides and bottcm, booting 
them so far no one could ever find them. The rest of Paul's childhood 
isn't too clearly recorded--possibly because he grew too fast. Most 
Bunyan biographers pick up the next strands of fiction and tact when 
Paul organized his lumber camp. 
He succeeded in pulling together a rather strange aggregation of 
lumbermen. For instance, there was Sourdough Sam., the camp cook. This 
character's job was keeping the logging crews happy with all the chow 
they could eat--and in Bunyan's camp, that was quite a mouthful. 
For breakfast Sam often served pancakes. The griddle was so large 
you couldn't see across it when the smoke was thick. Greasing it was a 
real problem until the trusty Bunyan brain figured out how. He strapped 
pork rinds on the feet of fifty helpers, and they skated around the 
griddle leaving just enough grease to give the flapjacks a mouth-watering 
golden hue. Nobody tells just how this gi~nt griddle 'WB.s heated, but 
one could presume that some of the hot air floating around camp might 
have helped. 
The loggers could have used more of that hot air during one of the 
camp's winter seasons. This was the year of the~ winters, when boil-
ing coffee froze so fast that it was still hot when it turned to ice. 
And the days were so cold that daylight didn't come till afternoon. 
When the men spoke, their words froze in midair. 
Then, when the spring thaw finally arrived, all the words thawed 
out, producing a clatter heard as far east as Lake Michigan. Folks 
claim that summer thunderstorms are partly caused by these words still 
coming back. The lightning adds exclamation points to their story. 
It was during another winter that Ea.be, the blue Ox, was born in 
Paul's camp. Seems that (despite the name it~ a he, according to 
most experts) got his blue color from the snClW' of that year, which for 
some reason (unexplained by even the most avid Bunyanites, was light 
blue. 
The ox grew with no less ferocity than Paul. Shortly the animal 
measured forty-two axe handles between the horntips, seven between the 
eyes. Paul figured he finally had a companion his own size, and they 
became inseparable. 
Babe stomped through his share of Minnesota history as well as 
PatiJ.. ¥iatter of fact (or fiction?), it's from Ea.be 1s hoofmarks that 
Minnesota got its ten thousand lakes. One county near Paul's Bemidji 
home even has (by actual count today) more than one thousand lakes. 
Babe was a peculiar animal in other ways. He refused to haul logs 
unless there was snow on the ground, so Paul had to whitewash the roads 
in summer. And the ox had an ambitious appetite. He munched fifty bales 
of hay at each meal--wire and all. It took six men to pick the wire out 
of his teeth after lunch. 
The ox and his master stand in statue today in the canter of 
Eemidji. These two concrete structures are, as near as anyone can 
determine, the actual size of their living (?) counterparts. Paul's 
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height is eighteen feet, and the statue weighs two and a half tons. 
Babe weighs five tons. 
Babe's statue originally appeared in 1935 and was made from 
papier-mache. It traveled on a truck with the exhaust pipe hitched to 
the nostrils to make them steam forth smoke. Bit the papier-mache con-
struction soon got rather dilapidated, and Ba.be was remodeled in con-
crete. The statue, with its five tons of cement, was impractical to 
tote around on a truck, so it was set up on the shore of Lake Bemidji. 
Townspeople felt Babe needed a companion statue of Paul, so they 
took the measurements of Bemidji mayor Earl Bucklen and multiplied 
(somewhat loosely) by six to get the proportions for the concrete model. 
Paul was built inside a shed during the winter, which explains the 
statue's telescoped neck. The body simply got too tall for the shed, 
and there was no room for a full neck by the time the building got past 
the shoulders. 
The statue doesn't give Paul a beard. This doubtless is because 
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it shows him after he started shaving. Before this revolution in Bmyan 1s 
character, he'd sported a tremendous beard that stretched nearly to his 
belt line. But one hot summer, after raking mosquitoes, birds, and other 
creatures out of the thick chin growth for nearly three months, he 
decided he'd taken enough •. 
So he shaved the beard. Then he sent the train loads of hair 
north for burning beyond the Arctic Circle where the warmth would do 
some good, and where no forest fires could get started. Matter of fact, 
you can still see the beard burning today--in the northern lights. 
Another unusual character around Paul's logging camp was Johnny 
Inkslinger, the bookkeeper. He's best known for his invention of the 
fountain pen, later imitated by some guy nmned Sheaffer. Since Johnny's 
books required a huge volume of ink (naturally), he hooked a hose from 
an ink barrel to his pen. When the ink supJly ran low one time, Johnny 
saved twelve barrels in a sinf,le week by not crossinr; his t 1 s or dotting 
his i IS. 
Althoug;h not a member of the lumberins crew, another figure 
cropped up in Paul 1 s life. She was Lussette Diana Kensack, who lived in 
Hackensack, forty-five miles south o:f' Bemidji. 
Accordinr; to historians (namely, the Hackensack Chamber of 
Corrnnerce), the tale of Diana .soes somethinG like this. She was born a 
normal girl, but soon (alarmingly fast) became a full-[~rown, then huge, 
wo:man. Her parents were a bit disturbed about the situation, as one can 
imagine, especially since she we.s so tall she coul dn 1 t walk throU[£h the 
massive forests around her home. 
W'nen her parents heard of Paul Bunyan and his feats with en axe, 
they asked him to cut down the trees arounc their cabin so Diana could 
s.t least take a walk without ,3ettinr: tancled with timber. Pa.ul of 
course obliged and with one mighty hs.ck cleared the entire countryside. 
Before anyone snitches, that is naturally why the Kensack town now 
bears the name of Hackensack. 
The big, beautiful Diana went to thank Paul, and it was love at 
first sight. Mif,ht say she fell f'or him in a big way. 
South of Hackensack is Itasca State Park, where the Mississippi 
River begins. Defying geolo[~ical explanations, Minnesotans insist ths.t 
the river starts there because Paul 1 s water wagon sprang a leak one day 
when they were loggin<?: near Itasca. 
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From here, the river flows north to Bemidji, before it turns south 
toward the Gulf of Mexico. This is geologically rather hard to explain--
but not for pride-filled B:lmidji folk. Says local Scout Chuck Witt, 
"Naturally Paul had to come back home to Bemidji and fix the wagon be-
fore he started out again. Wouldn't anybody come home first?" 
Another modern-day result of Bunyan's lumber camp is located near 
Hibbing, Minnesota, 120 miles east of B:lmidji. For some reason, Paul's 
lumberman chose to sharpen their knives and axes around this area, and 
Ba.be obliged the crew by digging a monstrous hole for the filings. The 
loggers, being quite neat at heart,' sharpened all their gear over this 
pit. 
Today this section, known as the Mesabi Iron Range, has the largest 
open-pit iron mine in the world. It is of true Blnyanlike proportions, 
with nearly one billion tons of ore-bearing earth being removed since 
the mine started operation in 1895. The pit itself covers an area of 
nearly 1600 acres, with a maximum length of three and a quarter miles, a 
maximum width of one mile, and a depth of 490 feet--the largest man-made 
hole in history. 
The mining equipment itself is big enough for a Bunyan job. Power 
shovels scoop up thirty cubic yards of earth at one bite, dumping it 
onto trucks which weigh fifty-two tons and take an additional fifty-ton 
load on each haul. 
Mining engineers figure that Paul's men left enough filings to 
give one thousand years' more supply of Hibbing's iron ore for the 
nation's smelting furnaces. Today twenty-six percent of the iron ore 
used in the United States comes from this area. 
Ribbing; residents might have believed tha.t Bunyan had returned in 
1918. 'l'hat was the year the mining corr.pany f'ound out there was a vast 
store of iron ore under the town, and decided to do somethiq~ about it. 
So they simply picked up the city and moved it. 
Most of the stores and homes rolled south to their new locations 
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in the next three or four years, but some of the operation is still going 
on. As new ore deposits are occasionally f'ound under buildings on the 
present northern edge of' town, the structures are moved south and set up 
s.gain--with the mining company footing the whole bill. 
This moving process has actually been a boon to Eibbing. The 
original town had sprung up quickly and without any planning. The struc-
tures were mostly of' wood, built side by side with little space between 
buildings. A fire mir,ht easily have brought a town disaster. The 
complete removal of the town provided a chance to spruce up a bit, and 
also to build many new public structures where old ones werentt worth 
moving. 
About twenty-five miles north of Paul 1 s Bemidji home is the town 
of Blackduck, which got its name from an unusual Bunyan legend. Seems 
that Sourdough Sam's helpers didntt get enough meat on one of their 
hunting expeditions, so Paul decided to do the job himself. Shortly he 
returned with bear, moose, and doer--severe.l herds--but that still was 
not enough to satisf'y the appetites of' the logging crunp for the week. 
~~ile trying to figure out what to do about the problem, Bunyan 
spreB.d an old canvas tarp on the ground to cetch some dew for the camp. 
Size of the tarp, for the record, uas one square mile. 
Overni,ght a heavy coating of dew collected on the tarp. In the 
morninp;, P2ul · .. ms awakened by Johnny InL:slin:~er 1 s shouts about one of 
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tl:.e 1o;:;';ers who 1 d dived into th:c· c:~:nvas, thinking it was a lake. 
So he hleu on his duck call so loud that the blackducks of Nova 
Scotia started flockin.~0• towflrd tho cHrJ;::1. 'ilhen they got in sight, Bunyan 
rippled the canvas to make it look like whitecr:r•s. .\nd the blocl::cucks 
dove tomJrd the 11 water 11 in search of fish. Naturally, e;;;_ch of them 
b::·n:;;ed. his head on the canvas and was knocked out cold. Sourdough Sam 
scooped up du;c1:s by the thousands, and the camn 
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had a feast. 
The town of Blackduck, conplete 11ith a concrete statue of one of 
these huge ducks, stands toda~r on the spot where Paul spread his canvas 
The Bunyan legends have become a basic part of Minnesota life. 
Townspeople in International Falls and Bemidji r.a.ay disaTree on just where 
Paul was born, a.'1d folks in Brainerd may like their talking: Bunyan statue 
better than the silent concrete one in Bemidji, but all Minnesota acrees 
that Paul Bunyan, Babe, and the whole loc.r;ing crew are as nuch a p2,rt of 
their life today as the giant tr·::::es which stand in virs;in forests and 
lakes by the thousands which dot the countryside with sky-blue water. 
Paul's footsteps are as fresh as if they'd been made only yesterday. 
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PAUL BUNYAN STEPPED HERE 
Bruce Miller 
1. Paul Bunyan' s birthplace and home was 
a. International Falls b. Canada 
c. Bemidji d. Minneapolis 
2. Paul was wearing his father's clothes when he was 
a. one week old b. five years old 
c. one year old d. ten years old 
3. Paul's occupation was that of a 
a. miner b. lu.mberman 
c. farner d. clerk 
4. Paul's campanion, Babe, was 
a. a girl b. the cook 
c. a brown dog d. a blue ox 
5. The statue of Paul has a telescoped neck because 
a. they ran out of concrete 
b. the shed was too small 
c. his neck really was telescoped 
6. The story claims that the real inventer of the fountain pen was 
a. Sourdough Sam b. Johnny Inkslinger 
c. Diana Kensack d. Paul Bunyan 
7. The river that was started because Paul's water wagon sprung a leak was 
a. Mississippi b. Missouri 
c. Colorado d. Hackensack 
8. Paul's men left enough iron filings to last 
a. 10 years b. 1,000 years 
c. 100 years d. 10,000 years 
9. Paul built his duck trap because 
a. he wanted to start a duck farm 
b. they were short of food 
c. his ducks had been stolen 
d. none of the above 
10. The tale of Paul funyan is called 
a. an epic story b. a true story 
c. a big lie d. a legend 
Level #1 - 2080 words 
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SKI.MMING 
(1) Cross out all of the following numbers- 523, 614 
832 456 325 190 614 523 753 641 523 753 892 635 324 819 867 
452 614 578 198 916 523 462 614 967 523 614 898 543 692 523 
868 457 523 352 325 416 426 135 614 846 723 614 523 906 658 
274 625 614 746 947 523 385 S32 523 895 614 933 614 329 523 
TIME 
NO. W"""R..,,.O""'N"""G----
(2) Gross out all of the following numbers- 374, 297, 504 
374 295 584 287 947 405 475 862 504 472 374 297 375 274 908 
972 573 748 374 504 975 297 792 473 540 304 433 582 374 196 
297 184 354 373 350 285 297 298 504 898 504 294 374 614 473 
345 536 297 743 233 86'7 374 504 355 469 f,53 374 592 551 297 
TI?v!E 
NO.WRONG 
(3) Cross out these words- read, understand 
know, read, comprehend, rate, understand, eyes, stories, read, 
score, think, understand, believe, write, read, speak, thread, 
understand, faster, activity, understand, exercise, ooserve, 
practice, words, direction, read, prefix, meaning, read, study, 
paragraph, understand, parts, regulate, read, items, understand. 
TilwlE 
NO ."""W"""'R..,..O N......,,.G ---
(4) Cross out these words- rate, comprehension, fun 
fun, enjoy, read, comprehend, rate, meaning, fun, kinds, fun, 
acquire, comprehension, write, ideas, inventions, rate, change, 
rh;yme, determined, fun, rate, comprehend, review, improvement, 
dictionary, rate, comprehension, habits, fun, constantly, new, 
fan, rate, performance, comprehension, fun, pronounciation. 
TIME ..,...,,,,...,..__ 
NO.WRONG ---
(o) Cross out these phrases- read faster, enjoy reading 
read faster, comprehend better, understand meanings, enjoy 
reading, practice reading, improve vocabulary, read faster, 
acquire new skills, enjoy words, read faster, change habits, 
improve skills, enjoy reading, read faster, find meanings, 
spell better, apply rules, read faster, enjoy reading. 
TiiYlE 
NO • WR-O"""N"""G----
(5) Cross ou".:; tLese phrases- incres.se rate,inprove vocabulary 
and c~ange huoits. 
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cLanf2·e hB .. its, compre1:cend better·, increase ra:te, change ha'.Jits, 
im)rove vocabulary, improve rate, increase skill, improve 
vocaoulary, change ha~its, read faster, increase rate, use 
dictionary, increase rate, improve vocabulary, enjoy words, 
change hsbits, acquire new meanings, increase r&te. 
TirviE 
1~ o • w=n-o_N_a-·· ----
UNIT V VvCA:bUk>.Ri DE:VELOflkEN'l' 
VOCABULARY 
Words are necessary for thinking. Have you ever tried to think 
-rli tllo1 t them? In a sense, words are the fabric of 0'1r thoughts. De 
certain that there is enough of this fabric so that thinking is not 
limited. The size an:l use of the vocabulary, o'.'ten can i:?.t:i~11i.n'"' '10-J 
j-Li::C~·:,r'12T!;s of ,;'"o~i,, 1lucat.lonal and cultural level. A meager vocabulary 
can be a handicap socially and economically. 
1.30 
Actually, y-ou have two vocabularies, an active one composed of the 
words used in writing and speaking and a passive one co:nposed of th8 -.vords 
T:n unde~stand in reading and listening but do not use persormlly. Th9 
passive vocab11lary is b.rge1" than t:1e act::. 7e one. It sho,1ld •.n ;rou.r 
ti5.:n to activatr3 t 11e p.10siYe vocabu.13.:ry and add to your "storehouse" of 
words in the passive vocabulary. 
How can we account for a meager voca.':::iulary? A serious lack of ·;m:ds 
of experiences in order to relate word· forms to their meanings. Naturally, 
you cannot nor would you wish to experience all things firsthand.; Reading 
is a natural way to develop a background of exp9riences. ~'Jot only :b?s 
reqJ.ing .?:ive the ·nca.rious cxp,:_rr·ienco3s 0 1..lt it Bxposes 7oll to n3W' vords 
that can ~)e i.nclud.ed in t11s ·1rocabub.ry • 
.:Jo you skip -.mknown ·vords? If You do, it is pro!:>ably a ha' •it formed 
in elementar-J school and nay indicate inadequate word attack. methods. To 
enrich vocabulary, develop efficient methods of attacking words. 
One of the most common methods used to work out word meanings is 
from the sense of the rest of the sentence. Some sentences practically 
define the vrord. For example: The migratory birds are flying south for 
the winter. Such context clues should be used as often as possible be-
cause by using them the train of thought is not broken. However, when 
the assigmnent is finished, it is wise to check the meaning in the 
dictionary. Occassionally, context clues can be misleading. 
The dictionary is an excellent source of word meanings. It is nec-
essary, to be certain that you choose the correct m~aning fran the !lUmber 
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of possibl~ meanings g1.ven. 'r'r;,r +,'he defi:rti tion in sentencd 0ontext h3fora 
you accept it. Tak' time to pronounce the word and write it once or twice. 
Careful study of the dictionar-.r vv::~ll corrrince you of its Yalue '3.S a 
vocabulary tool. For example1 We bster•s New Collegiate Dictionary contaias 
the following lists: abbreviations, signs and symbols, biographic names, 
colleges and universities in the United States and Canada, colllD.on English 
names, rules for spelling and pronounciation. All of these are in addit-
ion to the mea:r1ing, spelling, pronounciation1 derivation, parts of speech, 
plural forms and synonyms of words. Every student should own a good dic-
tionary. 
Another method of determining word meanings is that of breaking 
words into component parts (prefixes, roots and suffixes). Fach of these 
parts has a definite meaning and once learned is a clue to the meanings 
of many words. For example, Dr. James L. Brown of the University of 
Minnesota, a vocabulary authority, set out to discover which syllables 
were the most important in the teaching of vocabulary. He came up with 
a list of what he calls the 1114 Master Words". If the student learns the 
prefixes, roots and suffixes of these fourteen words, he has the key to 
unlock an estimated 1001 000 words.1 
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To build vocabulary, develop a systematic method of studying words. 
Some students like to deep a card file or a list in a notebook. vTilatever 
the method, you, as a college student, are in an excellent position to 
enrich your vocabulary. Look for new words in textbooks and outside read-
ing, listen tor them in lect1::res. Use the new words at every opportunity. 
SUMMARY 
How Do We Classify Vocabular,y? 
1. Active- used in writing and speaking. 
2. Passive- used in reading and listening. 
How Do We Account For A Meager Vocabulary? 
1. Lack of experience. 
2. Persi.stance of poor reading habits. 
How Can You Enrich Your Vocabulary? 
1. Use the context of sentences. 
2. Use the dictionary. 
3. Break words into their component parts. 
Haw Can You Study Words Systematically? 
1. Keep a card file of new words. 
2. List new words in a notebook. 
1. teonard A. Stefens, "The 14 Words That Make All the Difference", 
Reprinted from Coronet, August, 19$6. 
THE DEATH OF A GAMBLER 
Charles Price 
My father was a gambler--a professional gambler. Among the people 
who came to his funeral were an ex-prize fighter, a strip-tease dancer, 
a millionaire, a cab driver, a farmr, a police captain, a night club 
comedian, our maid, a Sicilian with tattooed hands and a bookmaker who 
couldn't stop crying. There was also a man my father had once punched 
on the jaw. 
I was surprised not at all that this man came to pay last respects 
to my father. I suspect he sincerely liked my father despite the fact 
he had once been humilitated by him. It was one of the oddities of my 
father's life that everyone was always slightly terrified and mystified 
by him--even those he loved. I know I was. He was as inscrutable as 
the king of spades. I never rea.1.ly knew him until he was dead. 
On the desk in front of me as I wite is a photographic portrait 
of my father. I haven't the remotest idea what he might have been smil-
ing about. I was never very sure of anything about my father. We spent 
the better part of our lives together playing poker for our emotions, 
neither of us daring to tip his hand. 
During the 1920 1s, when I was oom, my father had operated back-
room casinos in Philadelphia and Atlantic City. Before that, he had been 
a bookmaker. (When my mother first got to know him, she had been under 
the impression that he was in the publishing bl.siness.) And before that, 
a croupier, a bartender, and a number of other things he refused to 
discuss about his younger years in downtown Philadephia. 
During tb:l last 15 of his 63 years, he had been major-domo of a 
gambling house in Maryland, only a few feet outside the District of 
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Columbia. It was the largest,, most colorful casino between Saratoga a.Id 
Havana. Of course, it was also against the law, a discrepancy to which, 
however, few persons paid any attention. The integrity of my father's 
casino was so beyond question, even congressmen patronized it. 
Many professional gamblers have declared that my father was the 
best card player they have ever known. He also Jmew everything there is 
to know about craps, roulette, _bii-d cage and other games that are outside 
the law of most states. 
He was also acquainted with every notorious hood, cheat and rack-
eteer on the East Coast, and he was afraid of none of them. He was 
accustomed to being entrusted with large amounts of other people• s money. 
He always kept his mouth shut aoout other people's affairs. And he was 
scrupulously honest. 
These were the qualities which set him apart from ordinary gam-
blers and which enabled him to walk the underworld. If' need be, with no 
more armor than his pin-striped suit and the incongruously flamboyant 
neckties he always wore. 
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From the time I was a little boy I was aware that my father was a 
man apart, not only because be was my father but because he was a creature 
of peculiar habits. No other father in our neighborhood, for example, 
arrived home from work at dawn. Sometimes, if he were particularly 
tired, I would be awakened by his heavy footsteps as he climbed his way 
to the third-floor attic which had been converted into a sumptuous bed-
room for his strange hours of sleep. To protect him from the daylight, 
the room had been decorated with thick drapes and blackish wallpaper. 
There my father slept until noon, filling the house with his resonant 
snoring, which I could hear even when playing in the cellar. 
!t7' father always came downstairs to breakfast dressed in his 
pajamas and a splendid silk bathrobe, his eyes still half-filled with 
sleep and his thin hair spectacularly awry on his head, like a 
Hottentot's. He never said good morning to anybody, not even to my 
mother. Indeed, he would not speak a word until he had been fed. His 
breakfast was always the same--a pint of orange juice, black coffee and 
a thick slice of chocolate layer cake. 
As a small boy, I would sometimes sit quietly across the breakfast 
table from my father and stare at him, fascinated by his magnificence. 
When he caught me looking at him, he would stop eating and lay down his 
morning newspaper. Peering over his reading glasses at me, he would 
say, not unkindly, •Is there something you want?" I would shake my 
head am then scamper off, embarrassed. My father would shrug his 
shoulders and then go back to his breakfast. 
When my father went tol!Drk, he would put on his overcoat and a 
large fedora whose brim he kept rolled upwards, like a Homburg. Then he 
would light a cigar, puffing vigorously to get it burning. Just before 
he reached for the door, he would blow out a cloud of smoke so thick 
that it would hang in the air long after he had left. As he grabbed the 
doorlalob, he would turn to my mother and me. "Well--" he would say and 
mumble something which we had to assume was a good-by. Then he would 
close the door behind him without another word, climb into his black car 
and roar off to work, not to be seen again until the following noon. 
My father 1s favori te form of recreation was the legitimate 
theater. A well-performed tragedy could leave him transfixed. At a 
performance of Death 2£ !. Salesman, my mother once told me, my father 
actually burst into tears. I was astonished to learn of this, because I 
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felt sure at the time that in real life my father would have considered 
Willy Loman a fool. 
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After an accident I had when I was 13, my father failed to visit me 
in the hospital. Despite the many logical excuses my mother made for 
him, I was bewildered and hurt. Today I know that he didn't come because 
he couldn't bring himself to see me hurt. 
My father never wrote a letter to me in his life. If he had, it 
would today be framed and sitting on my shelf. Correspondence between 
us was handled by my mother, who wrote at length to explain the many fond 
thoughts my father had of me when we were separated, thoughts he somehow 
couldn't bring himself to express when we were together. 
My father lavished gifts on me, but to my knowledge he never per-
sonally bought me any of them. He considered the giving of presents 
unmanly. But he could periodically give $10 tips to a blind news dealer. 
(I doubt that he could have given them to a man who could see him do it.) 
He could send $100-anonymously--to a lifeguard who had rescued somebody. 
And he could send a girl, who had been disfigured far life in an automo-
bile accident, through college without ever letting her know he bad paid 
the bills. 
To this day I ~et strangers who, on learning whose son I am, tell 
me stories of my father's extraordinary generosity. It will always be a 
mystery to me, however, how a man could be seemingly so generous yet be 
no niggardly when his emoti. ons were involved. While during all my 
father's life he remained to me--and still remains to me--as heroic as a 
father should be, we were in truth as uncommunicative as a father and son 
could be. 
When I was 12, for example, my father sent me to a golf' pro-
fessional at a nearby country club. "Tea.eh him everything there is to 
know about the game," he s1dd. His instructions to me were just as 
simple: "Call all the members 1mister 1 • 11 
When I was 15, I played in my first tournament. I won it, but my 
father did not congratulate me. He bought me a new set of clubs, 
instead. I have since played in more than 100 tournaments, but my 
father watched me play in only one that I can recall. 
I saw him standing behind a tree overlooking the fourth fairway. 
Because the match was a final, it had attracted a small gallery. While 
it is not uncorrnnon for spectators to stand within a few feet of a con-
testant, my father wouldn 1t come within 100 yards of me. At the end of 
nine holes, I was two-down. My father .r:;ot into his black car and drove 
away. I don't know whether he felt his presence was making me self-
conscious or that he couldn't bear to see me lose. 
'l'lhen I arrived home, I found him pacing back and forth on the 
driveway. "Well?" he said. 
11 1 won, 11 I answered. 
At that, my father reached into his pocket, pulled out a roll of 
bills, and then pe~led off a ~p50 note. "Here, tt he said. He handed the 
$50 to me and then he turned his back, so I wouldn't see the pride on 
his face. He wanted dreadfully to conr;ratulate me, but he just didn't 
know how. While his manner may have seemed heartless, it wasn 1t. Ny 
father was willing to be a father, but he refused to act like one. 
When I was graduated from high school I was given a watch which I 
purchased myself with money my father gave me. Childishly perhaps, I 
was disappointed that he had not purchased the watch for me himself. 
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After high school, I attended two different colleges. My father 
visited neither one, not even on the day I was graduated. Since nothing 
had been said about his attending the exercises, I didn 1 t bother going 
myself. My diploma was mailed to me. When it arrived, I showed it to 
my father. He glanced at it, and then he told me to go downtown and buy 
a car far myself'. For a moment, I thought I hadn't heard him correctly. 
The tone of his voice was so matter-of-fact. You might have thought he 
was asking me to go down an:1 buy him a cigar. 
I am certain that my father was proud of me. I am positive he 
loved me. But it was our misfortune that we could not bring ourselves 
to exchange this inf orma.tion. 
When my father was drawing close to death, we arranged a bed for 
him in a second-floor living room. One evening when I was alone with 
him, he sat up and said, bluntly, ttpm dying," and he looked straight 
into my eyes. I couldn't answer. My father swore softly under his 
breath, then lay back in bed. 
All that night, I held my father's hand. A croupier from my 
father's casino gave him his medicine and wiped his brow. Near dawn, I 
climbed to my father's attic and threw myself exhausted on his bed. 
While lying there, I lmew for the first time just why I loved this 
man to "Whom even the ordinary signs of love had always been embarrasing. 
I understood then how unselfish he had been in never trying to mold me 
in his own image, unlike so many fathers who act the paternal role to 
its fullest. 
I saw, too, that despite the fact his life had been carried on 
outside the pale of ordinary society, he had always conducted himself 
with personal dignity. I decided that when I awoke I would somehow 
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force myself to tell my father how much I loved him. Our lives together 
had been largely spent trying to divine each other's feelings, and I had 
grown weary of the game. 
I had been asleep about two hours when the croupier aroused me. 
11wake up!" he said, shaking IlE. I sat up in bed and rubbed my eyes. 
"You'd better come downstairs," he said quietly. "Your father's 
dead. 11 
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'rHE DSATii OF A GAMBLER 
Charles Price 
1. 'Which best describes the tone of this story? 
2. 
a. regretfulness b. disillusio.nment 
c. pride d. poignant 
Wnich 
a. he 
b. he 
c. he 
d. he 
of the following best describes the author 1 s father? 
was terrifying and mystifying 
was inscrutable and unfeeling 
£ave tips to stransers but nothing to his son 
was afraid to show his emotions 
). Which of the followins sums up the moral character of the author's 
father? 
a. cheated at cccrds 
c. scrupulously honest 
b. socially, a hypocrite 
d. none of these 
4. i~bat does the author mean by the phrase 8 playing poker for our 
ernot ions 11 ? 
a. became angry when they played poker 
b. spent their spare time playing poker 
c. the father became angry when the son played poker 
d. afraid to show their love for each other 
The father 1 s 
a. golf 
fa.vorite form of recreation was 
b. reading 
c. poker d. ler:itirn.ate theater 
6. The gambling house in J:.io.ryland was 
a. illegal b. honest beyond question 
c. patronized by conr,ressrnen d. all of the above 
7. The father didn't visit his son in the hospital because 
a. he couldn't bear to see him hurt 
b. he didn't care 
c • he was too busy 
d. the r:iother dicln 't wnnt him to 
8. Upon graduating fron college the father gave his son 
a. money for golf clubs b. a car 
c. congratulations d. ooney for a car 
9. The people who crone to his funeral were 
a. very few in number b. only his family 
c. from all walks of life d. there because of a sense of duty 
10. The author's feelings for his father were 
a. respectful but fearful b. dislike and shame 
c. pride and love d. indifference and unmoved 
Level #2 - 2116 words 
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Choose the correct meaning of the underlined word. 
_l. VJe would expect s. hermit to be taciturn. 
a. lonely b. reserved c. unhappy 
2. Loquacious people almost never becone hermits. 
a. :voung t. old c. talkative 
_3. Sor.1e people will ma1inITer when they l:~ave an unpleasant 
task to perform. 
a. pretend illness b. pretend sleep c. pretend ignor-
ance 
__ 4. i.Jmall chilciren often mimic t1J.e actions of their parents. 
a. dislike b. ap;rove c. imitate 
_5. A brief outline facilitates ti-::_e writing of an essay 
test. 
a. makes unnecessary b. makes easier c. makes more 
difficult 
_6. In tin1es of pea_ce, countr~ies demobilize their ar.~nies. 
a. increase b. retain c. dis0and 
_7. Often, retrospection helps us see our past mistakes. 
a. looking back b. looking ahead c. looking at the 
present 
~8· .Americans consider Lincoln a paragon of virtue. 
a. source b. model c. president 
_9. Being a gentleman, b.e answered their quer:tions urbane-
h· 
a. jokingly b. discourteously c. politel~ 
_10. 0tudents agree th2.t Shs.kesphere snould be presented in 
a more palatable form. 
a. pale b. agreeable c. common 
_11. raper· ,_ ound :.:;ooks are asually an abridgement of the 
original book. 
a. condensation b. explanation c. alteration 
_12 • .Spanking :m.ay be the conseouence of a child's mischief. 
a.. common practice o. improvement c. result 
_13. Gregarious people 
a. sociable 
are likely to enjoy parties. 
o. trustv.rorthy c. intelligent 
_14. Wheels E>.re lubrica. tec:i in order to reduce friction. 
a. tightened b. loosened c. oiled 
lE. His roiterarion of instructions oecs~e monotonous. 
a. statement b. repetition c. confusion 
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__ lo. J"ugglers must ms in tain tbeir ecuilibriu..."11. 
a. popularity b. equipment c. balance 
__ 17. Polluted water systems are a danger to a city. 
a. impure b. separate c. individual 
__ ·18. Leths.rgy is often a sign of spring. 
_1~:. 
a. energy b. drowsiness c. rain 
'I'he compB.ny vrn1J.ld 
stipulations. 
a. laziness 
not agree to the eccployee 1 s 
l-::. conditions c. le~ve of absence 
_20. i-!.e was being presurnptuous when he invi tecl himself for 
dinner. 
a. overbold b. bunery c. reserved 
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DIC'LIC1';AHY S1GLLS 
stu' por (stu' per), n, (L) 1. Condition in wb.ich sense or 
feeling is suspended or gree_tly diminished; insensi-
oili ty; lethargy. 2. Msrkeci unresponsiveness to stimu-
l~J~ e~R~ ~~t_r,·e~1:e, ment:.=;l or mor·al in~~nii tiveness • 
.'.:iX.t•. i:>.t',J:!; Lc;ni..'-i.t\(.;£. stu. 1 i::;or ous, aaJ. 
1. l:~ie mark ' indicates 
a. foreir;n wor<i 
b. part of the word spoken the lou~est 
c. the part of ~~e word spoken the softest 
a. t~e division between Sillables 
2. \ii:i_,at d: os t•-~e small n indicate? 
3. T:he word. stupor is derived from 
a. Greek c. German 
b. Latin d. French 
4. How n1any meanings· does the word stupor ho.ve? 
;~. Vi.hat is a s;ynon-,ym for stupor? 
6. how many syllables does t~e word stuporous contain? 
7. \'!hat part of speech is the word stuporous? 
8. Write a sentence using tlrn word stupor. 
Alp:C1ai:;etize tLe following words. 
cover 
contrast 
colony 
contruct 
cs.~1ine 
century 
civil 
chat 
carbine 
collar 
cravat 
charity 
cls.rity 
candy 
ca".l'lera 
1. Webster's l~·ew Collegiate Dictionary, G&C lllerr•iam 
Co., ~pringfield, iVIass • .Second ectition, 1956, p.842. 
THE HAPPY C1Ul.DIAC 
Clarence B. Randall 
I am sixty-seven, and have had a coronary thrombosis. But to my 
surprise, now that it is all over, instead of being filled with dark 
foreboding for the future, as would have been true in my father's day, 
I am still gay as a cricket. Living happily within my new limitations 
is turning out to be just one more of life's adventures. 
I.et no one who reads this be deceived by my lev:tty. I behaved 
very badly. The moment a man has pains in his chest or upper abdomen, 
such as he has never experienced before, he s.hould stop all activity at 
once, and consult the best doctor available. 
I was lucky, and like every other cardiac, I enjoy talking about 
my case. Granting that garrulity seems to be a symptom of my ailment I 
do think that my narrow escape was sufficiently bizarre to talk about. 
I had my coronary one night when I was alone in Iisbon on govern-
ment business. I was sick all right, but I was so sure that it was a 
stomach upset that I went right ahead, finished my job in Portugal and 
then flew home to Chicago via Paris and then to London. Then I made two 
round trips by air to Washington, where I did my regular job at the 
White House and made two speeches. 
Strange therapy, all this, for a thrombosis, but how could I have 
known that I had had a heart attack that night in Lisbon? I wasn't 
overtired, or under pressure. My wife and I had just had a leisurely 
vacation motoring around Switzerland, Northern Italy, and the French 
Riviera; I was completely relaxed when I left London to do a couple of 
special jobs in my capacity of Special Assistant to the President in the 
field of Foreign Economic Policy. (And to keep the taxpayers from 
having coronaries too, let me make it clear that I had paid my own 
expenses to Europe.) 
I enjoyed the beautiful flight over Brittany, the Eay of Biscay, 
and the Pyrenees. Hhen I reached Lisbon on a fine, lazy afternoon, my 
first appointment turned out to be a seven-thirty Embassy party. With 
four clear hours ahead I went to bed in my hotel room. So just before 
my coronary I was not dashing about, or bearing great responsibility, or 
lifting heavy weights; I was sleeping peacefully. 
When I finally awoke, I pushed the button for the maid, but 
nothing happened. Then I noticed that my bathroom light was out. I 
tried another switch and nothing happened. Now thoroughly aroused, I 
peeked out into the hall and found that it was in complete darkness. 
All the power in the hotel had failed. 
I managed a bath in the lightless bathroom. As I dressed, I 
realized that, of course, the elevator would not be rum1ing and was just 
a bit bothered by the prospect of walking up six flights to my room when 
I came back from dinner. I decided to take along the flashlight which 
my wife always stuffs into my flight bag, even though it bulged lethally 
in my pocket. Then I climbed down the six flights of stairs and went to 
the Embassy. 
Of all people, the party was for doctors, a hundred American 
specialists in tropical diseases. I only stayed an hour. Doubtless I 
would have caused more of a stir had the group suspected that the guest 
from the White House staff was about to have a coronary thrombosis. 
I had a quiet dinner with our Charge, Bob Mcilvaine. We were 
settling no great questions, just chatting about mutual friends, and the 
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charms of Portugal--with no strain whatever. 
Toward half past ten, Bob drove me back to my hotel. It was a 
lovely, soft evening, so I sat down on a bench to watch the people 
strolling for a while before I went to bed. 
Right then something hit me. I felt funny. Every traveler 
expects an occasional stomach upset, so I assumed this was one and was 
sure of it when perspiration suddenly broke out on my forehead. 
I hustled back the half-block to my hotel, considerably worried 
now about climbing those six flights. That was a close shave, for my 
coronary had begun although I didn't know it. If I had climbed, it 
might have been disastrous. But the short circuit had been found and I 
rode up in the elevator. 
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For a couple of distressed hours I tossed in bed wondering what 
was wrong. The possibility of a heart attack did occur to me and I tried 
to remember what I had been told by friends who had suffered them. 
However, I ruled the idea out since my pain was not at any time unbear-
able, nor did I feel the panic which is said to be typical of heart 
attacks. Everything fitted my theory of a travel stomach upset. I 
cursed the Embassy's canapes and was chagrined that an old hand like my-
self, who had done both Asia and Africa without mishap, should get in 
trouble in lovely Portugal. At last, nausea crune to my relief; my 
theory was proven, so I went back to bed and slept until morning. 
And that was my coronary. 
Naturally, next morning I got on with my job. I went over to the 
Embassy and held the conference that I had come to Portugal for. (I have 
wondered since how I looked, and whether I made sense, for according to 
the rules I should have been in bed under an oxygen tent.) 
Then I went back to my hotel, where more misadventures awaited me 
when I checked out. I was ready in ample time to ride to the airport, 
but my bags had vanished after an undersized page boy had picked them up 
in my room. As ten and then twenty minutes passed, I began to fwne. At 
thirty minutes I roared, l:::ut to no effect. ,At thirty-five minutes the 
midget porter appeared. Once more the power had gone off, this time 
only on the freight elevator. He had dragged my sixty-six pounds of 
baggage all the way down the six flights. 
I made the plane after all, flew to Paris, where I ate no supper, 
and went early to bed, still believing I had a stomach upset. Next 
morning, I attended an economic meeting a:rrl apparently looked and 
behaved quite normally. That afternoon, still pursuing my own peculiar 
cardiac therapy, I flew to London, checked in at my hotel, ate a dinner, 
which for the first time tasted good, and went to bed. I lazed around 
my room all the next day. In the late afternoon, my wife, who had been 
on an automobile trip, rejoined me and we had a gay evening. At bed-
time I think I mentioned the little upset I had had in Lisbon to my 
wife. Since it didn't seem important to me, she merely said she was 
sorry, and that was that. Now she reproaches me with not having told 
her that the possil::Iility of a heart attack had actually occurred to me. 
Two days later she went off w.i.. th a frierrl for a week in Scotland 
and I flew on to Idlewild. I spent the night on the plane in a 
reclining chair, since I detest berths. From New York I flew on to my 
home in Winnetka, north of Chicago. 
IY this time it was Sunday afternoon. No decent person would 
bother about a medical checkup on a sunny Sunday when his d_octor is 
probably on the first tee at the Country Club about to drive 22~ yards 
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straight down the middle. The next morning I carried my two suitcases 
downstairs as usual and flew off to Washington with no sense of impending 
crisis. I did have the feeling that it would be prudent sometime to tell 
a doctor about that Lisbon business. But when I got to the "White House, 
I foWld that the President had gone to Newport, and that General Snyder 
and Colonel Tkach, of his medical staff, whom I would normally have 
consulted, had gone with him. 
So for the rest of the week, I dug into the work that had piled up 
while I was in Europe. Some of it was urgent and rough. There were 
conferences to chair, and the like, and I did them all. But instinct 
was at work, for I was a little tired. I canceled an immediate return 
flight to Belgium, where I was supposed to make an address. That turned 
out to be one of the smartest decisions I ever ma.de, and I claim it as 
evidence that I do have sense at times. 
Then back to Chicago I flew, to meet my wife. I didn't mention 
any medical problem to her because I didn't think I had one. The word 
coronary would have shocked us ooth immeasurably, yet I was in the midst 
of one. Once .more it was a fine SWlday afternoon, and again I thought 
of the golf links and didn't call my doctor. 
Next morning I carried my two suitcases down the stairs again, 
touched base at my Chicago office, and flew off to Washington. 
But this time, I did "turn myself in." 
The President was back, and Dr. Tkach was at his desk in the White 
House. I told him my story, prompted only by conscience, for I had had 
no pain, there had been no incidents, and there was nothing wrong with 
me except that I was tired. He took my blood pressure, and pronounced 
it normal. He listened to my heart with his stethoscope and said, 
"Sounds good. n But, and this is the largest 0 but11 so far in my life, he 
added, "Sergeant, take an EKG; I'll be back in an hour. 11 
That did it. The cardiogram was shot out to Walter Reed Hospital 
and an hour later the doctor was saying to me, with unchallengeable 
authority, 11You sit right where you are and don't move. You are not go-
ing home tonight. You are going out to Walter Reed in an ambulance, and 
going now. " 
The whole thing was still amusing to me. 11 I felt silly in the 
ambulance flat on my back, surrounded by stern-faced Army corpsmen, 
ready for any emergency. 
At the hospital, the heart men said that there was no doubt but 
that that I had had a coronary thrombosis that night alone in Portugal, 
and that my therapy had ~en unorthodox indeed. From then on, I got 
well, thanks to superb care. at Walter Reed, followed by my wife's devo-
tion, and equally fine medical care when I came ~ome. 
A lot of my friends rushed off and had medical examinations as 
soon as they heard about my experience. The doctors tell me this 
always happens. Every person I had ever kno1-m who had had a cardiac 
dii'ficul ty wrote to me. This was a wonderful, moving expression of 
friendshj_p. Invariably they wound up their letters by telling me to 
take it easy. But, for the most part, they were not following their own 
advice. One man had gone on to hunt elephants in Africa and t:'_gers in 
India, while another was back to twenty-seven holes of golf a day. He 
cont;-:nded that this was a concession from thj.rty-six. 
The most surprising thing I have learned is that cardiacs are a 
happy lot. Any hospital staff will +,en. you that by and large no group 
has better morale. This is especially true for men of my age who have 
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had rich full lives already, and for whom what remains is dividend 
anyway. 
We now know where we stand. The thing we feared most has 
happened, and, glory be, it isn't bad at all! The main change in our 
lives is that we must try to avoid worry and nervous strain--probably a 
good idea after sixty anyhow. 
So let the winds of fate whistle as they may. Every day is a new 
day, and within our new limitations we are going to enjoy every hour. 
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THE HAPPY C.AJl.D IAC 
Clarence B. Randall 
1. Hr. Randall thought that his illness was caused by 
a. his heart b. a cold 
c. something he ate d. his appendix 
2. After his illness, Mr. Rand all 
a. went to bed and stayed there 
b. rushed to the hospital 
c. carried out his regular schedule 
d. went on working hut took it easy 
3. When he told his wife at.out his being ill, her reaction was 
a. intense worry b. felt ill herself 
c. a momentary concern d. none of the above 
4. After the cardiogram they sent him 
a. home b. to a private sar1itarium 
c. 'back to work d. to a hospital 
5. A cardiogram is 
a. a reading of the blood pressure 
b. a reading of the heart 
c. a reading of the bra.in waves 
d. a lie detector test 
6. Mr·. Randall discovered that his illness in Lisbon had been 
a. coronary thrombosis b. an upset stomach 
c. an attack of appendicitis d. pneumonia 
7. When his friends heard about his illness they 
a. sent him cards and gifts 
b. came to visit him 
c. rushed off for a medical examination 
d. asked about his method of therapy 
8. Hr. Randall learned that cardiacs are 
0 
/• 
a. chronic invalids b. extremely sorry for themselves 
c. a happy lot d. unconcerm:;d .about t.h.E>ir condition 
Hr. Randall 's philosophy is 
a. enjoy every hour 
c. life is over 
b. don't admit that you are ill 
d. f,et all the sympathy that you can 
10. The article was written for 
a. cardiacs 
b. persons who might become cardiacs 
c. both of the above 
d. none of the above 
level #2 - 2358 words 
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Pref ix 
a, an 
ab 
ad. 
am bi 
ana 
ante 
anti 
auto 
bene 
bi 
bio 
circun 
con, com, 
contra 
de 
di 
dia 
dis 
en 
epi 
ex 
for 
geo 
hemi 
homo 
hydro 
hyper 
hypo 
in, il, im, 
1m, in 
inter 
intro 
mis 
mi so 
mono 
multi 
non 
of, ob 
pan 
para 
per 
peri 
phono 
photo 
pol7 
PREFIX TABLE 
Meaning 
not 
f roa 
to 
both 
up, back 
beto:re 
against 
self 
well 
two 
lite 
around 
together, with 
against 
down 
twice 
through 
apart 
in, into 
outside, over 
from, out of 
in front 
earth, ground 
half 
common, like 
water 
beyond the ordinary 
less, under 
in, into 
not 
among, within 
within 
wrong 
hate of 
one 
much, many 
not 
against 
all, every 
equal 
throughout 
around, near 
voice, sound 
light 
many 
IJ.lustration 
atheist 
Abnormal 
admit 
ambiguous 
anatomy 
anteroom 
antidote 
autograph 
benediction 
bicycle 
biography 
circumference 
conference 
contrast 
descent 
divert 
diameter 
dismiss 
entrance 
epidermis 
exhale 
forehead 
geology 
hemisphere 
homogenize 
hydrant 
hypertension 
hypodermic 
intense 
impossible 
interject 
introduce 
mistake 
misogruay 
monopl1=me 
multirly 
nonsen,;;1e 
object 
panacea 
parallel 
persist 
perimeter 
phonograph 
photograph 
polygon 
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PRKFIX TABLE 
Prttix Mt•pipg IJ.l111tratiop 
post af'ter postpone 
pre first, before preview 
pro in front ot protest 
re back return 
semi halt semicircle 
sub under submarine 
super, sur over, above surplus 
syn with, together synonya 
tele distet for telegraph 
ten hold tenant 
trans aeross, beyond transport 
tri three tricycle 
un not unhapp7 
Su:Ctix 
able, ible 
ae, ic 
ace, acy, age 
al, ial, ile 
an, ean, ian 
ance, ence, ency 
ant, ent 
ar, ary 
ate 
cracy 
cy 
eer, ier 
en 
er 
ess 
est 
(1) fy 
ice 
ine 
ion 
ish 
ism 
ist 
ity, ty 
ive 
ize 
less 
logy 
ly 
ment 
ness 
or, er 
ory 
ose, ous 
tude 
ty 
ure 
SUFFIX TABLE 
Mt1t»iag. 
capable of 
relating to 
state of 
pertaining to 
one, who, 
pertaining to 
state of 
quality, one who 
related to 
state, condition 
type o~. coYermment 
state of 
one who does 
maci.e of 
one who 
temininel ending 
superlat ve ending 
make, eau.se 
act, quality 
nature ot 
act of, proaess of 
like 
act ot, 
doctrine of teaching 
one who 
state of 
pertaininc to 
to treat! 
to pract ce 
without 
study of 
like in appearance 
state of 'being 
quality ot being 
one wile. has to 
d.o with 
belonginc to 
full of 
degree ut 
quality of 
aet of, result of 
fllliStration 
durable 
tonic 
literacy, 
tonnage 
criminal, 
facial 
American, 
indian 
temperance, 
emergency 
defiant 
popular, 
I\OVitiate 
democracy 
bankruptcy 
a11otioneer 
wool ea 
painter 
•ctress 
larcest 
terrify 
serrtee 
felille 
decision 
toolish 
capitalism 
artist 
unity 
collective 
memorize 
fatherless 
biology 
sisterly 
covernment 
happiness 
aut.hor 
4orm1tory 
monotonous 
aptitude 
liberty 
tenure 
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Use the prefix table. Atta.eh a prefix and.mske a word. Give 
the meaning of your word. 
EXAMPLE: phone (sound) plus prefix- tele (distant) equals 
word- telephone. 
Literal meaning: distant sound 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Common meaning: An intr11mef1t for the transmis& .... ~;n 
of a sound from a distance •. 
graph (write) Word: 
Literal meaning: 
Common meaning: 
logy (study of) Word: 
Literal meaning: 
Common meaning: 
port (carry) Word: -Literal meaning: 
Common meaning: 
rupt (break) Word: 
Literal meaning: 
Common meaning: 
spect (see) Word: 
Literal meaning: 
Common meaning: 
Use the suffix table. Attach a suffix and make a word. Give 
the meaning of your word. 
:EXAMPLE: ped (foot) plus suffix- al (pertaining to) 
equals word- pedal. 
Literal meaning: pertaining to the foot 
Common meaning: A lever acted upon by the foot. 
l. audi (hear) Word:~~--~~~~~ 
Literal meaning: 
Common meaning: 
PRH;FIX AND SUF'PIX .PRACTICE 
2. liber (free) Word: 
Literal meaning: 
Common meaning: 
3. mater,matri (mother) Word: 
Literal meaning: 
Common meaning: 
4. tract (draw) y,,ord: 
Literal meaning: 
Common meaning: 
5. therm (heat) Word: 
Literal meaning: 
Common meaning: 
Use the prefix and suffix tables. Attach a prefix and a 
suffix. Give the meaning of your word. 
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E:XAM.1-'LE: audi (hear) plus prefix- in (not) plus suffix-
ible (capable of being) equals word- inaudible. 
I,iiteral meaning: capable of not being heard. 
1..iomrnon meaning: a sound not loud enough to be 
1. port (carry) 
prefix and meaning 
Literal meaning: 
Common meaning: 
2. rupt (break) 
prefix and meaning 
Literal meaning: 
Common meaning: 
3. spect (see) 
prefix and meaning 
heard. 
Word: 
suffix and meaning 
VJord: 
suffix and meaning 
Word: 
suffix and meaning 
i'Rl-..FIX AND 0UFFIX lful.C'l'ICE 
Literal meaning: 
Common meaning: 
Use your last three words in sentences. 
PUTTING WORDS TCGETLER 
0se tne following tables the meanings of the prefixes and 
suffixes •. Detennine the meanings of the words and use in 
sentence. 
EXAlVlf LE: benefactor- bene ... well fact-make, do or- one 
who Literal meaning: one who does well 
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Comn1on meaning: a person who does a charitable 
act or gives a cLaritable 
donation. 
Sentence: many institutions are maintained by 
benefactors. 
1. ambidextrous ambi dextr hand ous ----- -·----
Literal meaning: 
Common meaning: ___________________ _ 
Sentence: 
~-~-~--~----~~----~-----~~~--
2. hypertension hyper tens 
~--~- ----~-
hold ion ------
Literal meaning: ----
Common meaning: -----
3. synchronize syn chron 
-~~~-- -~----~ 
time ize -------
Common meaning: 
------~~~---
Sentence: 
4. hypodermic hypo~--~-----derm skin ic -----
Literal meaning: 
---~--~------~ 
5. retrospection retro spect view ion ------- ---~~~~-
Literal meaning: 
~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
UNIT V READING FOR SPECIFIC PURPOSES 
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READING FOR SPECJFIC PURPOSES 
The inefficient reader plods through all materials, comics, maga-
zine stories, newspaper editorials, and textbooks, in the same manner. 
The good reader adjusts his reading and varies his attack depending upon 
the purpose for which he reads. Some of the purnoses of reading are to 
locate specific facts, obtain general comprehension, critically evaluate, 
and to find the tone a.rrl intent. 
Skimming is a useful tool in locating specific facts and obtaining 
general comprehnsion of materials. 'When sld.!1111ling for specific facts, 
note the table of contents and the index to determine if the book is 
likely to contain the desired facts. Chapter headings and subheadings 
often give information as to the exact location of the specific fact. 
Ha.in points are often summarized and can easily be fcund by skirmning. 
Skirmning is not a nhi t or miss" type of reading but is accurate and 
specialized. 
Skimming is not. a useful technique in all types of reading. 
Critical reading must be slower and more analytical. It is essential to 
search for main ideas and their supnorting facts to determine their 
validity. Do the ideas correspond to the known facts? Are there other 
sources t.hat verify or contradict the author's statements? Is the 
author an authority in the field? These questions and many others must 
be asked if critical reading is to be an intelligent evaluation. 
Every author has a purpose for writing what he does. It is your 
responsibility to determine the author's intent and the ap:rJroach used to 
accomplish his puroose. Huch c1jc:ry1e~··t in reading is missed if the 
material is taken at face value. For example: A satire may say one 
thing literally but actually mean something entirely different. Literal 
16.1. 
readers leave themselves "wide open11 for propaganda. In order not to 
be unduly influenced, the author's purpose must be kept in mind. 
Writers choose words and construct sentences to impart emotional 
effects. Certain words are called "loaded" words because a prescribed 
set of emotions has been attached to them. Communism, democracy, con-
servative, and socialism. are a few of the many words that are loaded. 
Tone is also used to establish a relationship with the reader. The 
author's choice of words may serve to enlist sympathy, amuse, irritate 
or arouse any one of many other emotions. Peing aware of tone and 
intent can increase sensitivity to good literature and to materials 
intended to influence thinking. 
Do not read all materials in the same way but try to determine the 
purpose and let it set the rate of reading and method of attack. 
SUMMARY 
Vary Your Reading with Purpose 
l. Skim read to find specific facts. 
2. Read critically to evaluate ideas. 
3. Read with sensitivity to interpret tone and intent. 
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HEADING FOR ":i:AIN L,,EAS 
Divide 12 by 60 
(1) How hsrd an arithmetic problem is too hard for today's 
high school gradue.tes? Some li:rni ted but definite information 
on t~-iis subject was reported in a r'ecent education ms.gazine. 
In England, 60 secondary school i:raduates faced these problems 
in aritl".,rnetic: Divide 234 by 13; Divide 2.1 by 0.7; State wl'lat 
percentage of 60 makes 12; and State what fraction of a week 
is consti t 1 ted by 42 !lours. Only two-thirds of the answers 
were correct. 
In Chicago, :::::.; midyear graduates of public high schools 
took the same problems. On the whole the Chicagoans did better 
th&.n the britons. Only one mtide a mistake on the first two 
questions, which should ·oother no child as cld as ten. .out 
only one in four· could handle the other two. Just to make the 
results more shocking, the youngsters involved, in both coun-
tries, look forward to becoming teachers. In the United 
States, at least, there is no certainity that they will have 
to enroll in s.ny course in mathmetics during their college 
;; ears. 
Which of tr:i.e following best expresses t!1e main idea in section 
l? 
a. Chicago ma.thematic students are better than the 
Britons. 
o. both are deficient in mathematic skills. 
c. There should be more mathematics in colleze. 
(2) Some e0ucators say that, with e,lmost everybody's child 
goinc to high school, the idea of mastery of a subject must 
be given up. One result of putting the academic hurdles so 
low that a caterpillar can jump over them is ths.t increasing 
num.ber of high school [lradua tes cannot figure out that 12 is 
20 percent of 60, and 42 hours is 25 percent of a week. gasy 
going colleges guarantee no increase in arithmetical compe-
tence. 'l'he finished product, complete with degr'ee and teach-
er's certificate, undertalres to teach without first having 
learned. 
Which of the following best expresses the main idea in section 
2? 
a. Nla thema ties should not i)e te.u.ght to all children. 
b. We should lower our standards so more people 
can graduate. 
c. 'l'eacher education in ma thema ties is unsatisfactory. 
(3) ~ducational organizations should not give their pri-
mary attention to getting rGore money for buildings and sala-
ries, important as they m2y be, so long as gross-incompetence 
prevails in many schools on both sides of teacher's desk. 
It is no answer to say ths.t man,y chila.ren are inedu-
cable. Some are, but they should not be allowed to set the 
pace for normally endowed children. We should have enough 
confidence in the native intellis:i:ence of the American child 
to believe that he could have le~rned far mo1:e than he has. 
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Which of the follovdng best expresses the main idea of section 
3'? 
a. Educational organizations should use their money 
to raise teacher's salaries. 
b. Education scould be geared to fit the slower child. 
c • .Education should demand competent teachers who 
challenge normally endowed ci.:.ildren. 
(4,) Part of tbe school's rationalization fer giving up 
mastery of' anything at all as an objective is th~tt making 
distinctions between pupils is somehow undemocr·atic and immor·-
al. The result has been, of course, that Joung people's desire 
to excel has been shifted from academic, intellectual activity 
to sports 0-nd clothes and popularity. It is human nsture to 
pursue honor. If ~ school does not enable a boy to distin-
guish himself for knowledge and ment9.l skills, then he will 
ctevote himself to ms.king an E:thletic team, geti::;ing elected to 
class of;ice, or d~ting the most popular girl in the school. 
Or he may distin[uish himself by wild driving, precocious dis-
sipation, or darinc ass~ults on persons or property. 
Cnly the displacement of youth's inherent a.m-ci tion fr·om 
intellectual mastery to other ol;jects can acco1mt for a wide-
spread inability of hiph school graduates to divide 12 by 60. 
ScLool administrators, even more than teachers, owe a duty to 
direct the abundant energy of young people to goals useful to 
adults and society. Onl:v as this is done can our schools dis-
charge their responsroilities and earn their way. 
'f.:hich of the following best expresses the main idea of section 
4? 
a. It is undemocratic and immoral to distinguish among 
c!:,i ldren. 
b. As long as a child has a chance to gain recog,nition 
it does not matter how he does it. 
c. Education should enable 8_ child to distinguish him-
self in acaaemic pursuits. 
Whar is the intent of this article? 
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d.F.II.i..tdNG 
Tiny Capital of Greenland Grows Ra~i~ly 
1. '.;hat is t e popu12, ticm of ·~7oth.aab? 
2. Where is Gotr1sa1::) locateu'! 
3. Wh~-; t is the lifeblood of Greenland.'!' 
1 Gothaat, cspital of sout~ern Greenland ~ith a populat-
2 ion of only 21, OOO, is experiencinF a su.rge of crov.tl-:1 after 
v 2c7 quiet ye~rs, the ~ationul Geogr&phic society says. 
4 'l'he D~nish covernment recently contracte::i v1i t'f: a Eri t-
£ .. isn firm i'o:c co;1str,Jction of' pori.,; f~ci1l ties on fan lsls.nci 
:3 in '-'O ::.2L fjord as a tu:ns-sr;iprnent t:;sc for iron or-e frum 
7 ~,c.ie_:ec. ,:,othuat is locateci in a s·.,eltc::ed vs.Jley on Green-
e J_;:·.nd t s motintainous so11th-'1Jest COf;,st, ~O.':l <: .. res. rt~'JCb cut U~) Ly 
9 f::or-,~s :::.nd isl;,;_nd.s. 'Che S'::~1ll ciP i·csts cin s. scoop t.ct~-.'GC:ffl 
lC, ro }-dlls ?.CL. f:::tc:rn a h~·lf J":.oon -r:,9,r or. 'L'he neat souare 
11 i'r-si::e l'oTses s.re dwarfed ' Cl i..stant oc~ilrn. 
12 Li:Ce is stern in .'dot'Ls.2b, w?Llc"' 'fw.s never kno~m t>:~e 
13 lu:>c:i.r:J of ::; srops::c port. ;:.;,hi;'..ls s:ncbcr in 1: .. h:s h~~r·cor. A 
14 tin·:· fleet of sc!100.nsrs and 1L hters -:.r?.ve anv k:Lnd oJ: ... . ._. 
1-, vvest;1s1·- foe, storm, ice- to rercove ::::;s.sseneers b.nO. s,xpi=1lies. 
16 .:.:itj.iP~-·ing is t~:e 1 if'or:;lood of Gr•eenL.1.nd, for uenms rk 1 s 
17 islanc.i pr·ovince m;rnt import ;:;,_ll its conswr1er soocis. Gothas.t. 
18 is a transit point for aatoosts 211 slon~ the west cosst. 
l~; 1 'otn'.<:101· !lcoo1·1·,··, .. ~ .. r•1"''' ·Le' ·1-·e.old.""St ,,,·tn·i,·'f1'-·sF·ttl 1"'~c"l.t i·n G1~P"'D-~--..... '-' .......... et\,.) t: ' .... ~-- ~,, .,_,,, _ ...;> u _ ..... -.; .;......... _ u_ . ._, _ v..1. .. •JJ.. ._, ,_, 
20 land. It was founded in 1781 l.E;Jove::l miss:L:m=ry, >~9.ns 
'.21 ede, 11 steepled ch.:u·cn s .. ~1c1 ~'- sts.t11e of E;geie, c[ressed in 
·?,?, ru.ff <:nu L"OVffl uw .~'azing suav,'s.rd, 0.r·e ~r,o::tern (3otiias.b 1 s JY,ost 
2o con~picious l~ndm~rks. 
1) 
• t w~s the v~lue of Gothsat in ~orlu ~~rII? 
5. i1-0\\1 cl .Ld s .. r1 j1rner,j_c~--:.n er1\To~r solve tl1e hou_s:inc f)r~ol,.Jern'? 
J. In t t pe of ho~ses di~ the peo9le live? 
l t-
ce:~:_,x.e ,_ s:s~- for ?,lli-
() c3. E.J T ··;-~ Ti~.::~ :;:--111 e 21 ' f) 1 ~- r:_ c: s ' l' :- '·' 'l C.\ :~J.~~l Ci 
t lo'"·tc'. :i. s>.tions. Cften '. s n~, 
... _· -,)~!11 o::.:.; .. ~- .~=~ '._: J_r1 t e 'c.: o t ·- .. ::: ... :1 ·; J <:~-- r -.. or;. 
·, · ~-.r :::cii. -:·:n :.nt arL. L,1eteor-
~ 2 five's tps ~ere being 
, , LJ.~~11·y- fi ~~- f-:: ·Li1.J l 1 · ... J i:r1 ,r;· ·v., ~~ .~_'. n_ n 12; <1_ r:.·- ,_: 1--. o ::. cc c).,,v1 ~:"rl o Cl_~" t 8 J s_ n 3- ~ ~--
7 :1ini.st1:ctive officLJ..s. T'ir:c; J1x·:eric:<:1 Anvov solvc3' tr.e 
F; ::-_ 1J J. El .; .. r.~ .. . ..·) r· o 1.:, _L ~;Lt i.. o r:~t e :c ~L.n.~~-: s. -n r· e f ~:. : ... r· i e ~:.;_ t e d cc; 'l.1. s , __ ;.l ~~< t e f~r- orr1 
£ 3. 1~r:~.Ll ')Jder ~~ouf'e :tn t e .:n:tte Gt~ tes. 
1 ,., - u 
11 stcne 2 to t~e o~ern dr~. ~e·rl. cvervone ~e~r2 ~uropean 
18 .,rf f.s. :J.ov:ns i::.:1roL~:! t:o t .. e sot111c':.::: of en,,~ines, el<;:;ctrlc 
i:3 cLt·il~~ ... s, :.;_r1cl s..:rtL:·~1er·s. i~ c;u_r"lL~. C~·rseril~--Yl\Je1) lf~ . t ~-OJ'"_c~ ir1 :L 
14 jec:L.:.:, tr1;c1':, or i J.lldozer th:.n s. l::~~''.:ck. 
l: 0T:'.:Jr::.e re.(: t irf' ri J. s '.. ve :t. s.11 clt.::'.';;pe;;. red fron~ Ciot-
1'3 h:;el: .• Thi;;-: '. .. •J .. t ci\ cl 1_er of ;·:ssterci::y ;:Jrot:c·.c,J.;, rww h:,f: a stn-
1'7 dy, L1s<1l<c..ted \,',ucc:,~n <011.se, co:nf':Jrt·,~;le fur·niture, elsctr·ic-
1e ~tl :::.pplL:;,~;-,;,ct:s, ::-. r. io SL(L :.oto:c· os.t. ·ri:s2.rl,\ ever~ S' .... 1p 
1£ s:oiJ.in:. fr·om .0en..wr·k t.c Ur·e s.nzJ ince t:e Yl~.r· Ls.s c,_,rr·isc. 
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80 a c~rgo of ne~ ~otors on Jeck. 
7. ~rl:E. t ewes G-cthE.au' s younger generation want'? 
8. How long has the newspaper been publis~ed? 
9. Shat is the world's l~rgest island? 
1 Gothaab's younrer ~eneration wants ed~cation and in-
2 c:i:-easing contact with the 0~1tside world. :Many '·ouths st11dy 
3 in Denmark others at Gothaao 1 s century old collece. (_,ot-
4 ha:::c-o' s nev. sps.per, A tw.:>.t_:asdliuti t, h&s been published. for 
5 about 20 years. 
5 L~o aspect of Goth.as.b' s function as an eci.,_:cation center 
? is mon~ vitr,l than its radio ststion. The broadcasts ser•ve 
8 as s. unifying force for Greenland's 27 ,OO·J people in 200 
9 lonely set Llements sea tt.ered about the edges of tLe v:orlct 1 s 
10 lsrgest island. 
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ACCENT ON LIVING 
Charles w. Morton 
You'll enjoy its dry, sweet flavor ••• n For several morrungs I 
heard those words in a radio commercial plugging a fortified wine. I 
heard them without comprehension, vaguely, and their reiteration from day 
to day failed to give them meaning for me. But quite by chance one 
morning, when my ear was off guard and admitting the commercial announce-
ment to my mental processes, I realized with a nostalgic thrill that I 
was at grips once again with anton;ymousness as a factor in American 
life. 
Dry? Sweet? Here in the matter of wine, are antonyms. There are 
dry wines and there are sweet wines. I.et us assume that half the public 
prefers the one and rejects the other. This poses the wine producer an 
exasperating problem. Which faction shall he woo? To bid for either is 
to lose the other. This would be not only unbusinesslike but, as the 
antonymous school has discovered, quite unnecessary. The more cautious 
or pessimistic publicist would avoid the issue or try for a middle-of-
the-road strategy. Nonsense, says the expert in anton;ymity, I'll take 
the middle of the road and both sides of the street. ¥.ine shall be a 
. -
dry-sweet wine. (As a matter of fact, his wine, in the example that I 
mention, is numbingly sweet.) 
The dry-sweet affirmation was nostalgic for me because it carried 
me back to my first encounter with the antonymous approach. It was in 
1930, when the issue of Prohibition was by far the most vexing of all 
that confronted political candidates. The electorate was split cleanly 
down the middle, it was widely believed at t~e time, and few candidates 
could endorse the Wets or the Drys without unhappiness. 
There were a few more instances of antonymousness in the fore 
part of the Depression, notably the "strengthening" of the banking 
system by the simple act of closing dmm the "weaker" banks. It was a 
commonplace at the time to pick up a paper and read : "A feeling of 
optimism pervaded Boston's financial district today following the first 
shock of the closing of the 'sound' Federal National Eank, its branches, 
and eight affiliates •• •" Similarly, it was argued of many stocks 
that their price was declining only because of uncertainty over the 
dividends they continued to pay, and that the price would stabilize and 
rise once again just as soon as the dividends--troublesome thing that 
they are--had been omitted. 
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More recently, it was Senator Sparkman who described himself to an 
interviewer in the '.52 campaign as a ltli beral-conservati ve." 
At the present time foodstuffs and any product dependent on flavor 
or aroma--coffee, cigarettes, cheese of all sorts, whiskey, bacon, and 
many others--are the mainstays of the antonymous school of thought. All 
are "rich" and all are "mild.it It would be unusual nowadays to hear 
that anytM.ng is rich without immediate assurance that it is also mild. 
"You '11 enjoy its ri eh, mild flavor11 --especially after looking up these 
two adjectives in your dictionary. 
ACCZ1':"'T ON LIVING 
Charles W. Norton 
l. Which of the following best describes the tone of the article? 
a. humorous b. matter of fact 
c. critical d. satirical 
2. 1dhat does the author mean by e.ntonymous? 
a. words so opposite that they nullify each other 
b. words so alike that they mean the same thing 
c. words that have no relation to the product 
d. all of the above 
5. Which of the following would describe a dry-sweet wine? 
a. lacking sugar but has a sweet taste 
b. sweet to the taste but lacking moisture 
c. sweet but having no alcohol content 
d. all of the above 
1+. For whom do you think this article was written? 
a. advertisers b. politicians 
c. bankers d. general ?Ublic 
5. What appears to be the author 1 s opinion as to the public 1 s 
reception of advertising? 
a. they are not easily misled 
b. they take advertisinr; o.t face value 
c. they pay no attention to advertising 
d. none of the above 
6. Why is a foodstuff described as having a 11 rich-mild flavor"? 
a. so it will sell to those who like a rich flavor 
b. so it will sell to those who like e. mild flavor 
c. so it will sell to those who like either flavor 
d. because it is an accurate description 
7. Which best describes the author's feelin5s? 
a. amusement at man's gullibility 
b. admiration of advertisements 
c. confused as to the advertiser's use of language 
d. surprised because advertisers would stoop so low 
8. Which of the following best expresses the main idea of the story? 
a. people should look ur:· words i11 their dictionaries 
b. businessmen and poli ticia.ns try to please ever~'one 
c. we should enrich our lon_un:~:e by usin~; descriptive words 
cl. nmbimous use of lan:::;w1·~·e in co' ·:.;on in America 
Level Jf:3 - 319 words 
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Still in tr-e Books 
'..Vhile there is no wisl·: to cause an:yone to leap and 
shriek with fr·ight, it is true that, under the laws of Illi-
nois, an:yone w!Jo takes a drink of i:q.toxicating liG_uor on a 
train is liable to a fine of up to $100 and a jail sentence 
of 100 days. 
This little old law has been on the hooks since 1911 
and none had bothered to scrape it off. It is possitle that 
some within e7fe reach of this a.rticle may owe Illinois thou-
s&nds of dollars and society as much time as 18 -years. 
It is also true, since 1907, there has been a law lurk-
ing on tr:e statute tbat says calmly that nany person who shall 
manuf'actur·e, sell, or give a.way any cigaret,te containing a 
deleterious substance, including tobacco, shall be punished 
by a fine not exceec.ing ,~:100 or imprisoned in the county jail 
for a per·iod not to exceed 30 days 11 • None will cieny tb.a t it 
might be difficult to run up a cigarette without tobacco. 
Abo'J.t t~':e sa::11e time lv1~yor 'I'hompson of Chica, o was 
threatening to punch King George in t~::e nose, the legislat"'J.re 
passed a measure that the language in Illinois should not be 
knovm as the English language because of certain Tory elements-
~~ave ever clung to the tradition of king and country. Ill i-
nois language, t".:is lsw provided, should be knov!n as the Amer-
ican language, and that the law is still there on the bocks. 
Senator Charle:! Eaker, ·oack in 1951, got irritated 
about tLe law ma.king necessary the innoculstion of dogs afainst 
rabies. lie tried without success, to add an amendment tbat 
innocula ted dof1S should we&r a bell, audible to both canines 
and numans for 75 feet. 
James Kirby,.a down state legislator, fought a valiant 
battle for a piece of legislation wh.ich never got passed. 
He wanted to make illegal tbe wearing of high heeled shoes 
by women. He won the title of 11High Heels 11 Kirby as much as 
25 years ago. 
Senator Libonati, now movea on to eongress in Washing-
ton, left sadly without passine his law for cuspidors in 
public ~uildings. Well, those are some of the thinGS that 
are going to happen if JOU are going to have legislatures, 
anci who hasn't? 
1. \lihat adjective best describes the tone of this article? 
a. disillusioned c. satirical 
b. comic d. sentimental 
2. For v1hom do you think this article was written? 
a. legisla t'.Ires c. lawyers 
b. newly elected senators d. the gener·al public 
3. ~hich best describes the intent of the selection? 
a. all lawmakers are fooJ.s 
b. that the wheels of a democracy Frind slov·1ly 
c. people use the law for individual purposes 
a.. we should punish smokers 
VCCABULARY DEV.SLOfMEW.I' 
Eomonyms are words that are pronounced alD:e but have 
different meanings. H:X•·b'Li:;LE: no-know 
Choose the correct word. 
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1. The children should put toys in the box over 
(their-there) ----- ----
2. We money to rebuild t~e house that was ....,,..,. ___ _ 
by fire. (razed-raised) 
3. At first we knew th::::t this was tl~e camp for 
us • ---(.-s-i ......,..t e - s i gl-1 t ) -----
4. The wind the white clouds across the sky. 
(blue-blew) ------
5. We must teach students the way to themes. 
(right-write) --~-- ------
5. 'I'he S[Jeaker stated that some criminals do not 
~ave a single • (principle-principal) 
Synonyms are words of the same or almost the same meaning. 
EXAi\TPLE: bad-evil 
Choose the correct synonym. 
kind 
-revolt 
-just 
-hie;~h 
-last 
----idea 
-short 
-dull 
-trick 
-swell -
l.lofty 
2.brief 
3.ruse 
4.final 
5.rebel 
s.expand 
7.fair 
8.stupid 
£1.notion 
10.benign 
Antonyms are words of opposite meanings. 
8XA.~frtE: good-bad 
Give an antonym for the following. 
1. clean ----- 6. generous ______ _ 
2. high ----- 7. inferior -----
3, same ----- 8. success ------
4. love ------ 9. depart -----
r.· 
0. coarse ----- 10. quiet -----
5CCRE: IiO J.'iiO ?;:tMS SYNOl\J"YMS AI'JirONYMS --- ~--- -------
APPENDIX A 
READING GRAPH 
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IUW>ING RATE CHART 
M;J.aY.:tl I; 1/ 2 3/lt- 1 l/lt- 1/2 3/i+ 2 lA 1/2 3/lt- 3 1/4 1/2 3/i+ >+ 1/4 1/2 3/1+ =• ~OOO 2~00 1667 1250 1111 1000 909 833 769 7llt- 667 625 588 556 526 21+50· 900 2 ;o 1633 1225 1089 980 891 817 75'4 700 6~ 613 576 '114 515 
2lt-Oo 1+800 21+00 1600 1200 1067 960 873 800 738 686 6 600 565 533 ~o~ 
2350 1+700 2350 1567 117'5 lOl+l+ 94o 855 783 72~ 671 627 588 ~3 522 9 
2300 1+600 2300 1533 1150 1022 920 836 767 70 657 613 575 1 511 l+Slt-
22;0 ~ 2250 1~00 1125 1000 900 818 750 692 6lt-3 600 563 529 ,00 lt-73 2200 2200 1 7 1100 978 880 800 733 677 629 587 550 518 89 1+63 
21;0 lt-300 ?150 1433 1075 956 860 782 717 662 6li+ 573 538 ,06 lt-78 ~2 
2100 1+200 2100 1400 1050 933 Bl+o 761+ 700 6lt-7 600 560 525 94 1+76 . 2 
2050 l+lOO 2050 1367 1025' 911 820 745 683 613 586 '11-7 513 lt-82 m 431 
2000 4000 20000 1333 1000 889 800 727 667 615 571 ;33 ,00 471 421 
1950 3900 1950 1300 975 867 780 709 650 600 ~~ 520 88 ~9 1+33 410 1900 3800 1900 1267 950 841+ 760 691 633 585 507 475 7 422 400 
1850 3700 1850 1233 1057 925 822 71+<> 673 617 569 529 493 1+63 >+3~ 1+11 389 
1800 3600 1800 1200 1029 900 800 720 655 600 551+ 514 1+80 1+50 1+2 400 379 
1750 ~~ 175'0 1167 1000 875 778 700 636 583 538 ~00 1+67 1+38 1+12 389 368 1700 1700 1133 971 850 756 68o 618 567 523 6 1+53 425' i+Oo 378 358 
1650 3300 1650 1100 91+3 825 733 660 600 ;;o ,08 1+71 l+l+o 413 388 367 31+7 
1600 3200 1600 1067 §11+ 800 711 640 582 533 92 ~7 427 l+oO 376 3~ 337 
1550 3100 1550 1033 86 775 689 620 564 517 1+77 3 413 386 365 3 326 
1500 3000 1500 1000 857 750 667 600 545' 500 1+62 429 1+oO 375 353 333 316 
1450 2900 1450 1160 967 829 725 644 5ao 527 lt-83 >+47 414 387 363 341 322 305 
11+00 2800 14-00 1120 933 800 700 622 560 ,09 1+67 431 l+oo 373 350 3~9 311 295 
1350 2700 1350 1080 900 771 675 600 540 91 450 1+15 386 360 338 318 300 289 
1300 2600 1300 101+0 867 743 650 578 520 1+73 433 4oo 371 347 325 306 289 271+ 
t-' 
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READIIG RATE CHART 
m.n:u.t11·112 3/lf. l l/lf. l/2 3/4 2 1/4 1/2 3/lt- 3 1/4 1/2 3/lf. i.. l/4 l/2 3/4 
BW 2~ 1250 1000 833 714 625 556 ~00 i..;; 417 38; 3~7 333 313 29lt- 278 263 1200 2 0 1200 960 800 686 600 533 80 436 1+00 369 3 3 320 300 282 267 2,3 
115'0 2300 1150 920 767 657 ,7, zi1 1+60 418 383 35'1t 329 307 288 271 ~~· 2 2 1100 2200 1100 880 733 629 5;0 89 4>+o 4oo 367 338 314 293 275 2;9 
1050 2100 1050 8lt-o 700 600 525 467 1+20 382 350 32~ 300 280 263 247 233 
1000 2000 1000 800 667 571 ~00 444 400 364 333 30 286 267 250 23~ 222 
950 1900 950 760 633 '1t-~ 75 422 380 345 311 292 271 2~ 238 22 210 
900 1800 900 720 600 51 450 400 360 327 300 277 257 2 225 212 200 
850 1700 850 680 567 >+86 1+25 378 340 309 283 262 243 227 213 200 189 
800 1600 800 640 533 45'7 400 35'6 320 291 267 247 229 213 200 188 178 
750 l~ 75'0 600 ~o 429 375 333 300 273 250 231 214 200 188 176 167 700 l . '700 560 7 lt-oo 350 311 280 255 233 215 200 187 175 165 156 
650 1300 867 650 ~o 433 371 325 289 260 236 217 200 186 173 163 1~3 141+ 
600 1200 800 600 o 1+00 34a 300 267 240 218 200 185 171 160 150 l l 133 
550 1100 733 550 44-0 367 31 27') 244 220 200 183 167 1~7 147 138 129 122 
;oo 1000 667 500 400 333 286 250 222 200 182 167 151+ l 3 133 125' 118 111 
This table is· usesi ·i,n thfs· wai; 
(1) Fini the number of words in the article in the column at the left. 
(2) Fina the time it took to read the article at the top of the page. 
(3) The point at which th• two lines; intersect is your reading rate in 
woris per minute. For example, a 950 wor4 artieJ.e read in 2 1/4 
minutes giTes a reading rate or 422. 
..... 
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RIADING BATE CHART 
u:••t•1 ; l/lt- 1/2 3/lt-ortla 6 l/lt- 1/2 3A 7 1/2 8 1/2 9 1/2 10 2zoo ~oo lt-76 lt-~5 lt-35' 41i l+oo 38; 370 357 333 3~ 2§4 278 26~ 2~0 2 ;o 90 467 lt 5 426 40 392 377 363 35'0 321 3 2 8 272 25 2 5' 
2lt-Oo 480 457 lt-36 417 4-0o 384 369 3~6 343 320 300 282 267 2,3 240 
2350 470 448 42? 1+09 392 376 362 3 8 336 313 294 276 261 2 ? 235' 
2300 460 438 418 4oO 383 368 3'4 329 307 288 271 256 242 230 
225'0 ~~ 429 lt-09 391 375 360 346 321 300 281 265 2~ 237 22; 
2200 419 lt-00 38~ 367 3~ 338 314 293 275' 2~9 2 232 220 
2150 430 lt-10 391 31 .· 358 3. ' 331 307 287 269 2,3 239 226 215' 
2100 420 40o 382 365 350 336 323 300 280 263 2 ? 233 221 210 
207<) i.10 390 37a 3~7 342 328 315 293 273 256 241 228 216 20; 
2000 l+Oo 381 36 3 8 333 308 286 267 250 235' 222 211 200 
1950 390 371 3~5' 339 325 300 279 260 241+ 22~ 21? 20; 195 
1900 380 362 3 5 330 317 292 271 253 238 22 211 200 190 
1850 370 3~2 330 322 308 285 26lt- 247 231 218 206 195 185 
1800 360 3 3 327 31a 300 27? 25'7 240 22; 212 200 18~ 180 
1750 3~ 33a 318 30 292 269 .2,7 233 219 206 194 18 175' 
1700 3 32 309 296 283 262 2 3 227 213 200 189 179 170 
1650 330 31lf. 300 272 ~~ 236 220 206 194 18~ 174 165 1600 320 305' 291 26b 229 213 200 188 17 168 160 15'5'0 310 295 282 25 238 221 207 194 182 172 16~ 155 
15'00 300 286 273 250 231 214 200 188 176 167 15 150 
11+,-o 290 276 264 242 223 207 193 181 171 161 1,3 145 
ll+Oo 280 2~5 233 21; 200 187 175 165 156 1 7 llt-0 1350 270 2 5 22; 208 193 18o 169 159 1~ 142 135 
1300 260 236 217 200 186 173 163 153 l 137 130 
~ 
\1\ 
READING RAT:& CART 
Minutes 5 1/4 1/2 314 6 1/4 1/2 3/4 7 1/2 8 1/2 9 
Word.a 
1250 ~~ 227 208 192 179 167 156 147 139 1200 218 200 185 171 160 i~ 141 13~ 115'0 230 209 192 177 164 1~3 135 12 
1100 220 200 183 169 157 1 7 138 129 122 
1050 210 191 176 162 150 140 131 124 117 
1000 200 182 167 i~ 143 133 125 118 11 950 190 17a 158 136 127 119 112 106 
900 180 16 150 138 129 120 113 106 100 
850 170 155 142 131 121 113 106 100 94 
800 160 145 133 123 114 107 100 94 89 
750 i~ 136 125 11~ 107 100 94 89 ~~ 700 127 117 lo 100 93 88 82 
65'0 130 118 108 100 ~ 87 81 76 72 600 120 109 100 92 80 7'5 71 67 
550 110 100 ~~ 85 79 73 69 65 61 500 100 91 77 71 67 63 59 56 
This ta)le is xsed in this waY 
(l) Find the munber of words in the article in the column at the left. 
(2) Find the time it took to read the article at the top of the page. 
(3) The point at which the two lines intersect is your reading rate in 
words per minute. For example, a 700 word article read in 6 1/2 
minutes gives a reading rate of 108. 
1/2 
132 
126 
131 
116 
lll 
105 
100 
95 
89 
84 
79 
74 
68 
~~ 
53 
10 
125 
120 
115 
110 
105 
100 
95 
90 
8; 
80 
75 
70 
65 
60 
55 
50 
I-' 
-4 
°' 
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ANSWER KEY 
UNIT I 
Part 1 
Hot Deg, Baseball Fan's; Best Friend is ;; 
l.a 2.o 3.0 4.b ;.e 6.d 7.d 8.a 9.e 10.a 
Part 2 
The Usllllg Hero ot Stone Mountain 
l.a 2.d 3.d 4.a ;.c 6.d 7.c 8.c 9.b 10.a 
UNIT II 
Part 1 
The Riddle of Garibaldi's Ankle 
l.b 2.c 3.d 4.d ;.a 6.b 7.e 8.b 9.b 10.d 
Part 2 
This Business of LiTing 
l.t 2.r 3.t 4.r ;.r 6.r 7.t 8.t 9.r lO.t 
Part 3 
Dear Mr. Congressman 
l.b 2.a 3.b 4.d ;.b 6.a 7.b 8.d 9.b 10.e 
Part 4 
My Church in the Jungle 
i.t 2.t 3.r 4.t ;.r 6.t 7.r 8.t 9.r 10.t 
UNIT IV 
Part 1 
Rivers In The Sky 
l.b 2.d 3.c 4.e 5.b 6.a 7.d 8.a 9.e 10.c 
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ANSWER KEY 
Part 2 
How to Quit A Job 
l.c 2.a 3.d 4-lc ~-2h 4-3k 4-4p 4-5s 5.a 6.e 
Part 3 
Paul Bunyan Stepped Here 
l.b 2.a 3.c 4.d 5.e 6.c 7.a 8.c 9.b 10.d 
UNIT V 
Part 1 
The Death of A Gambler 
l.d 2.d 3.9 4.d 5.d 6.d 7.a 8.d 9.c 10.c 
Part 2 
The Happy Cardiac 
l.b 2.c 3.b 4.d 5.b 6.a 7.c 8.d 9.a 10.c 
UNIT VI 
Part 1 
Accent on Living 
l.d 2.a 3.d 4.d 5.b 6.c 7.a 8.d 
APPENDIX B 
:aEADING IMPROVEMElff DEVICES 
Reading Tests 
Silent reading tests should be ad.ministered at the begin-
ning and end of the course. The beginning tests are a means 
of determining areas of strengths and weaknesses. Those admin-
istered at the end of the course are a means of evaluating pro-
gress. 
Reading Accelerators 
Reading accelerators are machines designed to increase 
individual reading rates. Their purpose is to motivate the 
reader to read as fast as he can. Ma.ny accelerators have 
a shutter that can be adjusted to descend over a column of 
print at the desired rate of speed. The reader is keep ahead 
of the shutter. 
Taohistosoope 
The tachistosoope is a devise used to train the individual 
to recognize quickly a given group of digits, words or 
phrases. It exposes material for a fraction of a second. The 
exposure time can be regulated. It is a motivational devise 
in that success is rapid in most cases. Tachistoscopes are 
available for use with individuals and groups. 
Reading Films 
Reading films train students in rate and comprehension 
skills. The selections are shown paragraph by paragraph with 
phrases highlighted for a brief time. The film forces the 
180 
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individual to read at a certain rate and prevents regressions. 
The Purdue Reading Fihn.s consist of 16 fihn.s that range 
in speed from 188 to 511 words per minute (silent speed) or 
282 to 766 words per minute {sound speed). For each film there 
are 10 comprehension questions. 
Spelling Tapes. 
The spelling tapes are designed to provide practice in 
spelling. Words are pronounced by-the tape recorder. Accuracy is 
checked by a chart. Spelling tapes may be used individually 
or with groups. 
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